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1. RESUivJE. 
Among the South African Thysanura, the order Lepisma.toidea 
has spread over the whole sub-continent, while all except one 
species of the order Machiloidea are confined to the discont inuous 
forest ~Jelt \..rhich l ies belm·r the escarpment of the inland plat-
eau. The Hachiloidea are not , hov7ever, strictly confined to 
the actual forests vrithin their geographical region, some species 
invading regions of considerable aridity. 
Investigations on the ecology, water relations and orien-
tation behaviour of a representative species of each order have 
been carried out. These have revealed that: 
(i) the physical conditions in the typical niche of the 
Machiloidea are extremely stable, 1-1hereas those in the 
habitat of the Lepismatoidea are subject to some con-
siderable fluctuation. 
(ii) the Lepismatoidea are more resistant to desiccation 
than the :Iachiloidea; in both cases this res istance is 
due in part to physical barriers in the cuticle and 
partly to an active metabolic process. 
(iii) the r·fachiloidea rely on the ir eversible vesicles, 
situated on the abdominal coxosternites, for the uptake 
of water which cannot be drunk, such as a thin film of 
water or soil capillary \..rater . 
(iv) the Lepismatoidea are able to absorb water from a sub-
saturated atmosphere. 
(v) the behavioural responses of both in respect of humidity, 
temperature, li~ht and gravity, are such as to keep 
t~em in conditions within the range of their physio-
logical limitations . 
From these results i t is concluded that the rachiloidea can 
survive outside the shelter of forests, 'Jrovided that water is 
readily ava ilable in some form in which it can ~e absorbed by the 
animals . The general implications of the results are such as to 
permit the erection of an hypothesis explaining the distribution 
of the Thysanura in South Africa in terms of t he availability of 
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2. INTRODUCT IOH . 
Among zoolor::ists tho phrase 11>-Jell adapted to the land 
ha1)itat" has r-tlmost become synonymous vlith 11locust 11 or 11Cockroach". 
The Artl:.ropoda are vrithout doubt the most successful of the 
terrestrial inv ~rtebrates and in the myriapod-hexapod line the 
progressive evolution of adJ.ptive characters to meet the full 
rigours of the land habitat has culminGted in the Pterygota. 
The Hexapoda are now :;ener.J.ll~ · accepted as !Jeing descended from 
a Symphyla- li.lce J.ncestor ( Imms, 1956). The Symphyla, together 
\vith many of the primitively apterous hexapods, are animals con. 
fined to the equible conditions vlhich obtain amongst the litter 
and humus of forest floors, and such a habitat must be regarded 
as the ancestral home of most of the terrestrial arthropods. 
Hhile lllUch of the success of the Pterygota is generally, and 
quite justifiably, attributed to the evolution of flight, 
physiological adaptat ions must have been of considerable import-
ance in enabling tho 8.ncestors of the Pterygota to leave the 
sheltered habitat of the forest cryptofauna for another, where 
conditions were such as to permit the evolution of flight, and 
also in allowing t hem to survive in the harsh climatic conditions 
outside the forest. 
The Thysanura occupy a unique position among the Hexapoda. 
They r epresent the closest l ivine r8latives of the Pterygota, 
but have not evolvr::d tho ability to fly. Their relationship to 
the Pterygota has been ·:stablished 0eyond doubt on morphological 
grounds and, of the two orders comprising the subclass , t he 
Lepismatoidea show the closer affinities to the Pterygota 
(Snodgr ass, 1938; Barnhart, 1961) , the Machiloidea having re-
t ~.ined many of the characteristics of their Symphyla-like 
ancestor. 
The distribut i on of the Thysanura in Southern Africa, as 
s hown in Figure 2 .01, reveals a marked d iverge nce between the 
two orders. Southern Africa can ~,:,e ~Jroadly divided into two 
climatic re ~ions : - a hif~ inland plateau, for the most part 
treeless and becoming more arid as one moves westward, and a 
coastal belt with a more even climate. The coastal belt, which 
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Fig. 2.01: Map showing the distribution of the Machiloidea and 
Lepismatoidea in Southern Africa (from data in 
Wyaodzinsky, 1955 and personal collections). 
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lies belot-1 the escarpment of the inland plateau supports remnants 
of once more wide-spread indigenous for est and is referred to by 
Lawrence (1953) as the discontinuous forest belt . The Lepis-
matoidea are a \Jide-ranr.in£; ;.roup; they have established them-
s '""lves throughout the subcontinunt even to the extremes of the 
Namib desert (Lawrence, 1959) . This implies physiological and 
behavioural adaptations to the extreme rigours of the terrestrial 
environment, ad':lptat.ions not present in the i-fachiloidea , which 
are , -with one doubtful exception (!·1achiloides solitarius Silves-
tri), confined to the discontinuous for est belt. Preliminary 
investigations on a num· ·er of species of Machil9ides, the domin-
ant genus of t he lfachiloidea in Southern Africa, showed that 
these animals are not only 0otter adapted to terrestrial life 
than ar~ many of the more typical cryptozoa of the forest floor , 
but elsa thQt wit hin their geo~raphical range they can occur 
outs ide the shelter of the forests and even in extremely arid 
conditions . 
t study of the terrestrial a daptations manifested in these 
two thysanuran orders mibht well serve to elucidate not only 
the ir own :~ ographical distribution but also the evolution of 
t drrestridl ad~ptations in the Fterygota . The investigat ion 
has used three lines of Gpproach : 
(i) Ecological, since it is necessary to know the condit ions 
under t-lhich the animals live . 
( ii) Physiolo:rical, since adal_)tations to the habitat must 
be ascertained, and 
(iii) Behavioural, since the ~nimals need the correct respon-
ses to environmental stimuli to keep them within the 
limi ts of the ir physiologic~l capabiliti es . 
The presont study of th3 terrestri~l adaptations shown by these 
two thysanuran orders was undertaken in the belief that it might 
not only allow us to comprehend tha basis of their r.eographical 
distribution, ·)ut a lso aid in our understanding of the evolution 
of terr~strial adaptations in the Fterygota . 
An investigat i on of this nature can init i a lly, of course , 
only be carriad out on one species representing each order, a nd 
6. 
it must be stressed th.:tt the conclusions reached can only be 
rego.rded as tentatively valid for the two orders as a vthole. 
Conflicting or contrary evidence ma.y follow "YThen other species 
are studied in detail. 
7. 
~ • !1h-TERIAL. 
Availability was the chief factor governing the choice of 
exper imental material, a species re sprese nting each of the two 
orders comprising the sub-class Thysanura being required. Si nce 
no other investigations of the character of the present work 
have been carried out, these animals must initially be regarded, 
within r easonable limits , as typical of the i r respeotive orders. 
51. ~cies Use£ . 
Although at lGast four species of the genus ~chiloide~ 
occur in the Grahamstown area , Machiloides delanyi Wygodzinsky 
(Wygodzinsky 1960) was chosen as re presenting the l~chiloidea, 
by virtue of its relative ahundance. Ctenolepisma_long!caud~ta 
~~cherich (Wygodzinsky 1955) was r egarded as representing the 
Lepismatoidea, though as a widespread household pest , it inhabits 
a somewhat atypical niche . Although other Lepismatoidea do 
occur in the Grahamstown area, these are not readily come by in 
sufficient numbars for an investigat ion of this nature . 
3. 2. Habitats of th~-~~rim~ntal §:Qi~ls. 
Machiloides delanvi has been collected from a number of 
localities in the vicinity of Grahamstown. It is confined to 
areas whe re moisture is fairly readily available, such as the 
indigenous forests, wooded stream b0ds, poplar groves, pine 
forests !.lnd even in the so-called "False Karroo 11 to t he North-
west of Grahamstown. In t he latter r egion, however, it is 
only found in the proximity of streams and stock watering dams . 
Although the ~niroals occur in regions of relative moisture 
abundance , the actual niche occupied by them is usually dry in 
comparison with the surroundines . For example , in indigenous 
forests they ar e seldom Gncountered in the moister litte r 
layers but occur in the ir gr eatest abundance a mong the loose 
rock rubbl e of a talus s lope . In such a habitat there a re 
also found, in the Grahamstown area, three other a nd undescribed 
speci es of Machiloides; it is also the characteristic habitat 
of Petrobius brevistvlus in Great Britain (Delany 1959) and of 
various speci es of Machilis , Dil~, Trigoniophthalmus and 
8. 
others in Switzerland (Wygodzinsky 1941) • Indeed, the German 
common name of 11Fehlsensprfnger 11 indicates that the animals have 
long been recognised as petrophils . 
Ctenolcpisma longicaudata is a household pest, widely dis-
tributed throughout both the tropics and the temperate regions 
of the Old World . Specimens have been collected from old books, 
cardboard containers and in almost any locality indoors which is 
relatively undisturbed. These animals are also frequently en-
countered in baths and hand-basins in bathrooms and in labor-
atory glassware stored in cardboard boxes, having been trapped 
by the smooth walls in each instance. 
Other Lepismatidae have, during the course of this investi-
gation, been found in a number of localities ranging from open 
grassland to the semi-desert Karroo. These were always found 
under stones. The wide range of habitats occupied by the 
Lepismatidae would seem to find its extreme i n the harsh condit-
ions of the Namib desert , where Lawrence (1959) reports a 
l epismatid species as forming the primary industry in most of 
the food chains . 
3. 3. Laborator~~tu!~~thod~ . 
(i) Machiloides delanyi. 
The animals we re housed in pairs in plastic dishes 
measuring 18 x 8 x 4 em; larger numbers seemed to increase the 
mortality and made handl ing more difficult . The shallow dishes 
greatly facilitated handling which was frequently necessary, 
both for experimental purposes and for cleaning. Owing to the 
smooth surface of the dishes, the floor was l ined with paper to 
allow the animals to walk normally and a few stones of suitable 
size were ~rranged in the dishes for shelter . 
All Machilidae feed on the thallophyte flora encrusting the 
rocks or growin~ on the bark of trees in their habitat. They 
probably also feed on the fungi which abound in forest litter, 
since they can also be fed on l iving yeast cells (Wygodzinsky -
personal cormnunication) • A food supply was provided by 
stripping bark, supporting a good thallophyte flora, from trees , 
soaking these pieces of bark in wate r overnight and allowing the 
------------- ----
9. 
animals to feed on the microfl ora. The pieces of bark serv8d 
the dual purpose of a culture medium for the food pl~nts and 
also the provision of additional shelter for the animals. Under 
adverse climatic conditions, bark was str i pped from trees known 
normally to support a ~ood ~rowth of algae and lichens; the pieces 
pieces of bark were soaked overni~ht in Bristol ' s Solution and 
kept under conditions of high humidity for about a fortnight. 
This treatment produced a good growth of microflora. The 
animals were found to bo very select ive in their feeding, re-
jecting a large number of thallophyte species and a cceptable 
food sources were ascertained only by trial and error. The 
animals scrape the mi croflora from the bark together with de-
caying bark cell s and other indigestible material. All this 
materi al is indiscri mi nately ingested, the faeces being composed 
largely of undigested plant cell remains . The intake of such 
material is considerable when judged by the rapidity with which 
the bark is stripped and the quantity of faecal matter produced . 
Water was provided by moi stening the stones in the culture 
dishes daily and occasionally placing one or t wo drops of wate r 
on the strips of bark in t he dishes. Care was necessary, 
however, not to allow the humidity i n the culture dishes to 
be come too high, s ince hi gh humidities both render the animals 
prone to attack by fungi and also apparently affect the facility 
with which they clear the old integument during ecdysis. The 
cause of the latter has not been investigated but i t has been 
found that failure to moult effectively was invariably fat al . 
In order to keep fatalities to a minimum i t was found 
necessary to clean all faeces from the culture dishes at least 
every third day and to provide each dish with a fresh paper 
l ining and food supply on these occas i ons . Once every two 
weeks the culture dishes and stones were washed in a disinfec-
tant (~ soluti on of chlorocresol in water) and exposed to the 
sun for a few hours . 
(ii) Ctenole!2iS!!.J§: lo~icaudat§_. 
These anim~ls were housed i n plastic dishes 
similar to those already described . Shelter was provided by 
10. 
placing crumpled filter paper in the dishes. The animals were 
found to show no adverse reaction to fairly high population 
densities in culture dishes. 
Although C. longicaudata was found to subs ist quite ade-
quately on a diet of filter paper alone with an occasional 
watering, they were fed on dried oats with the addition of a 
pinch of brewers yeast in order to keep them in the best poss-
ible condition. Water was provided by means of a cottonwool 
wick insert·3d in a small specimen tube filled with water. 
Whilst no close watch on the humidity was needed for the welfare 
of the animals themselves, it was found that a Mucor-like 
fungus established itself on the food supply and the filter paper 
if the humidity remained high for too long. 
These animals suffered neglect without any apparent ill 
effect and did not require the frequent cleaning of culture 
dishes which proved essential t o the successful maintenance of 
M. delanyi under laooratory conditions. 
~ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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4. THE AUTECOLOGY Q:[_~CHILOIDES DELANY! AND 
CTENQLEPISr~ LONGICAUDATA 
From the foregoing it is clear that the Machiloidea are not 
onl~ restricted in their peographical distribution but are also 
confined to certain protected localities within their geograph-
ical range. The physiological limitations restricting the 
distributi on of the Machiloidea must ;Jear some relation to the 
conditions obtaining generally in their normal environment and 
particularly in the actual niche which the animals occupy in 
such an environment . A comparative study of the habitats of 
M. delanvi and ~longicaudata was therefore made with a view to 
establishing what physical or 'J iotic factors limit the distri-
bution of the Machiloidea . Since C. longicaudata inha~its a 
somewhat atypical niche, the conditions under which other 
Lepismatoidea are normally found in the field were also investi-
gated; this would probably gi ve a better measure of the fie l d 
conditions normally experienced by the Lepismatoidea. 
Three factors suggest themsel~es for investigation; 
1 . Tooographical and edaphic factors which concern mainly the 
habitat of H. delanyi, 
2. Climatic factors, of which both temperature and humidity 
could be of importance, 
5. Biotic factors with particular reference to food , enemies 
and competition with other organisms. 
4 .1. To£9graphy and Edaphic Factors of the Habitats . 
The habitat taken as typical for M. delanvi was a well-
---
wooded stream valley; one side of the valley comprises a boulder 
str ewn slope , the rocks ~eing loosely packed on one another and 
housing comparatively large numbe rs of M. delanyi in the inter-
stices between the rocks. Such a locality can justifiably be 
regarded as a typical habitat of this species since i t corres-
ponds in most details with other regions where the animals have 
been found in abundance . Plates 4.01 and 4 .02 show the general 
features of the terrain within the valley. 
The stratigra'lhy of the valley floor essentially comprises 
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three layers; the substratum consists of a black, clay-like 
loam whi ch is covered by a humus layer up to four centimeters 
deep while a layer of loose leaf litter overlies the whole of 
the valley floor. The tallus slope, comprising one :Jank of the 
valley, consists of 0oulders of various sizes packed loosely on 
one another forming shall ow pockets on the surface which may be 
filled with humus and/or litter . Between these boulders there 
is a labyrinth of interspaces which form the main ecologi cal 
niche occupied by ~· delanyi. The depth of the boulder layer 
varies from one meter near the bottom of the valley to approx-
imately ~0 em. near the top. 
Specimens of M. delanvi have been found in their greatest 
abundance clinging to the undersurfaces of the rocks and are 
thus located in the interstices between the boulders of the slope . 
They also occur amohg the litter overlying the rocks when thi s 
is dry and to somo extent on the sides of stones embedded in 
the litter, usually very near to the surface of the litter layer. 
Their occurrence in the litter in re~ions where stones are ab-
sent is rare and they have never been found in the moister humus 
layer . 
C. longicaudata has oeen found to occur in a number of 
localities in the laboratory. Reprint files and stationery 
boxes which have been left undi sturbed for some time may house 
a number of these animals and the conditions within such files 
have been reF.arded as possibly representing those normally 
encountered by this species . However, since the animals occur 
quite commonly in many localities within the laboratory, the 
only apparent essential bein~ that they be left undisturbed, it 
is difficult to designate thum to a definite niche . 
A pile of rubble, comprising chiefly large fragment~ of 
broken concre t e piping and located in open grassland, has been 
found to house a f ew specimens of an undescribed species of 
Ctenolepisrna. This was thought to correspond closely to the 
field conditions r,enerally encounter ed by the Lepismatoidea and 
was thus included in the comparative study. 
14. 
L1,2 Qlirna.tic Co!}g!tiQQS i!} th~tl~£i~§:ts Investigated. 
Apparatus and method: 
Temperature measurements were, in all instances, made with 
the aid of mercury thermometers. Ecologists are generally pre-
judiced against the use of thermometers for microclimatic meas-
urements; this objection is based mainly on the size of the 
instrument and its t endency to conduct heat away from the site 
of measurement alonrr the stem. Whilst it is conceded that these 
considerations may greatly influence the results wher e the micro 
h~bitat is a small confined space , the use of thermometers in 
the measuretrent of air temperatures in the comparatively large 
interstices betvJeen the boulders of the talus slope seemed jus-
tifiable in the absence of more accurate field measuring equipmet. 
T,;fhe re used to measure the t emperature in the reprint boxes, the 
whole thermometer was inserted into the box, thus the objection 
does not apply in this instance. Care was necessary to ensure 
that the air temperature among the rocks was actually being 
measured and to this end a rubber collar, two centimeters in 
diameter was fitted around each thermomet er, just abcve the bulb .. 
This ensured that the bulb was not in contact 'YJith the surround-
ing rocks at any stage . Temperature maxima and minima were 
recorded using standa rd maximum/minimum thermometers. 
Three means of measuring relative humidity were available 
for use in this invest i gat i on, namely wet/dry bulb thermometers, 
Edney paper hygrometers and cobalt thiocyanate papers, prepared 
according t o Solomon (1956) . Each method was found to have its 
own merits and demerits for humidity determinations in the 
various situations required . The determination of the relative 
humidity in the interstices between the boulders of th0 talus 
slope was, after a preliminary i nvestigation, carried out using 
wet and dry hul~) thermomete rs, which had the advantage of 
ena·Jling readings to be taken without the lengthy period of 
equilibration necessary for the other methods . The main ob,jec-
tion to the use of wet and dry bulb thermometers in confined 
spaces is that there may be an increase in the humidity within 
the microhabitat due to the evaporation of water from the wet 
15. 
nruslin anclosing the '\oJet bulb . In order to assess the suit-
ability of wet/dry bulb thermometers for use in the interstices 
between the rocks, the relative humidity here was measured 
using all three methods available. The relative humidity was 
determined as being in the region of 90% on the day preceding 
the test. Three Edney hyerometers were calibrated for 90% 
relative humidity over a saturated solution of magnesium sul-
phate at 20°C and placed at three sites smong the rocks. Five 
cobalt thiocyanate papers, housed in open-ended pieces of glass 
tubing, the ends of which were closed by means of wide-mesh 
nylon net, were similarly distributed among the rocks, both at 
the sites where the paper hygrometers were located and else-
where . The hygrometers and cooalt papers were now allowed six 
hours to attain humidity equilibrium with their surroundings, 
after which the relative humidity at all sites and at five 
addit ional sites was measured using wet and dry bulb thermometers. 
These comprised matched pairs of thermometers, one of which had 
its bulb enclosed in a piece of wet muslin. The thermometers, 
which '\oJere fitted with r ubber collars as previously described, 
were inserted individually into the region where t he measurement 
was to be made, the dry bulb measurement being made first. It 
was now possible to effect a comparison botween t he three 
methods of humidity determination with the following results: 
We t/dry thermometers: 90% ± l .Sfo 
Edney paper hygrometers: 89% ± 1.0% 
Cobalt thiocyanate papers: ·>etween 90 and 95.sfa. 
Wet/dry hulb thermometers were therefore suitable for use among 
the rocks . Edney hygrometers calibrated at 90% and 96 . 5% were 
used in the determination of the relative humidity in t he litter 
and humus l ayers r espectively; the se instruments were also 
used for the determination of the r elative humidity in filing 
boxes , in which case they were calibrated against a whirling 
hygrometer in the laboratory. 
Results: 
Figures 4.01 to 4.04 show the results of the recording of 
climatic conditions in t he va rious habitats and their i mmediate 
16. 
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surroundings and thdse are summarised in Table 4.01. 
Table 4.01: Summary of the climatic conditions obtaining in 
tho microhabitats and surroundings of M. delanyi, 
C. longicaudata and an unidentified species of 
Ctenolepis~, 'Jased on recordings made at 2 p.m. 7 
twice weekly, over a period of three months. 
-------------------1-----,--------Temperatu re (oc) 
e Hean R~ng 
M.delanyi 
Microhabitat 19.5 14-2 
Surroundings 22.5 15-3 
Litter layer 19.1 14-2 
Humus layer 18.5 14-2 
C. longicaudat§!_ 
11Hicrohabi tat u1 22 .4 19-2 
Surroundings 23.4 18-3 
Ctenolepisma sp. 
5 
2 
1 
1 
5 
1 
MicrohalJitat 23.3 15-30 
Surroundings 24-. 6 18-3 7 
·-
Relative Hum- Saturation 
idity (1o) Deficit (mrn Hg) 
Hean_ J§gg~--- · ~n Range 
85 72-94 2.7 ,0.7-8.0 
75,6 55-98 5.7 0.2-16.0 
94.8 83-100 
99.2 96-100 
·-
64.6 50-85 7.4 2.6-11.8 
64.0 40-90 8.2 l. 7-19.4 
-----
!---
-
7LI, 8 ~9-98 5.8 0.5-15.4 
62.5 35-100 10.3 o~o-27 .6 
; 
i 
Conditions in the humus and litter layers and in the inter-
spaces of the talus slope all show a remarkable degree of con-
stancy when compare.d with their surroundings. These three hab-
itats owe their stability, at least in part, both to the pro-
tection afforded by the vegetation canopy as showo in Figure 
4.01 and to their generally protected situation within the valley. 
This latter consideration is well illustrated by measurements 
made, using an anemometer , of the wind velocities, at stations 
outside and within the valley. The maximal wind velocity, 
recorded at a he ight of 1.5 meters above ground level in an 
exposed site adjacent to the valley, was 220 meters per minute 
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while the wind speed at a compara )le height within the valley 
was only54 meters per minute~ Furthermore, the wind velocity 
within the valley was found to diminish nearer ground level, 
falling off to three meters per minute at ten centimeters above 
the ground \vith no measurable wind at ground level. Changes in 
the temperature and relative humidity of the surrounding air 
will, therefore, have only a small effect on conditions in the 
microhabitats, such effect s being dependent largely on conduc-
tion, convection and diffusion in the absence of marked air 
movements. 
That the humus-litter complex on a forest floor provides a 
stable environment has long been recognised (Allee et al, 1949, 
Lawrence, 1953). The humus has marked water retaining proper-
ties, acting as a sponge which soaks up moisture during rain 
showers and subsequently li:)erates this water very slowly in the 
form of 1,.1ater vapour. The litter forms a covering blanket over 
the humus and, as such, further reduces the rate of evaporation 
by maintaining a near saturated atmosphere over the hulliUs; it 
also serves to insulate the underlying layers from the ambient 
temperature. These factors, together with the protection 
afforded by the canopy and the physical features of the terrain, 
give rise to climatic conditions in the humus and litter which 
are subject to only small fluctuations in response to substan-
t i al weather changes in the surroundings . The interstices 
between the boulders of the talus slope provide an equally stable 
habitat, as shown in Figure 4.02. The substratum at the bottom 
of the interstices usually contains a quantity of humus and 
litter which will r etain moisture and the rocks form an over-
lying cover which serves to insulat e the interspaces from 
changes in the ambient climatic conditions . That the overlying 
stones provide added protection against extremes and thus con-
tribute to the uniformity of the microhab itat is reflected in 
the temperature maxima and minima recorded in the valley and in 
the interspaces of the talus slope; the greatest range recorded 
among the stones was 6°C . (17- 25°C), over a period of 24 hours 
when the range within tho valley was 16°C (17- 35°C). 
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OYring to the larger air spaces and, presumably, .)etter circulat ion 
of air 0etween the rocks, the relative humidity is usually 
lower than in the humus and litter layers. It may, at times, 
be even lower than that of the surroundings since very light 
showers do not penetrate into the interstices and even heavy 
showers have not been shown to raise the relat ive humidity here 
above 95/!. 
The habitat of ~· delanyi i s therefore characte rised by a 
degree or climatic stability comparable with that of the humus 
and litter layers, which together f orm the habitat of the bulk 
of the forest cryptofauna; it differs from these habitats, 
however, in having a consistently lower relative humidity and 
al so affords some protection against actual wetting. Whilst 
lower than t hat of the humus and litter, the humidity in the 
interstices shows but little fluctuation when compared with 
that of the surroundings and is consistently high enough to keep 
the saturation deficit of the air at a level where water loss 
from animals inhabiting the horizon would not be excessive. 
That M. delanyi avoids the moister regions of its environment 
is clearly shown by records kept of the appare nt moistness or 
dryness of the locality in which this species has been found in 
the field; out of 68 animals recorded, only five were found 
under obviously moist condi tions, the remainder having been 
found to occupy apparently dry situations . KUhnelt (1961) also 
describes the Machiloidea as 11 •• found rGgularly in dry forests 
between leaves and stones 11 • Since the temperature conditions 
in the litter and humus layers correspond very closely to those 
of the microhabi tat of M. delanyi, the above strongly suggests 
relative humidity as being a contributing factor in the habitat 
sel ection of this species and probably of the order as a whole, 
since other Machiloidea occupy comparable microhabitats . 
Conditions in t he microhabitat of C. longicaudata, shown i n 
Fig. 4 . 05·, were found to be extremel y variable , particularly in 
the case of relative humidi ty. It must be r emembered, however, 
that the habitat was disturbed each time temperature and humid-
ity was recorded, thus the fluctuations may not normally reach 
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the proportions reflected in these results. 
The habitat of the field Ctenolepi~ also showed consid-
erable fluctuations corresponding to the chanees in the surround 
ing cli~etic conditions (Fig. 4.04). A heavy downpour of rain 
would raise the relative humidity within this microhabitat for 
some days but light showers, which affected conditions in the 
valley considerably, had no lasting effect here . Temperature 
conditions, too, are much harsher here than in the habitat 
occupied by N __ • £elanyi . 
In addition to the summer conditions considered above , the 
temperature maxima and minima were recorded during winter . 
During a week of heavy frost the minimal temperature recorded in 
th3 valley was 4°C, whilst that among the ~oulders of the talus 
slope was 7°C . 
4. 3 Biotic Factors. 
N· delanyi shares its microhabitat with relatively few other 
organisms . Cribellate spiders and less commonly a species of 
pleoarid bug seem to be the only predators occurring in this 
horizon; other than these, aggregat ions of a gregarious species 
of Psocoptera and a few mosquito8S form the sum total of the 
associated f~una. The litter l ayer of the valley floor, on the 
other hand, houses numorous spiders, chilopods and an occasional 
onychophoran in addition to large numbers of Collembola and 
Acarina. The humus laye r accommodates an even more dive rse 
fauna, the amphipod Talitrioides eastwoo~ and a species of 
polydesmid diplopod comprising the large phytophagus species, 
whilst predators include Japygidae and scolopendromorph, geo-
philomorph and lithobiomorph chilopods . 
The niche occupied by M. delanyi, therefore, not only 
provides conditions of minimal competition with other phytophagus 
organisms but also minimises the risk of predation. The spiders 
with which it shares its microhabitat are web-spinners rather 
than active hunt~rs and it has been found tha t the scales 
provide some protection against becoming ensnared in spider webs, 
the animals simply shedding the scales which adhere to the web . 
The litte r spiders , chilopods and japygids on the other hand, 
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are all active hunters much more likely successfully to capture 
a machilid, particularly where the overlying litter would im-
pair the animals' normal escape reaction of leaping. 
The relatively moist and sheltered conditions in the hab-
itat ensure an a'.nmdant food supply for the machilids. Most of 
the trees and rocks in the vallJy support a considerable growth 
of microflora vlhich persists even in conditions of drought . 
The biotic factors in the ha~J itat of C. longicaudata are 
difficult to assess. Spiders seem to be the only obvious 
predators which occur in any abundance within buildings and 
competition for food with other organisms seems to be relatively 
unimportant. Other species of Ctenolepisma have been found 
under stones together with various other arthropod species, both 
carnivorous and phytophagus, but too lit tle is known of their 
biology for any discussion. 
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Land animals, if they are to survivE: at humidities su1Jstan-
t ially belo\.T saturr..tion, must conserve water . The a)ility to 
take up 1nter i n order to r.Jplace water lost in evaporation is 
how:;ver of primary importanc-;. To est ablish itself successf ully 
in a dry environment, \olh,re a s ource of r eplenishment is not 
·available at all times, an a nimal furth3r needs an impermeAhle 
cuticle. Arnone the terre:Jtrial inv,~ rtebrata only the Arthropoda 
have successfull7 evolved an impermeabl3 inteeument in response 
to the need for water conservation; yet even here the degree 
to whi ch th i s has .. e:en achieved varies from the r elatively 
permeable integument of the Onychophora (Manton and Ramsay, 1957) 
and terrestri 1l Crustacea (Williamson, 1951, Edney, 1951, Da ndy 
1955) to the effectively waterproofed Pterygota. In the various 
sub-phyla vThich constitute the Arthropda, there are instances 
'"here t he wate r conservinr: mechanisms ha.ve attJ.ined d i fferent 
degrees of c ff icienc:r in related classes and even orders and 
thi s can usually be related to their respective ha.Jitats , The 
\.Tork of ?erttunen (1953) on the Diplopoda serves to illustrate 
thi s very well ; Q!iQ£~pha graci1i s loses water very rapidly 
on desiccation ~nd is confined to regions where the wate r loss 
incurred 1..rould normally be minillllll , whilst the wide ranging 
Schi zophyllum sabulosum has attained a hi~h degree of imperm-
3ability. 
Ecolor ical studies ~1ave shown M. de lagy]: to inha'Jit a niche 
uhere conditions arc such that 'Water loss, due to evaporat ion, 
apparently never reaches a very high level; Ctenolepisma 
longicaudata and other Lepismatoidea, on the other hand, have to 
contend with much higher saturation deficits e.nd marlced fluct.ua-
tions in cliroo.tic conditions . Some reflection of the very 
differe nt conditions, which these two specie s normally encounter 
should, there fore , ·)e appar ent in their respective a '1 ilities to 
resist desiccat ion . An understanding of the me chanisms of 
water consJrv ..... tion of these animals ~y also contribute to our 
knowledge of tho evolut ion of an impe rmeable cuticle by the 
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Pterygota, since the latter are generally accepted as the 
closest relatives of the Thysanura. 
A study of water conserving mech~ni~ms requires initially 
that the rate of wate:· loss et a ro-iven saturation deficit be 
esta~lished; location and the relative importance of the sites 
of water loss and t he factors affectin~ the rate of water loss 
can then 'e studied in order to learn something of the nature of 
the mechanisms involved. 
5.1 Rate of Ha_!:~1.Q.@.£• 
A comparative study of the rates of '\oTater loss in the two 
species under consideration was carried out under conditions of 
extreme desiccation. Preliminar~- investieations had revealed 
that M. delanyi was well able to -y1ithstand relative humidities 
of o% for moderate periods of time and since such desiccation 
gives rise to easily m~asurable water losses, this method was 
again employ-0d . 
App~ratus and method: 
The experimental animals were suh jected to a standard pre-
treatment before the commencement of an experiment. They were 
given free access to abundant food and water over a period of 48 
hours, after which the.Y '\oJere starved but given water for a 
further 48 hours . This treatment ensured that the animals were 
in good condition, being well fed, and also that the alimentary 
canal was empty, thus precluding the possibility of the animals 
defeacating during the course of the experiment and upsetting 
the results by virtue of the water lost with the faeces. A 
further period of 24 hours in a dry container ensured that most 
of tho moisture adsor~ed onto the animal had evaporated; in 
spite of this precaution the loss in we i ght during the initial 
period of desiccation invariably exceeded that for subsequent 
periods and it is suggested that this i s due to evaporation of 
moisture trapped b~tween the SOQlcs and between the overlapping 
scleri tes of th3 body. The treatment outlined above '\oTas 
followed in both th0se and subsequent experiments concerned 
'\oTith '\oTate r loss . 
--I 
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,i.fter pretreatment the animals were placed singly in clean, 
desiccator -drv specimen tubes 1r1hich had previously been 
accurately weighed. Included in the 1r1e ieht of each tube vT3re 
the we i ght of the material used to close the mouth of the tube 
and of an elastic b:1nd used to hold the latter i n place; in 
the case of !j. delanyi t he tube mouth Has clo3ed by means of a 
piece of wide mesh nylon net but s i nce ~longi_£audata 1r1as found 
to be able to bite through this, nlastic window gauze was used 
for tubes conta ining this speci~s. The ~auze, net and elastic 
bands wore found to be non-hygroscopic and thus suitable for use 
in these experiments . Each tube was now closed Qnd weighed 
again; it had been ~stablinhed that the handling involved in 
closing the tubes had no measurable effect on the weight a.nd the 
weight of each experimental animal could therefore be accurately 
determined by subtracting the weight of the tube plus covering 
material from the vieight of the tube plus covering material and 
experimental animal. 
Desiccation of the animals was now e ffected over anhydrous 
calcium chloride in a standard desiccator; the desiccator \-Tas 
placed in a constant temperature room at 20°C, which ensured a 
constant saturation deficit of 17.5 mm. mercury. At intervals 
of eight and sixteen hours (9a . m. and 5 p . m.) the tubes plus 
contained animals were reweighed, thus establishing the we ight 
of water lost during the intervening period by each animal and 
the loss in weight was expre··sed as a percentaee of the body 
we ight of the animal concerned. 
Desiccation of !·f . delanyi was continued until a constant 
we ight had been attained, thus giving a measure of the rate of 
Hat e r loss both beforJ and after death of E:ach animal. 
~ longicaudata, hov:eve r, proved much more resistant to des ic-
cation ::md vJOuld die as a result of "'xcessive water loss only 
after prolonged exposure to a dry atmosphere . To obtain a 
comparison between th·.: rates of water loss from livinG and dead 
specimens it was necessary to kill twelve specimens ~y means of 
coal gas and then to desiccatG these as previously described . 
The use of still air desiccators for experiments of this 
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nature has been subject to some criticism. It has been pointed 
out; that the rate of 1,.m.ter loss from an animal in still air is 
both membrane limited and vapour limited , an humidity gradient 
0e ing set up between the surface of the animal ~nd the desicc2nt. 
The rate of water loss from the animal would therefore reflect 
not only the degree of impermeability of the cuticle (the mem-
brane limited system) but ~lso the r esistance offered to the 
1,.1ater molecules by a region of high humidity surrounding the 
a nima.l due to evaporation (the vapour limited system). Ramsay 
(1935 a) has, however, pointed out t.hat whilst this criticism 
is most certainly valid in the case of a large animal which 
los es wate r r eadily, as for ey~mple a newt, t he vapour limite d 
system may be negl i gible in the case where the area of the 
eva porat ing surface is small re l ative to t he volume of the 
desiccator .~nd \.Jhe re wate r is lost very slowly to the surround-
ines by virtue of cuticle impermeability. In the present ex-
pe riments from four to six animals , each with a surface area in 
the region of 150 square millimet ~rs, were housed in a des iccato~ 
with a capacit;r of l. 5 litre and the animals wer e found to l ose 
weight very slowl;r; t he s e considerations, together with the 
fact that the main a im of the experiments was to obt ain data for 
comparative rat he r than absolute studies , minimises the i mport-
ance of any errors due to the use of a s t i ll ~ir desiccator, 
provided tha.t t-.;mperature c ondit ions 1,.1ere maintained constant 
for a ll. A more sorious crit icism which may ·Je levelled 
against t he us e of des i ccators a s descri~)od a·)Qve, is the 
disturbance of the hur.1idity within the desiccator when i t is 
ope ned to removo the tubes for weighi ng . It \..ras found that t he 
desiccator only ro-estatlished its dry atmosphere after about 
45 minut0s, depending, of course , on the ambient relative 
humidity. For this r eason the animal s wer e only weighed t wice 
daily, thus keeping the number of times t he desicc~tor had to be 
opr:ned to a minimum. This factor had to ~·;e bor ne in mind in 
later experiments whe r e the effe cts may have "Qe·:m significant 
but in the present comparative study a l l animals were subjected 
to the same fluctuations . 
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Results: 
The rate of water loss from M. delanyi was found to be 
far lo,t.~er than expected for an animal confined to recions of 
high relative humidity i n a protected microhabitat and also to 
show a high degree of variability, some specimens losing water 
rapidly and succumbine after a comparatively short period of 
desiccation, whilst others displayea remarka:Jle resistance to 
d)siccation. Figure 5.01 shows the mean rate of water loss for 
a random sample of 12 specimens of M. del~tl compared with those 
for the longest and shortest lived specimens included in the 
sample . Since the three rates were to be compared, the best 
straight line to fit the coordinates was statistically determined 
in each instance, so as to facilitate subsequent analysis; the 
regression of the percentage water loss with time, in respect 
of both the longest lived and the shortest lived animals, 
differed significantly from the mean for the sample, the probab-
ility of the difference being due to chance being less than 
0.001 in both cases . 
C. longicaudat~ proved more resistant to desiccation than 
M. delanyi and also showed l ess variability in rate of water loss. 
The longest lived specimen in the sample showed a possibly 
significant difference from the mean, the probability of the 
difference be ing due to chance ·)e ing less than 0.05 . 
Both species showed definite evidence for an active control 
over the ratG of water loss in that the rate increased sharpl y 
after death. Figure 5.05 shows the rate of water loss from 
four specimens of M. del~nvi which had been desiccated to 
constant weight. 1.'Jhilst the rate of wate r loss from the live 
animals showed considera1"Jle variaf1ility, there was, after death, 
increase to a hi~her rate which was consistent for all animals 
tested . Figure 5 . 04 shows the rate of water loss from 12 
dead specimens of C. longicaudata compared with the twelve living 
specimens: the value for the individual having the highest rate 
of water los s is also shown. The dead animals again lost 
weight much more rapidly than did the livinr. specimens; this 
contradicts the f indin:s of Lindsay (19.10) ,.Jho claims to have 
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A• HIGHEST RATE OF WATER LOSS 1 INDIVIDUAL . 
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Fig . 5 . 02 Rate of water loss from a random sample of 
living C. log~icaudat~ when desiccated over calcium 
chloride at 20°C . 
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A: MEAN RATE OF WATEii \.OSS FOR 12 DEAD ANIMALS. 
!1 • HIGHEST RATE OF WATER LOSS liECORDED FOR 
A L IVING SPECIMEN. 
C : MEAN RATE OF WATER LOSS FOR 12 
LIVING ANIMALS. 
DESICCATION TIME • HOURS. 
c 
2 
Comparison bet....Jeen the rates of water loss from 
l i ving and dead specimens of ~_1Qggicaudata 
0 
when desiccated over calcium chloride at 20 C. 
Coordinates for B and C are ~s shown in Fig. 5. 02. 
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found no such difference between the rates for dead and living 
specimens of C. lon;::ica:!!gata. Lindsay 's work cannot be r egarded 
as critical, however, since it was _,ased on the loss in weight 
of the whole biomass, i .e . the animal plus its food supply. 
These experiments showed that whilst M. delanyi loses water 
at a very variable rate, it is able to 1Jithstand considera1Jly 
more severe conditions of desiccation than those encountered in 
its typical habitat for considerable periods of time. Its 
ability to withstand desiccation was compared with that of the 
amphipod Talitroides eastwoodae, an inhabitant of the humus 
layer. This anim.J.l was found to survive desiccation over 
calcium chloride for a maximal period of 110 minutes, in which 
t i me 73fo of its body weight had been lost; the mean survival 
time for a sample of this species was 70 minutes . The unexpect-
ed resistance to desiccation of Jvi . delanvi has not been specifi-
cally reported for any other soecies, althour,h Ktihnelt (1961) 
descriJes all the machilids as being " .• •• extraordinarily 
resistant to drying." C. longicaudata shows a greater ability 
to curb wate r loss than M. delQnyi but is, in this respect, not 
comparable with such Pterygota as Rhodni~£!:oli~ (Wigglesworth 
and Gillett, 1936) or Cimex lectulari~ (Mellanby, 19~2) which 
both lose we i ght at a rate of approximatel y l.S% of body weight 
per day Qt o1o relative humidity and 30°C. 
The present findings are , to a large extent, in keeping with 
the habitat studies discussed in Part 4 . M. delanyi inhabits a 
dry niche in an otherwise moist environmont and shows a better 
developed water conserving ability than do typical inhabitants 
of the moister horizons in the same general environment . 
~ longicaud~ta, which i n its normal habitat has to conte~d with 
higher saturation deficits than those encountered by M. delan~, 
has, in turn, developed ~reater protection against excessive 
water l oss. The ability to control the rate of water loss 
breaks down on death of the animal s in both species, thus suggest-
ing an active rather than a purely structural controlling 
mechanism. 
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5.2 Factors Affectigg_1h~Rat£_~{_Water Lo~. 
In order to ~stablish more accurately the nature of' the 
water conservin;:: mechanisms, it \.Jas n~cessc..ry to ascertain, as 
f~r as possible, the cause of tho variability in the rate of 
water loss within each SFJCies. This aspect was ~0st investi-
gated in terms of the factors actually affecting the rJ.te in both 
living and dc~d animals . Size and starrc in instar both suggest 
thomst:::lves as possi1;l~r fl.ffecting the rate of tr9.nspiration 
through the cuticlu , whilst use of excess carbon dioxide would 
assist in dett.cting spirJ.cular control. The presenc~ of a wax 
lnyer could also b~ of extreme importance in water conservation 
nnd its presence can ~e demonstrated by treating tho cuticle with 
abrasives, wax solvents J.nd by subjecting th~ animals to high 
t emparatures which serves to disrupt the waxy layer in some manner, 
All these as~ects have heen investigated in respect of both 
trachiloide~ delanvi ·md gtenolepi~longicaudata. 
(i) Sta~ in instar. 
The stage in instar was cons idered a possible factor influen-
cing t.h.::; rate of w1.ter loss throuph th3 cuticle, since the 
effsctivo \-Jaterproofine of the cuticle may well take a number of 
days to complete. It h.J.d been observed in the preliminary in-
vestigation that ecdysis \·19.S inv~J..riably accompa.nied by a marked 
increase in the rate of water loss in both species but it had not 
been ascertained wheth8r this was in fact due to the loss of 
moulting fluid when the old cuticle was shed or to an initially 
higher degr~d of cuticle permeability. 
Apparatus and method: 
The experimental animJ.ls were marked with a spot of white 
paint on tho thorax, thus ennbling any animal which had r.10ulted 
to be 0~sily r ecognised; daily uxamination of the animals in the 
culture dishes a llowGd those which had moulted to be isolated 
and a rucord of the date of moulting was kept for each individ-
ual. A nunJ.her of anim.1.ls 1t10re starved, \olith free access to 
\o1at0r, for a period of 49 hours, commencing iiTll'ledi~tely a fter 
e cdysis . Afte r a furthe r 24 hours in a dry dish, these animals 
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were desiccated as pr~viously described, desiccation thus 
commencing three days after r.J.Oul ·:-;ing. A further batch "'ere 
allowed seven days f eedinr. under nornal cult ure conditions before 
being given t he usual pre treatment so that, in this i nstance , 
desiccation 1.¥as thus com:Junced t enda:rs after ecdysis. 
It was nec~ssary to desiccate equal num)ers from each batch 
in the same dGsiccator to ensure that the ~ninals were subjected 
to t he s~ne huoidity fluctuations brought about by opening of 
thE.J des iccator. The experiments vJere carried out in a constant 
0 t emperature room at 28 C in the case of H. delanyi and not at 
the normal 20°C, because of a fault in the thermostatic mechanism 
of the constant temperature r oom. 
Results: 
The results, which are sumu..arised in '1 Table 5 . 01, show a 
significant difference between the rates of water loss from 
three day and ten day anim~ls in ~hG case of ~delanyt. This 
difference is further reflected in the relat i ve survival t i mes 
under conditions of extreme desiccation . These animals are, 
therefore, less able to vTithstand desiccation shortly after 
moulting than later in the instar . 
Tabl e 5 .01: Mean daily wat0r loss , expressed as a percentare 
of body weight, from s pecimens of 1·1. delanyi ~-t 
thre e and ten days after moult ing. 
--------------·-....,.-----·--------------------------
Exper iment 
number . 
l 
2 
4 
No. of f------E.J!Q1§. ______ _1Q_ da.Y~ 
animals/ Hater loss Surviv-9.1 Water Surviv:1 
category . time loss 
{hou_r§_ 
62 11.2 102 
5 18.6 55 12. 0 102 
l 16.0 52 l O. J 96 
5 20 . 8 58 12.0 93 
---
Mean for whole sample: 1'7 . 4. 47 11.5 98 
------------~------·-----------~-----~~----~-----
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The differences reflected in Table 5 . 01 are highly signifi-
cant in respect of both rate of water loss and survival time; 
the probabilities of the differences being due to chance are 
less than 0. 001 in both instances (F l/22 = 25 for difference in 
water loss and 19 for survival time) . The analysis further 
showed no difference between t he results of individual experi-
ments for both water loss a nd survival time (F 3/22 = 1.0 and 
0.6 respectively) and it was therefore not necessary to ensure 
that equal numbers of animals in each category were housed in the 
same des i ccator in future experiments, although this was still 
done wherever possible. 
C. longicaudata showed no difference between the rates of 
water l oss from animals desiccated three days and ten days after 
moulting. Table 5.02 shows the results obtained for this 
species ; these show no sicnificant difference between the rates 
(probability gr eater than 0.1 that the difference is due to 
chance, F l/20 = 3. 36) and all animals survived 168 hours 
desiccation 
Table 5 . 02 : Mean daily water loss, expre ssed as a percentage of 
body wei ght, fr om specimens of C. longicaudat~ at 
three days and ten days after moulting . Mean da ily 
water loss based on determinations for first 72 
hours of de siccation only. 
----
E~'periment No . of animals/ 3 Days 10 Days 
number cate o-ory Hat er loss 1tJat er loss . 
--------- -------· 
1 3 5 . 0 4 . 6 
2 5 5 . 1 4 . 9 
3 3 5.9 4.4 
4 2 6.1 4 .4 
5 2 4 . 9 3.4 
Mea n for whole sample: --t 5 . 4 L' 4 . 5 
------ -··-------------+--·· ----- -------
Fr om th~se expvriments i t was clear that in further experi-
ments on fact ors influencing the rate of v1ater loss from 
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M. delanyi it would be necessary to use anim~ls at the same staee 
in an instar. Ho1r1ever, further experiments showed no differcn-
ces between the rates of water loss from animals at seven, ten 
and twelve days after moulting and it was therefore made stan-
dard practice before usine them for experimental purposes to 
keep animals until seven days after their first oJserved moult. 
C. longicaudata was used at any stage between three and t en days 
after moulting, the latter limit b3ing imposed to preclude the 
possibility of the animals moulting during any experiments 
involving prolonged desiccation. 
(ii) ~· 
The effect of size on thJ rate of water loss could be sig-
nificant if there is a major loss of water through the cuticle1 
since, assuming that the cuticle is uniformly permeable, the 
rate of transpiration v/ould be higher in smaller specimens \.Jhc re 
the surface to volume ratio is highest . Since the data obtained 
in the preceeding experiment eliminates any effect of stage in 
instar, the results vJcre analysed to determine whether there was 
in fact any correlation .etween size and rate of water loss. 
The initial weight of each animal was taken as a measure of 
its size and, using the product-moment method, correlation 
coefficients for the association between size and mean daily 
water loss was calculated for each of the three day and ten day 
samples . The r esults of this analys is are shown in Tahla:5 .05. 
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Table 5.03 Results of a product-momGnt analysis to determine 
1,1hether any correlation exists between size and 
mean daily water loss in M. delany]; and 
C. longicaudata. 
Sample No . of 
ll.nim..'lls . 
Correlation t loge 1-!_r 
coe :L·ficit.:nt 1 - r P* 
-""""'L:r.:t ______ ~l _______ -
H. dela nyi --~
5 days after 15 0.11 0.115 . 0.9 
moult 
10 da ·s ~fter 15 0.192 0.197 0,5 
moult 
Q. longicaudata 
3 days after 15 0.213 0.214 0.5 
moult 
10 days after 15 o.os o.os 0.9 
moult 
* P = probability of the association between size and mean 
daily ·Hater loss varying from random due to chance. 
The results reflect no correlation ~etween size and rate 
of water loss and it 1vas there fore not necessary to match experi-
ment al ani~~ls for size in su0 sequcnt experiments. The 01.bsence 
of such a correlation cannot, however, be regarded as evidence 
precluding the ganeral body surface as an important site of 
water loss; not onl.v are a.nima.ls small but the ava ilable size 
range was itself so small that any diffe rence in the rate of 
transpiration which mieht :~·e attri'Juted to size difference 
would in all proba::..iJ. ity ~-e masked by the normal variation in 
the rate of water loss. 
This can be seen from the following calculation, based on 
the data obtained from a batch of nine specimens of M. delantl, 
desiccat e d t en days after moulting: 
Hean body weight per individual for sample 2'7 .5 mg 
1-fean rate of Hater loss per i:1dividual 12% of 
body wt / 24 hrs. 
Surface area calculated from measurement of a 
specimen weiching 27. 2 mg (near est approximation 
to mean available ) 154.5 sq. 
mm. 
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Nm.1, if all water were lost via the general body surface, then 
the. mean rate of transpiration would be 5.5 mg per 154.5 sq. 
~m. or 0 . 0215 mg/sq mm. 
Calculated surface areas for the largest and smallest animal in 
the sample were as follo"I-JS: 
Lugest specimen t-!Gighinc 37.2 mg, surface area= 228.1 sq,mm. 
Sll}3.llest specimen weiahing 15.6 mg, surface area = 95.12 sq.mm. 
If we assume the rate of H.J.ter loss per square millimeter to be 
constant, the largest and smallest animals v!Ould be expected to 
lose water at rates of l5.0;1o and 14-.9;1o respectively. The 
observed range of variability in the rate of vTater loss for four 
of the ani~ls, whose weiehts ranged from 34 to 57.2 mg, was 
found to lie between 7.0 t o 19.5fc of body weight per 24 hours. 
From this it is clear that the small difference of 1. gf. between 
the largest and smallest aninnls which can be attributed to the 
size difference between the two, \<Jould most certainly not be 
apparent in any of the experiments. 
These results were of value in that they obviated the 
necessity of matchine expe rimental animals for size in further 
experiments. 
The Thysanur a continue to moult at re~lar intervals 
throughout their lives. 'l'he instars are short in the newly-
hatched young of vhe L0pismatoidea but 'Jec.ome progressively 
longer in older individuals until se~~al maturity is reached, 
when, in the case of Ctenol ep1sma guadriseriata, the instars 
range from 18 to 56 da;vs but remain fairly constant for each 
individual (Sweetman, 1951) . N. delan,.ri adults have Jeen found :;.;;.;..__;;;~"-'·_.,__ 
to moult once every 19 to 2~ days whilst the values observed for 
C. longi caudata proved to 1)e compara"~-;le with C. guadriseriata. 
Each moult provides the animal with a new l~yer of cuticular 
scales, which r.ny, depending on the act i vities of th3 animal, be 
partiall:r or almost completely lost during the course of the 
instar. It was thought possible, there fore , that the scales 
pl ayed some role in the water economy of the Thysanura which 
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necessitates their frequent replacement. To this end a compari -· 
son between the rates of water loss of normal and descaled 
animals was effected for both species uncer consideration. 
A~paratus and method: 
Five da·:·s after moulting, the experimental animals were 
subjected to c:1illing in a refrigerator to induce a state of 
chill coma, after which the scales ¥rere removed from half the 
animals in each batch. Chilling was found to be the most 
suitable means f or rendering the animals manageable; coal gas 
and ethe r both proved unsuitable since these often caused fatal-
ities and on occasions affected the rate of water loss from 
normal animals which had not had their scales removed. The 
scales were removed by lightly 1:Hushing the animals with adhes-
ive cellophane tape to \~hich the scales would adhere but which 
did not stick to the cuticle. The remaining half of each batch 
were not treated in any way and were used as controls to ensur e 
that chilling in no ¥Jay affected the rate of water loss. Both 
batches of anima.ls were allowed to recover at room temperature 
and were returned to their culture dishes where they were allowed 
food and drink for a neriod of 48 hours. After this period they 
were afforded the normal pretreatment prior to desiccation. 
Results: 
The result s for both li· d~1anvi and C. longicaudat~ are 
shown in Table 5.04. 
Since the means obvi ously correspond very closely, the 
results need not he subjected to statistical analysis , and there 
seems , therefore, to be no difference tetween the rates for 
normal and de scaled animals. N. delanyi shows a slight ly 
higher rate in descaled animals and the removal from the dat.a 
in Table 5.04 of animal marked *· which has a markedly higher 
rate, reduced the menn for the normal animals to 8.2%, but an 
analysis of variance revealed that even here there was no 
significant difference bet ween t he t¥To groups (F 1/9 = 0 , 22). 
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Table 5.04 Effect of scale removal on the rates of water loss 
(% of c ody weight) from M. de lanv,i and C, longi-
caudata. 
-------- -- -------------
Batch .No . li_• delanu C. lon~dcaudata 
Normal descaled Normal 1 descaled 
l 10.9 7.0 4.8 4.7 
6 . 9 12.5 5.5 4,9 
4.6 5.5 
------ ······------!-·--·--·--·--- -· ----- -------·--
2 8.2 10.:3 6 . 3 5.4 
7. 9 914 5 . 3 5.1 
13 . 9 * 6 , 4 
6.8 7,4 
--·-------1--------+--------"'-:..---------
4 . 5 4 . 3 
1---·--·-~·----·---··--- ---- -----· ----
4 7 . 0 8.1 4 . 7 4 . 9 
4 . 5 5.8 
- --------· f--· ·---- . . . . . ·-·--· ·- _ .. __ --·--------+------
5 . 8 .8 9.9 3.7 4.4 
__ 9.~~~-- • ____ 5_. __ 1_._ 
--I'1-ean ___ ....~...._~ · 85_j __ ~~-~~--
4.5 
The scales of the two species play only a minor role, if 
tr~y play any role at all, in the prevention of excessive water 
loss and may, in the absence of contrary evidence, be rer.arded as 
unimportant in this respect for the Thysanura as a whole. The 
function of the scales seems to be largely protective; the 
escape fro~ spider webs by M. delanyi h~s already been mentioned 
and preliminary experiments carried out on normal and descaled 
animals showed ths.t the normal animals very often, although not 
invariably, managed to escape from a web, whereas descaled 
animals were never a1:.l e to do so. The scales also enhance the 
escape of the ani~~ls from direct capture by predators; shedding 
of the sca les makes the animals difficult to hold in a crip, the 
shed scales acting as a fine-particle lubricant like ~raphite 
and causing tho captive to slip from the restraining erasp if 
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not firmly caught between tho mouthparts of the predator at first 
attempt. If this is indeed the function of the scales, regular 
repla.cerrent would be necessar:r if the selective advantage is to 
be maintained nnd this is only possible where moulting persists 
in the adult. 
(iv) Abrasion of the cuticle. 
The impermeability of IIlJ.ny ptorygot.e cuticles is dependent 
upon the presence of an epicuti cular vJax layer . This has been 
adequatel;r demonstrated .,)y many worl~ers, notably Ramsay, (19:35 b ) 
l'igglesworth, (19£'.5) e.nd - eament (1945); further evidence by 
ot.her workers is adec(.lately reviewed by Richards (1951). Both 
Wigglesworth (1945) and Beament (1945) have shown that a::.rasion 
of the cuticle of various highly impermeable insects greatly 
increases the rate of water loss from these animals and this 
increas-e in the cuticle permeability is attributed to the re-
moval of the waterproofing lipid layer. The presence of such a 
lipid layer in the epicuticle of the two species of Thysanura 
under investigation could, if present, be demonstrated by such 
cuticle abrasion. 
:lpparatus and method: 
The animals were subjected to scale removE,l and pretreat-
ment as described for the previous experiment . After desiccat-· 
0 
ion over calcium chloride in a c0nstant temperature room at 20 C 
over a period of 51 hours, the mean daily rate of water loss 
being calculated for the final ~8 hours thus eliminating the 
problem of adsorbed moisture . After this initial period of 
desiccation they were subjected to furthe r chilling and each 
batch was divided into three groups. The first of these "'as 
rubbed over the dorsal surface with fine powdered aluminium, 
which has the prope rty of not only a:Jrading the cuticle but my 
also cause cuticular lipids to become adsor~ed and thus remove 
the wax over a considerable area. The anitnB.ls in t.he second 
group were ge ntly ru~bed ove r the dorsal surface with find sand 
paper which \vould a:)r~lde the cuticle s a-.rc rely, "Jhilst the third 
group vTore use d as controls to ensure t hat the second chilling 
in no vTay a ffocte d the normal rate of wate r loss. The animals 
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\.Jere allowed to recover at r oom temperature, a fter which they 
were desiccated for a further 51 hours . 
Results: 
Tb~ results are shown i n Table 5.05. 
T_gEle 5 .0.§. . The effects of a .•rasion of the cuticle on r.he rate 
of water loss (f. of body w::;ight/2~ hours) from 
Treatment 
and experi-
ment no. ~: . oF~~nz1 
nimalJ before 
·--·-
P.ate 
,...------------·-
h longic~§. 
No. of .Fb t e Rate 
after animals before after 
I abra sion . abrasion 
Aluminium 
dust. I 
1 5 8 .. 7 
2 2+ 5.8 
5 1 10.3 
4 1 7.9 
Sandpaper I 
1 I I 2 10.7 I 2+ 
. 1 l 
2 
7.9 
5.1 
I 
8.5* 5+ :3 .5 
6.2 I 2 4.2 
8.8 2 5.5 
7.5 1 4.9 
11. 9·* 3+ 3.8 
5. 4 1 4.3 
8 . 0 2 4.7 
- -·- -·-· _ .. -...---·.---- .. ··--- ---
-·---r---. ··-. ------
Mean for abraded 8.1 
anit119.ls: 
Controls 
8.0 I I 4 .4 
I I 
----l------+----
I 
I 
1 2 10.5 9. 4* 2+ 2.5 
2 1+ 5 .1 5 . 5 
2 2 . 7 
7. 9 I 
Ifcan for ~ 
r controls: I 
'--·--· ·--. .. · ··----~ - ---····· - ·---
4 2 '1 . 5 
7. 4 2 . 5 
--- .... -- -
-....!.-
I 
5 .. 4 
4.7 
5.2 
5 . 0 
3.4 
4.2 
4.6 
f--· 
4.4 
2.5 
2 . 7 
2.6 
--
+ Desiccation carried out at 15°C owing to incorrect setting 
of thermostat . 
* 1·Jholly or partly based on a single 24- hour period of 
desiccation due to death of some or all of the experimental 
animals . 
The foregoin~ re3ults make the presence of a lipid l ayer 
in the epicu7.icle, comlJB.rable with that knovm ~o exist in the 
Fterygota , unlikely. Lower (1958) reports the presence of a 
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very resistant lipoid layer as forrninr. the outermost layer of 
t he epicuticle of ~longicaud~ta but t!1is does not ap~ar to 
be homologous with the epicuticular '\ITax of the Ptery~:ota for 
reasons v:hich w:Lll ·:..:e discu!lsed l.1ter. 
(v) Tcm~rature. 
The ::::ffect of tempen.tur e on t he rate of viate r loss from an 
arthropod may be threefold. The first .:md mos t important of 
these is an indirr~ct effect; an increase in t •. ;nperature, in the 
absence of a compara·:, le incre9.se in the a"Js olut~ humidit.:r, c;ives 
rise to an increase in the saturation deficit and thus to the 
uvaporating povTer of the atmosphere surr ounding the animal. It 
is not the intention to enter into a discussion on the validity 
of the "Saturation Deficit Law" as pr oposed by 3uxton (1931) and 
Mellanby (19:35), other th11n to point out that the temperature/ 
humidity/evaporation relationship is an extremely complex one, 
particularly i n respect of biological systems, a s has been shown 
by P,amsay (19:35 a) • Althoug:1 much has been written a~.wut the 
validity of the "Law", there is no !LPriori reason for rejecting 
the view that wnter evaporates from an animal at a rate E!£EQ!-
~1 to the saturation deficit . 
Tt:r.lperaturo may also affect the rate of evaporation from an 
arthropod directly by altering the properties of the cuticle, 
particularly where ! a thermolabile epicuticular wax layer is 
present. Ramsay (192 5 ~:>) vras able to sho\.1 that water loss from 
a cockroac!1 into dr~r a ir increased steadily l-Tith an increase in 
temperature :1p to a temperature of 30°C, after which there vias a 
sharp increase in the rate • The initial steady .increase could 
be attributed to an increase in the evaporating power of the air 
and the transition to the higher rate was sugeested as be ing due 
to a change of state of the lipoid material coverin~ the cuticle 
thus changing the permeability of the cuticle as a :!.'esult. 
!Jeament (1945) has put forward the hypothesis that the lipid 
imparting the crcatest degree of impermea 'bility to the cuticle 
is an "orientated and closoly packed monolayer " arranged next to 
the epicuticle . The physical nature of the transition is 
e nvisaged as a the rm.1lly induced mobility of these li~id 
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molecules which disrupts their 11orientated and closely packedll 
arrangement, producing a random and normal distribution of the 
molecules and consequently an increase ln the permeability of 
the cuticle, wh icb. is not reversable ("3ea.me nt, 1954·, 1961 a) 
since the original organised arr.'lngement is not re-established 
on cooling. Cloudsley-Thompson (1950), Edney (1951) and Head-
:C:riggs (1956) have, however, all shown that temr:erature has an 
effect on the permeability of some Nyriapoda which have no 
demonJtrable epicuticular wax layer. It was necessary, there-
fore, to investigate the effects of temperature on the rate of 
water loss from t-1. delanvi and Q.:_longi~udata in spite of the 
absence of epicuticular wax. 
Edney, (1956) and Mead-Briggs (195G) have pointed out that 
an increase in temperature also increases the diffusion rate in 
the vapour limited system and Mead-Briggs has in fact corrected 
his results t o compensate for this effect . Beament (1961 a) 
questions the validity of the correction, derived from an 
equation developed by Jeffreys (1918 quoted in Ramsay, 1935 a), 
on the grounds that it applies to an entirelv vapour limited 
system in still air whilst Head--:>riggs 1 results are for a system 
both membrane and vapour limited in slowly movinr. air . Mead-
Briggs' results show the correction to be necessary only for 
temperatures in excess of 35°C, however and since the temper-
ature range covered in the present experiments falls below this, 
no compensation for increased diffusion was attempted. 
In order to esta':lish whether temperature does have any 
effect on the cuticle permeability of the Thysanura it was 
necessary to determine whether a constant relationship exists 
between the rate of water loss and temperature at constant 
relative humidity and, if so, whether any changes in permeabil-
ity of the cuticle are apparent when the temperature increases 
at constant saturation deficit. 
Apparatus and method: 
The effect of temperature at constant relative humidity was 
investigated · .. y desiccat.in~ the animals over a solution of 
potassium hydroxide, prepared according to the data provided by 
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Solomon (1951); the method of preparation will be discussed in 
Pa.rt 7, Experimental animals were pretreated in the usual 
manner and desiccation \laS carried out at 0 . 0 0 7 C , 12 C and 20 C 
on three consecutive days for one batch of animals; a further 
batch was desiccated over the same solution at temperatures of 
0 0 0 25 C, 30 C and 54 C. The water loss during , the 24 hours at 
each temperature v1as determined by weighing as b0fore . 
In order to determine whether temperature affected the rate 
of water loss in any way other than increasing the evaporating 
power of the atmosphere in t he desiccator, the experimental 
animals were als~ desiccated over solutions giving approximately 
constant saturation deficit over the temperature ranee. The 
relative humidities used at each of the various temperatures 
were as shown in Table 5.05 and these were achieved by means of 
potassium hydroxide solutions prepared according to Soloiron 
(1951). 
Table 5.05 Details of solutions used to give a near constant 
saturation deficit over a wide temperature range. 
_....._ 
Tem_I::erature H. delan,y!. I C. lono-icaudat~. 
-
Relative Saturatj_on 
humidity deficit 
(%) (mm Hg) 
----
7°C 0 7,51 
12°C 25 7.89 
20°C 55 7.89 
25°C 70 7.16 
30°C 75 7.96 
53°C 80 7.55 
--
Relative 
humidity 
(1~) 
1--·------
-
0 
40 
55 
65 
70 
Satura 
defici 
tion 
t 
(mm H g) 
r----
-
10.5 2 
10.5 2 
10.6 9 
11.1 2 
11.3 2 
Each batch of animals vias desiccated for periods of 24 
hours each at three different temperatures, desiccation being 
carried out over the appropriate solution in each instance. 
Results: 
The results showed that for both species the rate of water 
loss increases as the saturation deficit increases, as shown in 
Figure 5,05; there is no sharp increase in the rate indicating 
Fig. 5 . 0§. 
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a transition within the temperature range tested for }1. delanyi, 
0 
although .Q. longicaudata shows an apparent transition above 12 c. 
This latter phenomenon can possibly be explained by the ability 
of ~ longicaudat~ to absorb moisture from an undersaturated 
atmosphere, as will ~e discussed later . 
Tabl e 5.06 shows the rate of water l oss at different tem-
pe ratures under conditions of constant saturation deficit . 
~ble S. OQ Rate of water loss (fa . of uody weight per 24 hours ) 
from l.f. dela!!l'i and ~ lon.dcaudata at different 
t emperatures and constant saturation deficit . 
------ I 
Temperature., tJ. delanyi. 
No . of animals. Hean rate 
animals. 
C, longi,caudata. I 
No . of I Mean rat 
animals. 
--+------
8 2.50 
8 2. 50 10 1.98 
8 2.60 9 1.85 
11 2. 67 9 2.17 
11 9 2.57 j __ _:_ __ _._2_._n 11 3. 84 
There is a slight increase in the rate of water loss at the 
higher temperatures in the range as shown in Figure 5.06, and 
this may be indicative of a change in permeability due to temper-
ature increase . Such a change may be the result of the effect 
of temperature on lipids impregnating the procuticle as in some 
l'.fyriapoda (Blower, 1951) although the presence of such impreg-
nat ing lipid material has not ':.een demonstrated in C. longica11;-
data by Lo\-Ter (1958). Perhaps a more plausi~ie explanation lies 
in the general inaccuracy associated with the use of potassium 
hydroxide solutions for obtaininc a given relative humidity. 
This is discussed in detail in Part 7; small inaccuracies in tre 
relative humidity will not seriously affect the saturation 
deficit where the saturation vapour pressure is low but as the 
temperature increases, so does the saturation vapour pressure and 
a small inaccuracy in relative humiditJr may give rise to a 
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Effects of temperature on the rates of water loss 
from living spec imens of H. _del anvi and c. longi-
caudata a t approximately constant saturation 
deficit. 
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substantial difference in saturation deficit, these differences 
becoming more marked at higher temperatures . 
I t is of course possible that a transition takes pla ce at a 
temperature hirrher than the ranse covered by the above experi-
ments; the inv<::stigat ion of this would require using dead 
animals and was not done owing to the scarcity of · m~terial. 
(vi) Hax ~vents. 
Experiments carried out in order to estajlish the relative 
importance of the cuticle and tracheal system as sites of wat8r 
loss suggested the poss i'Jility of an acetone soluble factor 
being present in the cuticle of N. delan,yi. In view of the 
results obtained i n the previous experiment, it was thought that 
this factor might possibly be some lipid material which confers 
a certain degree of impermeability to the cuticle. If a . lipid 
\oJas in fact present in the cuticle, the treatment of dead 
anir.nls with a wax solvent such as chloroform should increase 
the rate of water loss. 
Apparatus and method: 
Experimental animals were pretreated as before, killed, 
descaled and dipped into chloroform for a period of ten seconds. 
Afte r treatment the ani~~ls were vontil~ted until the smell of 
chloroform 1-1as no l on;:,er detectable and the aniiJUt.ls wore desic-
cated for a period of twe lve hours over calcium chloride. 
Results: 
·rhe results are shown in Ta1)le 5. 07. 
\lhilst t he chloroform had no effect on the rate of water 
loss from C. lon~caudata, there was a marked increase in the · 
rate for M. delany~. , indicating the presence of a chlorofore1 
and acetone-solutle y.;at6rproofin?," principle in the cuticle of 
the latter . Such a principle could conceivably ~;e lipid i n 
nature and by virtue of i ts solubility in cold acetone would 
be a simple or a derived lipid (Casselman 1959). The apparent 
change in the permeability of the cuticle of H. delanyi when 
subjected to high temperatures may therefore well be due to a 
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change in the state of lipids impregnating the cuticle. The 
absence of any such effect on the cuticle of C. longicaudata 
confirms that for this speci0s the epicuticular lipids reported 
by Lower (1958) are not extractable 1-:oy wax solvents in the cold. 
Table 5. 071 The effects of immersion in chloroform on tho rate 
of water loss (fo of bod? weieht per 12 hours) from 
-----------·--------·-····--··--'-··--------·-
Species I Specimens treated Untreat,::d specimens 
~ith chloroform. 
I No : of I Rate of 
1 anunals water loss 
No . of Rate of 
water loss animals 
ll• de la!!.Yi t 
----·-·-----+--------+---- - ---· 
9 40.1% 8 16.4.1c 
5 '7.81o 12 
--------------------------------
* Calculat~d from 24 hourly rate. 
(vii) ~~-carbon dioxide. 
The foregoing experiments have all centred on water loss 
throue:h the cuticle but this does not con,stitute the only site 
of water loss from the animals. Mellanby (1934) ~as stressed 
the now well-known fact that since the respiratory surfaces must 
perforce be permeable to water, these constitute the main site 
of water loss from the Pterygota; the ability to occlude the 
spiracles is therefore of eA~reme importance in the water 
economy of these animals. The duration of the period during 
which the spiracles are open depends on the partial pressure of 
carbon dioxide present in the tracheal system and \Jigglest.TOrth 
(1936)' has shot.m that in the case of the flea ~psyll~ t he 
spiracles will remain permenently open in air containing 21o 
carbon dioxide. Wigglesworth and Gillett (1955) have also 
found that Rhodnius. prolixus, which is normally very resistant 
to desiccation, will die after about three days in a dry atmos-
phere if its spiracles are kept open by administering s% carbon 
dioxide. 
Although no spiracular closinf mechanism has been described 
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for the Thysanura, it was considered necessary, in view of the 
marked difference between the rates of water loss for living and 
dead animals, to invBstigate the effect of excess carbon dioxide 
on the ani~~lo under consideration. 
Apparatus and mothod: 
It was found to be impossible to administer the excess 
carbon dioxide in a still air desiccator such as that described 
for the previous experiments and it was therefore necessary to 
devise an airflow c;esiccator which would allow the required 
admixture of carjon dioxide to the dry air. 
had to meet the following requirements: 
Such a desiccator 
1. The air flowing through the apparatus must be at the satre 
temperature as that of the constant tem:r:erature room in 
vlhich the experiment is carried out (20°C). 
2. The air flowing throu•·h the desiccation chambers must be 
dry, comparable with that in a still air desiccator. 
3. The air passin~: through the desiccation chamber must con-
stitute a regular floH. 
4. The velocity of th3 air stream must be the same for each 
desiccation chamber. 
The apparatus used is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.07 
The main airflow was obtained from the laboratory compressor via 
an outlet in the constant temperature room. The a ir stream was 
passed through a motorcar radiator inside t he constant temperat-· 
ure room, thus brinGing the air into tem:r:erature equilibrium 
with the interior of the constant temperature room. On leaving 
the radiator, the a irstream was partially dehydrated by the 
calcium chloride in desiccator D.l and passed, via a cottonwool 
dust filter (FI.l) and a flowmeter (F. l ) to t he main desiccators 
(D. 3 - 5) >..rhere dehydration '.:a.s completed. From the desiccat-
ors the air was led through a furthe r dust filter (FI. 2) to the 
distributor, which served to divide the airstream ·Jetween four 
desiccat ion chambers. The carbon dioxide source was a pressure 
cylinder Htted with a reducing valvE: to give better control 
over the rate of flow; the cylinde r i-lcJ.S housed inside th0 con-
stant temperature room an~ the gas was found to be at only a 
Fig. 5.07 
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Airflow desiccator used to admi nister excess 
carbon dioxide during desiccation. 
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slightly lower temperature than that of the room on leaving the 
cylinder; its passage t.hrough the apparatus was sufficient to 
bring it into temperature equilibrium. After partial dehy-
dration in desiccator D.2, the carbon dioxide joined Lhe main 
stream at the dust filter FI.l, \vhich served not only to ensure 
that no calcium chloride particles were carried over into the 
flowmeter from desiccators D. l and D.2 but also assisted in 
mixing the air and carbon dioxide streams. 
The desiccation chambers each comprised a length of glass 
tubing measuring 6 x 1.5 em. and closed at each end by means of 
inverted vaccine bottle tops, each of vlhich had a hole bored 
through its centre to allow a throughflow of air. The air 
stream entering the chamber was broken up by means of a baffle 
consisting of a wad of opan-mesh nylon gauze and each chamber i.Jas 
equipped with a flowmeter to measure the rate of flow of the 
airstream through the cham·)er. 
J. thermometer inserted into desiccator D. 6 confirmed that 
the temperature of the air in the desiccator was in fact the 
same as that of the interior of the constant temperature room. 
The effectiveness of the baffles could be demonstrated in two 
W?J.ys. The cotton wool ¥Jas removed fran filter FI.2 and tobacco 
smoke Has gently blown into it. This smoke was then immed-
iately forced throu r;h one of t he chambers !)y a slm1 flo'\oT of air, 
the remaining three cham')ers having been isolated from the 
apparatus by closing the clamps CL. The s moke was observed to 
pass evenly through the chamber and to fill it completely; it 
could be assumed therefore that there vias a regular flow of air 
throueh each chamber. Further, a thin strip of cobalt zinc 
chloride paper was inserted into each chamber and the apparatus 
s et into operation; these papers took on a blue colour which 
"ras ever! o.long t he length and diameter of the tube, indicating 
an even distribution of the dry air. By comparing these papers 
with control papers from the same strip vThich had been kept in 
a still air desiccator for a period of four hours, it was 
ascertained that, as nearly as could be established, the air 
passing through the desiccation chambers was as dry as that in 
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the still l.ir desiccators used. 
In order to J.scerb.in t..rhether each chamber was in fact 
receiving the same volume of ::.ir per unit time and, more import-
ant, Fhether the carbon dioxide was completely mixed in the air 
stream, the desiccator was set up to dve a moderate flovT of air 
(7 em mercury on flowmeter F.l) cont~ining apDroximately 101c 
car~) on dioxide . The airflow through each cham:)er was adjusted 
by means of the clamps CL to give a reading of two millimeters 
of its respective flowmeter. ~ solution of calcium hydroxide 
was prepared by hydrolysing 5. 7 grams of calcium oxide in one 
litre of distilled water; four volumes of 100 ml. each of this 
solution were accurately measured into 150 ml beakers. The gas 
from the outlet of a desiccation cham :er was :·m'.•bled through one 
of these solutions for a period of 50 seconds, after which the 
precipitated calcium carbonate was filtered out of t he solution. 
50 ml. of each of the filtrates was now titrated ag~inst an 
approximately 0.1 N. solution of hydrochloric acid, using 
methyl orange as an indicator. Since both the calcium hydrox-
ide and the hydrochloric acid used were identical for all four 
gas samples, t he same volume of qas passing throu; h each of the 
cham\ ers in 30 seconds s >oulc result in equal volumes of hydro-
chloric acid ·)eing required to b rin:- about t he colour change in 
each titration. Titrating t he hydrochl oric a cid against the 
original calcium hydroxide solution required 14.2 ml. HCl; the 
results obtained for the filtrates after the ca lcium carbonate 
had been removed were 9.7, 9.2, 9.0 and 9.5 ml HCl r espectively, 
showing t hat ea ch cha mber was, i n fact, r ece i ving nearly the sa~ 
~ 
volume of carbon di oxide pe r unit t ime as t he ot her s , although 
the two out e r cha ffi,'"lers rece i ved slightly less . 
In orde r to mi ni mise t he errors due t o possible dif fering 
condi tions between t he des i ccation chamber s each animal was 
des i cca t ed without and t.Jith an admixtur e of ca rbon di oxide t o 
the a ir st ream. This obviated t he necessity of running a 
cont rol experiment lind t hus reduced t he varia')ility in t he 
results . The desiccation Drocedure was as follows: 
1. Pretreated animals we re weighed and placed singly in the 
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desiccation ch.::mbers 
2. The compressed air was turned on and rezulated to give a 
reading of 6 em mercury on the flowmeter F.l. 
3 . The rate of flow through each desiccation chamJer was regu-
l ated by means of the clamps CL to pivc a reading of 1 mm 
on each flowmeter F. 2. 
4 . Desiccation was continued for a period of 24 hours, after 
which t he aniiiUls were we i 6hed aeain. 
5. The animals were returned to their respective desiccation 
chambers and the a irflow was regulated to give a reading of 
5.4 em mercury on the flowmeter F.l. Carbon dioxide was led 
into the apparatus, the flow ~ein~ regulated by means of the 
reducin,... valve on the c·rlinder to bring the total gas pres-
sure at flowmeter F.l. up to 6 em once again. 
6 . The rate of flot-r through the desiccation cham'•ers was checked 
but these were never found to require readjustment . 
7. After a further 24 hour period of desiccation in the air + 
carbon dioxide mixture, the animals were t-reighed again and 
the results for the tv'O periods compared. 
Results: 
The results, shown in Table 5. 07, showed that carbon dioxide 
had no effect on the rate of wat6r loss from M. delanyi and 
C. longicaudata. 
Table 5.0~ The rates of water loss (fa of body weight per 24 
Species 
M. delanyi 
C. longi6;au-
data 
hours) from M. delanyi and C. longicaudata in 
moving air , before and after an admixture of excess 
carbon dioxide. 
No. of 
·3.nimals 
8 
8 
Rate of water loss in air 
8 . 56 
4.30 
+co 
2 
8 . 33 
4-.27 
stream l 
·----------~-----------~--------------------- ----~------~ 
The foregoing, whilst showin~ that carbon dioxide has no effect 
on the rate of water loss, cannot be taken as proof positive that 
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no mechanism exists for closing the spiracles. \<Jhilst such a 
mechanism seems unlikely for C. longicauda ta, a poss iole means of 
closing tho spiracles of M. delanyi will be discussed later. 
5 .5 The Sites of 1·!-::~.ter Loss . 
Water may be lost from the haemocoel and tissues of terres-
tri ·.1 arthropods via the cuticle and via the respiratory surfaces. 
Hhere the cuticle has not been effectively water·)roofed in some 
manner, considerable water may be lost over the general body 
surface; those arthropods which hav3 achieved a measure of water-
proofing of the cuticle usually incur the greater proportion of 
their total water loss via the tracheal system and of the 
tracheate arthropods most, if not all, f~ll into the latter cate-
gory. However, even in poorly waterproofed animals such as the 
terrestri~l crustacea, the integument always forms a barrier 
against th8 evQporat ion of body water, while i n the better 
adapted terrestrial arthropods, it always allows the passage of 
some water, however small the amount. It is necessary, there-
fore, to establish the relative importance of the eeneral body 
surfuce and the tracheal syste m a s sites of water loss in both 
species under consideration. 
Apparatus and method: 
An attempt was made in two different batches of experimental 
animals of both species, to block the spiracles, ~nd to apply 
waterproofing agents to the general body surface while l eaving 
the spiracles uncovered . The exact locat ion of the spiracles 
in each species was ascertained by using the cobalt tracheal 
inje ct ion technique developed by • .. Jiggles\oTorth (1950); the 
condit i on of the tracheal system and spiracles in M. delanyi was 
found to be almost identical to the illustration of the respira-
tory system of Petrobig~ mar itima (Oudemans, 1888) whilst that 
of C. longicaudata agreed in all essential details with 
Lepisma saccharina as described by Sulc (reproduced in Paclt, 
1956) . 
Experim~ntnl animals were pretreated in the usual manner and 
then killed by means of coal C'as . Half of each group was 
painted with a waterproofing a~ent, applied to the whole of the 
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dorsal surface, the head .3.nd the ventral surface other than tvTO 
strips where the spiracles werv known to be located; the other 
half had only the spiracular region covered by the waterproofing 
agent . The animals were weighed before and after the applic-
ation of the waterproofing agents and then desiccated over 
calcium chloride in the usual manner. 
Three waterproofin~ agents were used and not one of these 
proved satisfactory. 11Samsonite 11 proved to be both difficult 
to apply ~nd insuffici~ntly impermeable to water (perhaps due to 
inadequate bonding with th..; cuticle), whilst 11 glyptol 11 , although 
readily applied, imparted no additional impermeability to the 
cuticle. Paraffin wax of low meltinf point (54°C) was found to 
be suitavle in some instances and was in fact the only substance 
to produce some results . Two quick- drying enamel pain~s which 
were tested for suitability proved to lose weight slowly over a 
period of as long as 12 hours a nd could ther efor e not be used . 
Results: 
The appli cat ion of 11Samsonite" and "Glyptol11 dissolved in 
acetone brought about an increase in the rate of water loss from 
M. delanvi . This ~~y ~e attributed to the solv~nts in those 
waterproofin: arents upsettin~ the cuticle struct ure, and gave 
rise to the investi,:'ation on the effects of wax solvents on the 
cuticle descri:ed in Part 5. 2 (vi) . P11 inting M. delan.yl: with 
molten wax also produced no results since, as the animal lost 
wate r and its volume decreased, the body surface was pulled away 
from the wax and an increased rate of water loss followed . The 
applicat ion of the molten wax may also have upset the organis -
ation of lipids in the cuticle and thus have increased the 
permeability. No results were, therefore , obtained for 
M. de lanyi. 
The application of Samsonite and of Glyptol had no signifi-
ca nt effect on t he rate of water loss from ~lonri~dat~. The 
rate for animals which had their general b ody surface cover ed 
by "Glyptol11 was sli ghtly lower than for those of the controls 
and also for animals 'loTith the spiracles onlJr covered but this 
di fference was extr emely small (2. 21o) . Since C. longicaudat~ 
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loses water more slowly than does M. delanvi J.nd therefore de -
creases i n volume more slowlv when desiccated, some results were 
obtained for this species which suggest the ~eneral body surface 
as beine the chief site of water loss in the dead animal . All 
results obtained for C. longicaudata are shown in Table 5.09. 
Table 5 . 09 Effacts of blocking the spiracles and of waterpro~ 
ine the cuticle on the rate of water loss (% of body 
we i ght per 24 hours) from dead specimens of 
C. lon:-ric.;.udn.ta . 
[ Spi: aclos blocked. :~===~ 
Waterproofing No . of I Rate of No . of Rate of 
a~ent . nnimals~ter loss . 
S1msonite 5 17 . 3 
animals . wat_r loss . 
---
6 15 . 9 
Glyptol 15 . 4 5 13. 2 
Paraffin wax 6 15 . 5 6 8 . 9 
Controls 12 15 . 0 
------------.------
These experimJnts have , on th3 whole , proved unsatisfactory 
and until such time as ·:l waterproofing A.e-Jnt is found which is 
suitJd to the cuticle of these animals it c~n only be tentatively 
assumed that the chief site of water loss in the dead animal is 
the body surf.J.ce. Some indirect evidence in support of this 
assumpt i on will be discussed when possible mechanisms controlling 
the rate of water loss Jr~ considered. 
5.4 Possible M9chanisms Controlling the Rate of 'vlater Loss. 
In the Fterygota water loss is entirely controlled by the 
spirJ cles , since the integument has, in most instances , achieved 
A feature of all the aptery-
gote su·1-classes of the Hexapoda is the lack of any mechanism 
whereby the spiracles may be occluded (Oudemans, 1838, Lawrence, 
1953, Paclt, 1956) . This is true even in those groups where the 
trJcheal system itself is hif.hly developed as for example in the 
Japygidae (Diplura) and th: Lepisrratoidea . The fact that the 
Thysanura are undoubt0dly ablo to exJrcise considerable control 
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over the rate of water loss from their bodies made it necessary 
to ascertain whether spiracular muscles may have 11een overlooked 
by previous workers or whether an indiract method of closin~ the 
spirJ cles is possible. 
Serial sections and dissection of injected specimans stain-
ed with picro-carmine revJ~led no muscular control mechanism by 
m8ans of which the spir~cles could be closod . A possible 
indirect mec~cnisms for controlling the rate of waterless was 
apparent in M. _Q£lanzi but no means of covering the spiracles 
could be found for C. lon~icaudat~ . The abdominal spiracles 
of M. delanyi are all situ~ted under thu paratergal expansions 
\vhich overlie the pleura of each segment a nd it i s possible 
that by pullin~ t he ~~ratergal expansions in closer t o the body, 
the spiracles can be covered more effectively. The large 
mesothoracic spira cle , situated at the anterior marein of the 
m8sothorax must, by virtue of its s i ze, const i tute the main 
site of water loss from t he tr~cheal system. It can also 
possibly l:le closed by move ments of the terzite~. The posterior 
.tttachment of t he pronotum and the anterior _1.ttachmant of the 
mesonotum lie r espectively at the anterior and post e rior mar-
gins of th0 mesothoracic spiracle . Whil0 th~ pronotum overh~ps 
the mesonotum in the nor~1l manner above the leve l of the 
spiracl e , t he overlap is r eversed below this l evel so that the 
mesonotum overl:~.ps the pronotum. This condition is shown in 
Figure 5.06. The r e?ion where the overlap between the two 
sclerites changes thus forms a pivot or hinge between pro- and 
mesothorax \o!hich could allow for opening (Figure 5.06 £~) and 
closing (Figure 5.06 B) of the spiracle. 
However attr active the above hypothes is seems , most of the 
ava ilabl e evidence is in contradiction to the proposed scheme . 
l;Jhen animals wer e killed by means of coal gas or other poison-
ous vapours, mny di ed in a position 111here, s.ccording to t hese 
ideas , the rnesothoracic spiracle , at l east , should be closed . 
These individua ls showed no difference in the ir rate of wate r 
loss from t hose in which tho spiracle would be open . 
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MESONOTUM 
__ ___________ ....... 
Positional r elationship between pro- and meso-
notum a nd the me sothoracic spiracle of H. delan;zi, 
showing the possible means for occluding t he 
spiracle ~s discussed in text. 
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Further evidence a~ainst spiracular control can be deduced 
from the fact that carbon dioxide has no effect on the rate of 
water loss. If a spiracular mechanism exists, the opening and 
closing of the spiracles must be regulated in response to the 
partial pressure of gases in the tracheal system. Ridding the 
tracheal system of carbon dioxide is of primary importance here 
and it has been found in those Fterygota which have been investi-
gated that the partial pressure of carbon dioxide ~overns the 
duration of the period during which the spiracles remain open. 
The lack of such a mechanism, in a tracheal system which can be 
completely closed, would prove a danger to the animal unless the 
spiracl es were opened and closed rhythmically under all condit-
ions. This would lead one to expect that in H. delan,yi regular 
movements of the tergites should be apparent . No movements which 
could be interpreted as opening and closing of the spir acles 
could, however , ·)e seen during tvro hours observation through a 
lens. 
The bulk of the evidence, therefore, points to water loss 
being controlled by means other than spiracular occlusion; this 
is part icularly true for Q.:_longicaudata v1here, on availabl e 
evidence, such a method of control is impossible. The case for 
spiracular control in M. delanyi, however improbable, cannot be 
be finally rejected, since the control might be governed by the 
partial pressure of oxygen in the tracheal system, a possibility 
which has not been investigated. 
Since spiracular control of water loss appears to be elimin-
ated, the control of evaporat ion of body water must be exercised 
by the integument . Physical barriers against the passage of 
water molecules are certainl~ present in both species. Lower 
(1958) has shown the epicuticle of £. longicaudata to consist of 
a protein layer covered by a sudanophil l ayer which is resistant 
to even the action of boiline: wax solvents. This sudanophil 
laye r may be a lipoprotein but Lower claims it to be Millon 
negative and has no evidence for a protein constituent. Whatever 
its nature, this epicuticular layer may well impart a consider-
able degree of impermeability to the cuticle. The action of wax 
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solvents on the cuticle of N~_3elan~ suggests that he r e too a 
substance exists in the cuticle which is respons i~le for reducing 
th~ rate of wate r loss . This su')stance ma.;.r also be a lipid . 
However , the physical barr iers discussed above cannot 
account for the differences between tho rates of watar loss f r om 
dead and living ~nimals. It is necessary to look for a mechan-
i sm involving active metaboli c work on the part of the animal, 
one whi ch would break dm·m on death, and in this connection the 
following observations are of interest: 
(i) An active inward secretion, as a means of retaini ng water, 
is not peculiar to the Thysanura . It has '1een reported for 
spiders (Davies and Edney, 1952) and for various species of 
ticks (Leos, 1947). These animals all have much better 
developed physical barriers acainst water loss than the 
animals consider~d in thi s invest igation. 
( ii) Prolon'":'ed Gxposure of tho animls to coal gas, vlhile it rmy 
be insufficient to cause their death, nevertheless severely 
upsets their contra~ of water loss on recovery, although 
locomot i on appears in no way i mpaired. 
under these conditions, loses wei~ht at a rate almost com-
parable wi th that of a dead specimen, while M. de lanYi · · 
wi ll lose as much as 7/o of its body we i ght in 24 hours at a satu-
.ration d.Jficit of 1.4 mm Hg, \vh:ne thJ expected water loss 
would bo betv1een 0 . 5 and 1.01.. These results strongly 
sugrest the upset of a metabolic process being the cause of 
the breakdown in control of water loss . The possible nature 
of this process will be discussed after the re .·mlts of the 
following section have been considered . 
To sum up, both M, delan~ and Q~ongicaudata have attained 
a good measure of protuction against dGsiccation in the form of 
physioal barriers in the cuticle and s ome active water retaining 
mechanism. Q.:_longicauQata has developed those to a higher 
d~greG of pe rfection than has M. delanyi, as would b0 expected 
from the study of th8 envir onmental conditions under which the 
two speci as live . 
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6. 
However wull the water conserving mechanisms of an animal 
are developed, transpiration still takes place, by way both of 
the general body surface and the r espiratory surfaces. In order 
to survive it is therefore necessary from time to time to replen-
ish the water lost in this way. The less e ffective the water 
conservin,;s mechanism, the more important becomes the ability -~ ·tio 
gain water from the surroundings and it is dou~.)tless the a~ ility 
to utilise availa ,le s ources of moisture l<!hich has allowed the 
invasion of the land by the Arthropoda, an invasion 1.o1hich probab-
ly took place long before an impermeable cuticle had evolved. 
The intake of \<Tater may be effected in a num'Jer of ways. 
Provided that t he ne cessary secretory mechanisms are present in 
the alimentary canal to permit absorption9 water taken in with 
food can ~dequately supply the needs of such arthropods as sap-
feeders and '; lood suckers, while even some carnivorous species 
may take in considerable quantities of water with the tissue 
fluids of their prey. Many phytophagus forms such as lepidop-
tcrous caterpillars may also take in appreciable amounts of water 
contained in the plant tissues on which they feed. Animals feed-
ing on comparatively dry foods, must hov1ever, obtain additional 
water to replenish their internal Hater store. C. longig@:udat~ 
certainl;r falls into this category . H. delanyi may gain some 
moisture from the thallophytes on which it ·feeds, ' but it seems 
unlikely that the amount of water contained in these would be 
adequate for its nee ds. 
Hater , other than that taken in vlith food, can be aquired in 
thr0e ways. Oral drinking is said to be of common occurrence 
among adult insects (Lelercq, 1946, quoted in Edney, 1957), but 
this r equires that the v1ater occurs in droplet form; a surface 
film of water on a stone or capillar'r water in soil cannot 
normally be t~kon in wi thout special structural modifications, 
but such uptake has been shown to occur. The spiders 
Tarantula barbipe~ and Lycq~~adiat§: are able to e~::tract 
capillary w~ter from .J. bud o:,.' fine graphite particles (Parry, 1954) 
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and various t e rrestri,:.l Isopodo. are able to taku in capillary 
wate r by both mouth a nd a nus (Spencer and Edney, l95t) . Absorp-
tion of wate r throur.:h the cuticle is c.lso of common occurr ence 
among tha terr es t ri 1 arthropods; he re th0 ever s i bl e ves icles, 
located on the a · •domen or on• the coxae of the abdominal appen-
dages, are important sites of water uptake. The ''collophore " 
or v0ntra l tube of Onx2hi~~~~tu~ (Collcmbola) has been 
shown to be its main water absorbing orga n (Nutman, 19~1) and 
the ev-.ns ible vesicles of Qampodoa (Diplura) s erve a similar 
function (Drummond, 1956) . Eve rsible ves i cles are also known 
to be concerned \lith water uptake in other a r t hropods including 
Opistho~tus cincti~ (Onychophora) (Al exande r and Ewer, 1955), 
Hanseniella apiJ_is (Symphyla) (Tiegs, 19.:11) ,-.nd Callipu~ .lon62= 
bardius (Diplopoda) (i.h nton, 1958) . The vesicles have been 
shown to be ca~~ble of extracting capi llary wate r (Tie6s , 1947, 
Al exander a nd Ewer, 1955) and vTould thus a lso be capable of 
absorbing '.·3.ter fro:n a surface film. Preli minary experiments 
had shown that the ever si0le vesicles of M. delanvi a re also 
concerned 11ith vlate r uptake , but no quant i t a tive measur e was 
made of the 0:~ent of t heir function . 
Hater vapour porvide s yet anothe r s ource f or the r epl e nish-
ment of a depl Gted inte rn.-1 wate r store. A num'..:le r of well 
authentica t ed cases of arthropods absor~:>ing wate r from an under-
s:lturated atmosphe r ..; can :Ja quoted: nota'Jle a mong those are 
Tonebrio larvae (Buxton 1930; l~llanby 1972) , ticks (Lees , 1946; 
'!Jrowning, l95t1) a nd rat fleas of the genus Xenopsylla (Edne ;,·, 194 7) . 
Lindsay (19.:10) reports ~~onP.icau~at£ a s beine able to absorb 
water from a n atmospher0 at 99% relative humidity, but work 
c~rried out so nvar saturation must be suspect , since even s l ight 
temperc.ture cha nges could bring about precipitation. 
Finally, some a nimals make use of mcta1Jolic wate r to 
increase the body water conte nt . Mell3.nby (1932) has shown 
'JenebriQ larvae meta.,olise conside r able quantities of their fat 
stores and in s o doin~ replace the wate r l ost in evaporat ion 
·. y the Hater r esulting from this fat metal;)olism . Although the 
animals lost we i~:ht, the pro port ion of dry to ':Jt ¥TS ight 
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rema.ined const .. nt, indicat ing that the water loss was t;qualled by 
the repl2cement due to oxi dation of the f ats. The above is but 
one exampl e amonp. many; the subject has be~n reviewed by 
Edney (1957). 
The present investi~at ion set out to determine which means 
of gaining water are used by tee two species of Thysanura under 
consideration and under which conditions they are used. 
Liquid \.Jater would normally be encountered by land arthro-
pods i n -:tny one of the threo conditions mentioned ab ove, i.e. as 
free water, rat e r forming a thin film over surfaces and capill-
c.ry water . Q.:_logg];.£audata, by virtue of its atypical habitat, 
may vJell encounter non<~ of these over considerabb periods, 
whilst during certai n seasons, free water may be rare , even in 
the habitat of M. delany!. 
' 
The ability of both species to bene-
fit from all three possible water sources , and thu mechan i sms 
used in each instance have <)een investigR.te d. 
Apparatus and method: 
The exuerimental animals were desiccated ove r calcium 
chloride in the normal manner; H. delanzi: was subjecte d t o be-
tween 24 and 48 hours desicco.tion, i-Jhile L_ londcaud~j!a was 
desiccated for as long as 120 hours to give an approximately com-
parable wate r loss. The desiccated animal s wo re divided into 
three batches, each of which was giv~n water in one of the fol low-
ing ways: 
(i) Free \-Jater; \-Jater droplets scattured over stones in a 
plastic dish. 
( ii) 1/ater film; s tones \·Jhich had bee n wette d by immers i on in 
water nnd then s hakdn to remove all but a thin film of 
water covering each stone . 
(iii) C'3.pillary water; a n un:;laze d china plate 1vhich had been 
soake d in water . 
After 12 hours access to t.he res,::>ective \-Tater sources, the 
animals were su~_:jected to a further three hours of desiccation 
over calcium chloride to remove a ny adsori:)ed moisture a nd the n 
we i ghed again in order t o establish whe ther any water had been 
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gained. 
The experiments were re:oeat Jd usinr• a weak aqueous solution 
of Li ght Green instead of ' 'ater. .l.ftc r each experim~nt ha d 
be· .. m complat ed, the .:mim:~ls were killed ')y means of e thyl acetate 
vapour and dissected in order to ascertain th~ distribut ion of t he 
dye within each animal; pre liminar,v ~::periments on .H. delaQY1, 
had proved the dye to be easily detect~ble in the ani mals, par-
ticularly in cuticular structures such a s t he foregut and vesic-
les. 
R~.-sults: 
3 oth specie s '1-/GN shown to ga in wa i r;ht under all condit ions 
in t h-' s•::: e xperiments . Table 6 . 01 shows the me::m vJate r gain by 
the t 1m s p3cics . 
Table 6 . 01 1 'J.t e r p,:a in from three differ.J nt wate r sources by 
11at .J r lost during 
des iccation a.nd ~~ained from water source expresse d 
tts Darcentage of orir inal od.v ,.Je i ?:ht. 
Specie s a nd 
\.JJ.t..; r source 
1 ~ . de l unyi 
Fr ee water 
Hat e r film 
Capillar~r \-later 
Fr ee wate: r 
6 
7 
7 
6 
i-fean water 
loss. 
9. 5 
20 . 1 
1"' . 5 
18 .1 
:1ean 
water 
___ _:aiD.:. 
1A. 3 
15.9 
10. 9 
18 . 6 
Percentage of 
\.Jate r lost 
_.:f.£.9 ov~r_ed :.-
' ' 79;~ 
81/~ 
Usinf.! wate r coloured ':ith Li ght Green s howe d the mode s of 
uptake to · :e c iffe r ent i n t he tv10 species . 1,-Jhilst 1'1. de lany:b 
used its vesicles t o obt a in wa t er not readil;v ava ila' •le for or'1.1 
drinking, C. longicauda:t~, which h:.s no such s t ructures, showed 
no upt~ke of t he dye ct ~11. Tabl e 6 .02 shows t he distribut ion 
of tho dye in the two s pecies afte r each had shown gains com-
parable -with thos....; r e:flect e d in Tabl e 6 . 01 . 
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Table 6.02: Distribution of dye (Li3ht Gree n) in ~: . delanyi 
I Jatar 
Source 
Free v1ator 
':Tate r film 
C:J.pilhry 
water 
~nd C. 1Qn~i£aud~ta after wator uptake from three 
different sources. 
----· ~-:~ -~:~an;i - ---- · -·. -~ .. --~~-·-1-o-n~ic~~-da_t_· ~--
Tot.:::.l no . 
of anirnals 
8 
6 
8 
.No. '\.lith dye Total no. No. with 
in gut in of dye in 
:;sicles _2ni~l~- ag~----
8 5 7 7 
l 6 6 0 
0 8 7 0 
- ot~ species are, t~1eraforc, a b le to drink water, :.nd do so 
readily '"hen v1atcr is available in drinkabl2 form . M· delan,yi, 
however, uses its v~sicles for the uptake of wate r from other 
sourc..::s '\-lh8n drinking is not possible. C. longicaudata shows 
no visible evidence of •nter uptake through :my part of the 
cuticle , under conditions in which water could not be drunk, 
a lthour,h i t must ~ain water in sane way since it shows a coQ~2r-
able increase in we i ght. The only way in ~1hich water could 
h~vo entered these a nimals was in t hJ form of water vapour. 
6 . 2 !!.E1.1ke of Hater Va Eour . 
Lindsa y (1940), claime d that C. lon~icaudata was able to 
a1Jsorb J..Jater from :-.n atmosphe r e at 99% r e: lativo humidity. In 
vic \., of the f indings in the prccedinr axna rime nts this aspect 
was reinvesti .,.a ted . The possibilit~r of H. delanvi sharing this 
a ·. ilit. ~' could not e r e iected mere l~r on the rrrounds of the 
prese nce of an alternative vJater a~Jsor':l ing mechanism, the ever-
sibl"' vvsicles , so the e.:J ilit~- of this s pecies 1,.ras also investi-
gated . 
Apparatus and ra~thod : 
The e xperimenta l animals were desiccate d a s previously 
des cribed, o.nd su"!:Jjected in a uniform humidity chambe r to 
· l t t of 20°C . var1ous re a ive humidities, at a constant t e mpJ ra ure 
Tho details of the construction of the unifor m humidity chamber 
use d will 1e found in Part 7 of this thesis . Th8 desire d 
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relative humidity vJas o ·tained :jy usin~ saturated solutions of 
various s~lts or solutions of potass ium hydroxide prepared 
according to Solomon (1951). In order to preclude the possib-
ility of the animals e~ting thJ nylon fabric cov3rin~ the f~lse 
floor of the ch~rnbor (a distinct possibility in the case of 
C. lon::icaudata) thi <> was r epl aced by a layer of plastic vTindow 
"'aUZe. 
Afte r an initi-s.l r'esiccation t he aninuls were exposed, for 
a period of 24. '"ours , to some 'l_)articHlar humidity, and t hen 
d.::siccated a cain for a n~riod of three hours before weighing . 
The usa of dea d controls proved this period to :Je more than 
a dequate for tho r e moval of any wat0r trapped between both the 
scal8s and ovorlappin~ sclorites. The anim~ls were r eturned 
to the uniform humidity cha~ .er for a further 21 hours after 
\Wighing, in orde r to ascertain 1!hether thJ re was a ny further 
gain in w0i ght during this period . 
Results: 
~.Thile M. de lam:i proved incapabL of absorbing wate r vapour 
from evon a saturated atmosphere , ~1g_neicaudata vJas found to 
be able to r epl e nish its wate r store in this way from an atmos-
phere 1,rith a relative humidit:r as lovT as 60~ . It is not clear 
why Lindsay (1940) claims t he limit of t his ability to be at 
99% rBlative humidity, since nowhere in the text of her paper 
does she mention h~vin: conducted e xperiments at any lower 
humidity. · 
The de tails of these experime nts are ta·Julated in Table 6.03. 
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!_able_~02: 1 !ater gain from. saturated J.nd subsaturated atm.os-
pheres by i··l. delanyi_ and C. lon," icaudata . Water 
loss ·1nd water gain are expressed as a percentage 
of the original body "'e i~ht . 
Species ' No . of Mean dean vrater Percentage of 
-
relative animls water gain water lost 
humidity loss 2tlhrs . t 8hrs . recovered. 
------ ---- - - -- ··-
.. _______ , 
--------
l1. de lanyi. 
----~ 
100~ 7 26 . 4 -0 . 6 
98~- 8 27 . 2 -1. 3 
C. longicaudata 
I 
100~ 6 '34· +25 75% 
98~: 8 2 ' '2. . ' +20 +21 781; 
90,~ 7 26 . 0 +18 +21 78/~ 
75;fo 6 1 7 . 3 +16 +17 93% 
60/~ 7 23 .1 + 6 + 6 27;1o 
60/~ 5* 21. :: +15 +17 so% 
---- .... _j ______ 
..__... ..... -.. .. ~ ... 
--·-· 
_  j _____ --_; __
·-··· ·-______ .. ,_ 
* Includes only those animals in the pre.ceding batch 
which we r e e.blc to absorb wo.ter at 601- relative humidity. 
The res11.lts obtained in ~he precedinrr experiment on wate:r 
uptake can therefore l1e explained ~JY Q.!._lon.::l,2§:Udata absorb~.n] 
moistur~ from the near saturated atmosphere surrounding the vJet 
stones a nd tho saturate d porous plate . 
It has been shmm that vJater loss from C. longicaudata is 
proportiona l to the satura tion deficit of the surrounding 
atmosphere and i t seemed more than likely that the same 
parameter imposed a limit to the a~Jility to gain water in the 
form of liJate r vapour . In order to ascerta in -vThether this was 
in fact true, five specimens vJe r e desiccated ove r calcium 
chlori de a nd placed in a uniform humidity cham~er at 75 . 5% 
relative humidity .lnd 35°C . After a period of 24 hours, the 
anim~ls were desiccated over calcium chloride for three hours 
a nd reweighed . All we r .J found to h:1vc lost weiqht , as did 
five undes i ccated specimens, vlhich v1ore include d to observe the 
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effect of h i r-h humidit~r on .<J.nimals whose water oalance was 
normal. 
The chamber was now left open in a constant temperature 
0 
room at 20 C, and allowed to cool slowly so that no condensation 
I 
of moistur e occurrud. The animals \.Jere r eintroduced into the 
cham~er and left for .J. further 24 hours after which they were 
ngain briefly desiccated "lnd then vJei~hed. ~ll wore found to 
have rr:J. ined vJei,.,.ht, ~ut vJhilo the desiccated specimens absorbed 
considera'lle quantities of \.rater to compensato for water lost, 
the undesiccated specimens took up onl;,- sufficient to re ~ain 
their origi m.l weight . The results are shown in Table 6.0t~. 
Effect of tc;mperature on the water uptake desiccat~ 
ed ~nd normal specimens of C. longicaudata from 
an atmosphere at 75.5% relative humidity. 
Condition. 
Des iccJ.ted 
Normal 
No. of 
animals. 
5 
5 
Hean water 
loss. 
10.0 
Nean water 
uptake at 
35°C 20°C_, ___ _ 
-1.2 +7.2 
-5.1 +3.4 
These experimants show the ability of C. lon~icaudata to 
absor~) water vapour from an undersaturated atmosphere to be 
limitGd b v saturation deficit vrhen t he relative humidity is high, 
a res:.J.lt vrhich is at variance ¥Tith the findine;s both of I:.cllanby 
(1932) for the l a rvae of :renebri.Q and of Edney (l9Ll7) for the 
Unfortunat e ly no experiments we re done to ascertain 111hethe r 
r e lative humidity limits tht:J a bil i ty to t ake up 1:1ater at low 
saturation d0ficits . It will l)e seen in Figure 5.05 that t here 
i s a s lipht 1,.1ater loss at a r elat i ve humidity of 25% and a 
0 
t e mpera ture of 7 C. The s aturat ion deficit here would be only 
5. 7 mrn Hg , only l . 3 mm He hi _her tha n the saturation deficit at 
75~ r~lative humidity ~nd 20°C and 1 . 5 mm HG l e ss than the 
SJ.tura tion deficit at 60~~ r e lative humidity at 20°C , yet water 
uptake h<..~.s b ..;en de monstrated from both the latte r t\-Jo, while 
7'3. 
none of the animals tested at the low relative humi dity 
sho-v1ed any e;ain in weight. Relative humidity cannot, therefore, 
·)e eliminated as one of t~-,e limitinr:; factors involved in water 
uptake. 
6. 3 !h~ Ut ili£_a t 1:9.!2_ of) :e!:_~.f!9lic _Yl~:!!~. 
Thi s aspect hu.s not been investigated, but one o:)servation 
is of possible importance here. The abdomen of H. delany,! 
houses ~ well developed musculature used in leaping. Such 
l eaps are effected by for cibly beating the abdomen onto the 
substratum. Q~gngicauda!:.~, on the other ha nd has a very 
poorly developed abdominal musculature, and the abdomen of this 
species contains an extremely large visceral J.nd parietal fat 
body. Such large fat stores, which occupy most of the haemo-
coelic space in the abdomen, would ~dke the utilisation of 
metabolic wate r highly probable. 
6 • t> ~!!:.r-gs i QB_ of-~ he_ Eve_!:§ i 9le V ~§.i£1~1L2:L H.!._ de lan:O: . 
The eversible vesicle of ~pelanvi and, indeed those of 
other arthropods \>lhich possess these or r.ans, must he extruded 
by some form of int ernal hydrostatic pressure. Since each 
vesicle is in direct contact with t he haemocoel , localised 
increases in blood pressure must be affected by the internal 
water content of the animal , desiccation should have a marked 
effect on extrusion; t he greater the water loss the less easily 
the vesicle should be extruded , The limitations of t his 
system whereby the vesicles are extruded were investigated by 
des iccating speci me ns of M. dela~,! fo r different times and 
observing the effect on ,.he ability t o ext rude t he vesicles. 
Apparatus ~nd method: 
Experimental animals were desiccated i n the usual manner 
for per i ods var~ring f rom 6 - 172 hours, and the total wate r 
loss dur inR this period was determined. Each animal was now 
placed on a s )·;eet of ~lass raised 15 em. ahove a maenifying 
mirror , so that i ts ventra l surface could 'be readily o'1se rved . 
Before placing an animl on t he ·glass plate , a thin film of 
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water was allowed to condense on the glass by gently breathing 
over it. The animal was then placed on the water film ~nd 
covered with a small petri dish. The time elRpsing bet-vreen 
placi ng an animal on the vJater film and the maintained extrusion 
of ( i) the first extruded vesicle and ( ii) more t~1an four pairs 
of vesicles, was noted in each inst~nce. If the water film had 
evaporated before any extrusion of the vesicles had taken place, 
a fresh water film was allo-v1ed to condense on -the glass next to 
the petri dish ~nd the animal was :.ently coaxed onto this . 
Results: 
Up to a water loss of 151c the anim2ls \.JOuld extrude all 
their vesicles almost simultaneously although the more anterior 
vesicles were usually, although not i nvariably extruded first . 
The time to extrusion was very variable , some extruding the 
ves icles almost i~diately on oeing placed on t he water film, 
while others did so only after five ~nd on one occasion, even 
ten minutes . Between 16 and 20% v/ater loss, however, the 
ves icles were extruded almost immediately on being placed on the 
wate r film, extrusion still being almost simultaneous. 
Above 201c water loss the vesicles were no lon~er extruded 
simultaneously . One or two anterior vesicles were extruded 
first, followed by one or two more after a few minutes. The 
t ime lapse bet-vJeen successive extrusions became progressively 
less and the last four or six vesicles were usually extruded 
simultaneously. As the water loss increased a~ove 201c so the 
time to the first extrus i on . oecame loneer, as did the time 
between successive extrusions of the more posterior vesicles. 
Figure 6. 01 summarises the results of this experiment . The 
numbers of animals from which the results at the hi gher percen-
tages of water loss are based were small because of a high 
mortality during desiccat ion and the inability of many of the 
survivors to extrude their vesicles at all . 
Not onl:· does it take lon:rer to extrude the vesicles after 
prolonged desiccation, ·mt i t also ·.)ecomes more difficul t for 
the animals to maintain t he ves icles in the extruded position. 
Those animals which, after prolonged desiccation, were able to 
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WATER LOST ON DESICCATION. 
"To OF BODY WEIGH'T. 
Fig . 6.01: Effect of water loss on the time taken by 
1'1. delanvi to extrude the first (shaded) and the 
first four pairs (unshaded) eversible vesicles . 
The figures in each histogram denote the number 
of animals in each Gategory. 
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extrude their vesicles , would initially extrude only a sin·-:le 
anterior v8sicle , which they would maintain only mom~ntarily 
in the extruded pos i tion. Only after several attempts, each 
usuc1lly a little more successfu], than the pre codinc- one , VTas the 
vesicle permanently maintained in the extruded position. This 
also applied to some of the subsequent extrusions. 
The difficulty exper ienced in extrudinG the vesicles can be 
attributed to a reduction in the volume of the haamolymph. This 
is support~d by tho observation that extrusion of the vesicles 
by animo.ls \Thi ch ho.d previously been found unable to do so, vras 
facilitated by giving them wat~r in drinkable form. Once such 
animals had drunk, they were not onl y able to extrude the 
vesicles to assist in further uptake of water, but were able to 
do so Hithout an~' apparent difficult~'. 
The actUJ.l mechanism whereby the hydrostatic forces in the 
haemocoel are distributed to effect extrusion have not been 
investigated. That the body muscles are involved can be deduced 
from thare being a general shortenin: of the abdomen, presumably 
broucht about by contraction of the abdominal musculature . This 
contraction of the abdomi nc...l nruscles starts at tha posterior 'end, 
pussinr· for.-1ard . The fact that tha anterior vesicles are always 
th3 first to be extruded suggests tha.t the heart rna;.· also be 
concerned with the distribution of pressures and that the pressure 
head caused by abdominal contraction meets an opposing pressu1~ 
head caused by the pumping action of the heart in the region of 
the most anterior v~sicles. 
All the phenomena observed in those experiments are explic-
able in terms of the water content affecting the ability to 
extrude the vesicles. The desiccated animal experiences con-
siderable difficult;r in extruding: a s in ..... le vesicle, but once 
extruded this vesicle replenishes the depleted vrater store to 
some extent, thus facilitating the extrusion of further vesicles, 
each of which, by virtue of their water a·;sorption renders 
subsequent extrusions e2si er . 
The vesicles of 1'·'1. delal:}.Yl are, therefore, efficient wat er 
a'§sorbing organs but their use is to some extent limited by their 
being rendered inextrusible under condit ions of extrema water loss. 
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6 . 5 Absorption of l~at:Jr Vapour in Relation to h.ctive water 
Retent i on. 
l:Je have seen that C. longic~udat§;_ is capable of active vJater 
absorption throu~h the cuticle from ~n unsaturated atmosphere . 
This i s a property shown by a number of arthr opods i ncluding such 
i nsects as the larvae of Tenebrio (Nellanl}y, 1932) , and the pre-
pupae of X8nopsyll a (Edney, 19~7) and also certai n ticks (Lees , 
1946, 1947; Jrowning, 1954) . No full:r satisfactor y explan-
ation for this mechanism of active uptake of vJater vapour has 
as yet been put fon.Jard . It has been suggestLd that the hypo-
dermis contains an active pumpi ng mechani s m which effects an 
inward secretion of water molecules aga i nst a concentration 
gradi ent (Lees , 19~6, 19~ ) . The mode of o~eration of such a 
pump has not been determi ned; a purel y os mot i c mechanism seems 
highly unlikely, since this would require the development within 
the hypodermis with an osmot i c pressure equal to 140 atmospher8s 
to prevent water loss at 90% relat i ve humidity a nd 20°C and, of 
course , even hi: her concentrations to absorb water under these 
conditions . Be~ment, (195~) has attempted to overcome this 
difficult~r by suggestinr that the :Jhysical nature of the cuticle 
lowers the gradi ent across which the pump has to vJOrk . He has 
studied the iJroper ties of a compound membrane for med of tanned 
gelat i n covered with wax. This, like cuticle) is asymmetrical in 
its behaviour towards via tor . Water will pass readily through 
the ~~mbrane if applied to the waxed surface but far l ess read-
ily if applied to thu surface of the tanned prote i n. Using this 
model, he has determined ~hat it is only necessary to reduce the 
\vater contBnt of a saturated tanned ~elatin layer by l~ to 
counteract the suction force exerted at the wax surface by the 
0 
saturation deficit o~taining at 90fo relative humidity and 20 C. 
Tho lipi d/cuticulin complex of tho epicuticle can be rezarded as 
a compound membrane similar to Beament 1s model, and he suggests 
that the reduction in watJ r content of the cuticulin layer by 
the required amount is e ffected by the processes of the hypo-
dermis which pass through the pore canals of the procuticle and 
thus lie in contact with the cuticulin layer of the epicuticle . 
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Edney (195 7) has pointed out that the differential permeab-
ility suggested by Beament in no way reduces the necessity for 
a pump ~th a very hi~h degree of efficiency, s ince if the suction 
force exerted h,y a 99% saturated tanned protein can r)sist evap-
oration from its surface into an atmosphere at 90~ relative humi~ 
dity, then the force required to remove the same water from the 
cuticle and into the tissues must also ·.e in equilf :Jrium l-Tith 
90;:: relative humidity. Thus the arrangement proposed by Bea-
ment in no way reduces t he force which the hypodermal pump must 
develop. How1ver, forces of t his order of magnitude are known 
to be developed 'oy active transport systems elsewhere in the 
ani ml kingdor.1; the removal of vrater from the shell of cephalo-
pod molluscs, i mportant to these animals in the attainment of a 
neutral buoyancy, may require a suction force of as much as 175 
atnospheres (Denton, 1961) . Thus the large forces which have to 
je developsd c r 3 thenselves no barrier to the hypothes is that 
a ctive uptake of water vapour depends upon an active inwa rd 
secretion by the hypoderr.1is . 
It is thus poss i''ole to visualise the mechanism ' of active 
¥rater uptal-:e f rom an unsaturated atmosphere as depending upon 
"water pul!lps 11 in the hypodermal s yncytium (or hypodermal cells) 
which can withdraw water from the cuticle . The cuticle itself 
will probably di splay hygroscopic properties which will fac i l i-
tate uptake by creating a readily filled water compartment in 
t he cut icle . Such a postulate i s reasonable in the l i ght of 
our presont knowledge of the properties of tanned protein mem-
branes . Lastly, it is desirable that the cuticle s hould be 
asymmetric in relation to water movement, allowing a ready 
inward passage of water oolecul es and impeding the ir outward 
p.·1ssage . This condition is not only s~tisfied by ~.e ament 1s 
model , but also by natural cuticles. 
It is possible to carry the argument one stage further . If 
active a')sorption of wate r from an unsaturated atmosphere de-
pends upon the re moval of water mol e cules from the cuticle by 
the hypodermal cells , it should also follow that wate r molecules 
whi ch escape i nto the cuticle from the hypodermis may ·ie drawn 
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back into it again. In this way active wate r transport by the 
hypodermis will also serve to reduce the rate of vJater loss and 
can in itself be a mechani sm of wate r retention. 
That indeed both retention of body water and water uptake 
are active processes is beyond doubt. The effect of coal gas on 
both M. dela~~'i ~nd g~_loEgicau~~i~ has already been discussed 
and to this ma~r ~ added Browning 1 s (195L) find i nes that anaes-
th~sia caused oy excess carbon dioxide (concentrations of the 
orde r of 30-50~ and thus far in excess of those used in the 
present investi gation) will not only destroy the ability to take 
up watGr vapour but at the same time upsets water retention in 
the tick Ornithodorus moubat a. 
It i s desirable to investigate these ideas further in the 
l i ght of results ootained f rom other animals . In t i cks it has 
been shown that the abili ty to absorb water vapour is destroyed, 
not only by carbon dioxide anacsthesi8 and death, but also by 
abrasion of the cuticle . Th3se treatments also all result in a 
general increase in the rate of wate r loss. In C. longicaudata, 
howeve r , vlhil e death and carbon monoxide poisoning cause an 
increased rate of vJater loss and destroy the ability of the 
animals to take up water vapour, a' !rasion has no offect on the 
rate of water loss . 
bean investi gated) • 
(Its a ction on active 1vater uptake has not 
It is generally a ccepted that the act i on of abras ives is to 
remove the epicuticular waxes and by th i s action alone to permit 
a oore rapid rate of water l oss. v!hy abrasives should inhibit 
ac tive water uptake on such an assumpt ion i s not clear . The 
present results with C. longicaudata throw doubt on the validity 
of this idea . The hypot~esis may be saved if it i s assumed that 
the transpiratory properties of the tanned protein of cuticle 
differ from those of the cuticular protein of ~longicaudata 
which is sa id (Lower, 1958) not to be tanned . But there is 
anothor possibility worthy of consideration . ~ lon~i~~ta 
differs f ror.1. other arthropods ih vlhich active wat·,:) r a'.Jsorption 
occurs in the absence of pore canals . This sue:ests that the 
major action of a~rasives is damape to the hvpode rmal cell 
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processes which pass into the pore canals. This damage may 
result in structural disorganisation of the plasma ~embranes 
leading to a cessation of action of the "wat.::r pumps n. If the 
"water punps 11 cease to function, not only will active water UJ>-
take from the environment cease, but the rate of water loss will 
increase as rosorption of water from the cuticle will stop. 
In this connection it is int~restin~ to note that if Ixodes 
is allowed to recover after a'Jrasion, active we:.ter uptake re-
co1.1D.ences before fresh wax is secreted over the abraded surface 
has been cooplcted. While it is 9ossible to postulate that the 
original permeability properties of the cuticle have been re-
stored by the secretion of an invisible lipid monolayer, it seems 
equally reasona···le to su~,·est that the normal conditions of water 
11alance are restored as soon as the hypodermal cells have recover-
ed from injury and the \>later pump system is once again at work . 
The function of pore canals is one \vhich i s o~Jscure. Hhile 
it is commonly held that they play a role in the transport of 
material to the epicuticle , this idea meets with the difficulty 
that insects with thin cuticles lack pore canals. Pore canals 
are thus not essent ial for the format ion of the epicut.'icle . If 
we postul ate that a major function of the pore canals i s con-
cerned with water ')al ance , their a !sence from thin cuticles be-
comes l ess surprising. The procuticle of C. longi~udat~ is 
only 10 mu. thick and the distance separating the por e canals of 
larval Sarcophaga is of the same order (Richards in Roeder 1953) . 
The absence of pore canals in aquatic forms like mosquito larvae 
f; 
is in keeping with the present hypothesis , but a gainst this must 
~)e wei ghed the -presence of such canals in the cuticle of the 
freshwater ar.ayfish Ast~. 
In sum, there is evidence which justifies the further study 
of the idea that the hypodermal proje ctions into the pore canals 
are concerned with control of water flow through the cuticle 
and that a major action of abrasives depends upon physical in-
jury to these structures. This is not to deny that waxy epi-
cuticular layers may contribute greatly to reduction of trans-
piration through the cuticle; clearly a physical barrier is 
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more economic of ener gy than a process of a ctive transport, nor 
is it to deny the hypoderml fil,~.m,:mts in the pore canals other 
role s than vl'ltt..r absorption in th~ economy of the insect. 
•· second suggested property of t h0 cuticle, namely a hygro-
scopic character, calls also for consideration. The hygr os copic 
propertie s of cut icle will be a function of relative humidity, 
albeit the re lation is not linear (Pielou, 19~0) . In both 
Tenebri2 "nd Xenopsy))~it has been s hown (JVl8llanby, 1932; Edney, 
1941) that the rate of v1ater absorption from the atmosphere is a 
function of relative humidity, not saturat i on deficit . In 
C. longic~udata this is not the case . The anirml is unable to 
take up v1at -a r fror:1 an at tuos phere whose relative humidity is 
within the range where a~s orption is possible , if the saturation 
defic it is hie;h . This differ ence may '1e quantitative . In 
Tenebrio a nd Xeno~ylla the ph:rsical ·;a r riers in the cuticle 
impe.rt to it a high degree of i mpermeabilit:- so that , even at 
hi gh saturation deficits, the rate of v1ater loss is low and a 
nett eain of water may be observed . In ~ longicaudata this is 
not tht.. c~se a nd the rate of water loss at hi~h saturation 
deficits may be suffici e nt to result in a nett loss of water, 
thus givine the impression that no active water uptake is 
occurring . 
Finall~·, and soeculatively, we nnv eJnr.J.ine the cons equences 
of the s:J.Gr;estion that active v1ater absorption and >-later reten-
tion by active .:.'Jsor ption are related . The vast importance of 
11wate r ectting 11 for t~rrestrial ani mals hac: already been stressed. 
It s eems possible that the ancestral forms in the myriapod 
insect line ffidY Jarly have evolved the ability to absorb water 
droplets through the cuticle , a n ah ili ty ret ained today by the 
cockroach (Beament 1961) . Such wate r a~)sorption depended upon 
the development of hypodermal "water pumps 11 • 3y the ir very 
developm~ nt the rate of water loss through the cuticle was 
lowe r ed and the invns ion of drier a reas be came possible . A 
new selective force , thJ need to restrict water loss by t rans-
piration, now came into operation and physical ':1arriers to the 
passao:c of water through t he cut icle deve loped, but . the old 
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ability to absorb water droplets -vms thus reduced. Two path-
ways r..Jere open. The one was to limit the sites of water ab-
sorption to certain re~ions of the body, regions which, because 
of their hizh permeability, must not normally be exposed, This 
led to the development of eversible vesicles and to the condition 
r..Jhich we find in the lvfachiloidea, The other 11as to increase tre 
efficiGncy of the water pumps so t hat water could ~)e a~Jsorbed 
fron a sub- s:J.turated atr.:tosphere. This is the solution found in 
the Lepismntoidea. 
Sut the invasion of still drier areas required the develop-
ment of greater mechanic1l protection ~nd strength: the cuticle 
was thick.::lned further and as it thickened the hypoden1is invaded 
it establishing the porJ canals to play a part both in water 
rete ntion and wat~r absorption. 
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7. BEHAVIOUR AND THE ECOLOGICAL NICHE. 
The importance of behaviour in the invasion of a 
new environment is now well established. The work of 
Edney (1954) on the ter restrial Isopoda is but one 
striking example of how innate behaviour in the form 
of taxes and kineses orient animals in such a way as 
to avoid the harsher conditions of the enviornment, 
restricting them to physical conditions l~ri thin the 
ran~e of their physiolo~ical capabilities. Such orien-
tation behaviour contributes in no small measure to the 
success of a species in an otherwise hostile environment. 
Any investigation which seeks to elucidate the di-
vergent distribution of tl.ro related groups such as 
Machiloidea and L~pismatoidea must include a considerat-
ion of their responses to physical conditions obtaining 
in the environment: this involves not only the ascer-
taining of the direction and int ensity of the responses 
involved but also their nature. ~1ere possible the 
sense organs should be located and possibly the under-
lying neuro-physiol o~ical mechanisms o.etermined . 
Of primary importance to a ny terrestrial animal are 
both the maintenance o f an adequate internal water 
balance for the proper functioning of its cellular 
mechanisms and the keepin~ of the body temperature with-
in working limits . In considering these aspects it 
was therefore necessary to es tabl ish the behavioural 
responses of the experimental animals to the follow·ing 
factors : 
1. Temperature) for it affects both cellular f unction 
and the rate of water los s from the b ody. 
2. Light, whic h can be equated "IAJith solar r adiat ion in 
nature and thus inv~lves bot h temperature and water 
lo ss . 
3. Humidity, for it affect s both water loss and water 
uptake, and 
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L1. Gr avity , which may indirectl y assist in leading the 
animal t o op timal condi t i ons . 
'vhilst the behavioural responses to each of the afore-
ment i oned stimuli are i n themsel ves of p rimary import-
anc e , it is o f course necessary to es tabli sh the inter-
action of the responses since all the st i muli will 
imp inge upon t he animal 1 s senso ry appara tus a t any one 
time . Eouating these findings T,rith physiolop::ical and 
ecological studies may thus contribute to the solu tion 
o f the problem unde r con sideration . 
7 . 1 . Behavio ur al Responses to T:.mperat ure. 
T~:1e effects of temperatur e on a terrestrial animal 
are twofold. Its role in determining the saturation 
vapour pr es sur e and consequently the saturation deficit 
of the atmosphere in a particular envi ronment has a 
direct bearing on the rate of water l oss from the body 
of an animal in t:1e env i ronment. T.1is has been ade-
quatel y shown by many authors , notably Johnston (191.12) 
und Edney (19~5, 1947, 1956 , 1957 ) . I n addit ion 
temperat ure affects the cellular mechanisms of an organ-
ism, lethal temperatures being encount ered both above 
and bel ow the physiological range (Buxton 19?1 , Mellanby 
1932) . High temperatures upset metabolic processes, 
particularly '•ri th respect to phosphate metabolism 
( F~aenkel and Hopf 1940, Hopf lQ40). Low tempercttures 
slow down the rate of metabolic processes, initially 
causing chill coma in 1.-.rhich condition the animals are 
moribund~ this may be fol l.owed by death if the tissue 
fluids freeze , such death being attributed to both 
dehydration of the tissues and rup turing of the cel ls 
by the ice crystals formed . 
An investigation of the temDerature relations of an 
~ ~ 
animal therefore involves t1rJO considerations in that it 
is necessary t o no t only establish what is the prefer-
red temperature of the animal but also v.rhat temper-
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atures outside the preferendum constitute a barrier to 
it . Clearly animals cannot be strictly confined to 
their preferred temperature ran~e at all times~since 
movement into less favourable temperature zones is 
bound to become necessary on numerous occasions in re-
sponse to other dr ives. Such an excursion may , however, 
1 ead the animal in to a region 1ttrhere the t ernperature i s 
l ethal unless some mechanism exists whereby thi3 is 
avoided. More important still , temperature conditions 
in the habitat may become near lethal due to extraneous 
fac tors and the animal must have the necessary behav-
ioural mechanisms to take it out Of SUCh a hAbitat if 
it is to survive . The preferred temperature is there-
fore the temperature at which the animal usually comes 
to r est wi th some de~ree of latitude on e i ther side 
before lethal temperatures a re encountered which must 
be avoided. Both aspects have been investigated for 
both Machiloides delanyi and Ctenolenisma longicaudata . 
(i) Preferred and critical temperatures . 
Appar atus and method: 
The apparatus used fo r the establist~ent of temper-
ature gradients and barriers was a 11 Temperature Organ" 
shown in Fi~ . 7. 01 . It comprised two brass troughs 
measuring 61 x 5.5 x 5. 0 ems and 15 . 0 x 5. 5 x 5.0 em 
respectively, welded to a stout brass bar measuring 
91.0 x 6.5 x 3.0 em, which thus formed the floor of both 
troughs. Drilled into the reqion forming the floor of 
the larger of the t1.vo trou@:hS were el even holes, evenly 
spaced at 5. 0 em apart} into these matched thermomet-
ers were inserted, enabling the temperatures at these 
points to be recorded. The smaller trou~h was fitted 
with brass tubing so as to allow a continuous flow of 
water through it by connect in? it to a ;..1a ter tap, thus 
providing a means of coo 1 inf" one end of the larger 
trough, which contained the experimental animals. 
Since both M. del anyi and C. longicaudata showed a 
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marked negative geotaxi s it was found necessary to in-
sert a piece of ~lass at each end of the larger trough 
as the welding in the corners provided footholds enab-
ling the animals to climb upwards and thus out of the 
effective A.rea.. 
A temperature gradient could be established along 
the length of trou~h A by heating the free end of the 
brass floor by means of a buns en burner and coolin~ the 
other end by circulatin~ t...rater through trough B. The 
effect of the cooling t.ras ex tre.mely localised, prohably 
due mainly to the lar ge size of the brass bar forming 
the floor~ this resulted in very steep gradients bein~ 
set up in the apparatus. If heat was applied slowly a 
large neutral zone, in which there was no gradient of 
temperature, was established in the middle of the trough; 
this condition was unsatisfactory in that it was imposs-
i ble to tell whether the presence of animals in this 
zone was due to temperature or chance and it was there-
fore necessary to apply sufficient heat to allow the 
influences of heating and cooling to meet. Whilst t his 
did not affect the experiments concerned with establish-
ing the upper critical temperature , where the retreat of 
the animals before an adva.ncing temperature barrier trias 
observed, it was important in the dete~mination of the 
temperature preferendum "~Arhere a given gradient had to be 
maintained for some considerable time. Ideally the 
g r adient in the latter inst ance shoul :l have covered a 
range from the lowest possible at the cold end to the 
upper critical temperature at the hot end but this 1...ras 
found impossibl e to achieve a nd thus the region in which 
the animals tr,ere free to move covered only about half 
the apparatus . 
A plan view of the apparatus is shotND in Fig. 7. 01 
showing the numb eri n~ of the thermometers later to be 
referred to in considering the r esults. Points 0 and 
12 refer to temperatures recorde0. from thermometers 
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!ig. 7.01 Plan of the Temperature Organ. A - trough contain-
ing experimental animals; B - cooling trough; d-
draining hole of coolins chamber; g- gl ass plat e ; 
h - point of npplying heat; il - water inlet pipe 
of cooling trough; of - overflow of cooling 
trough; 0 - 12 - points at which t emper ature 
was recorded, 
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placed Ni th their bulbs resting on the floor of the 
trough at the t1vo extreme ends . These thermometers bad 
their b ulb s insulated from the ambient temperature by 
means of a layer of cotton wool, only the base of the 
bulb in contact with t he floor of the trough being ex-
posed. 
The apparatus was allowed to come into eQuilibrium 
'lilri th the temperature in the laboratory and all the 
thermometers (0- 12) were read to ensure a uniform 
temperature throughout. A batch of from ten to t~-.renty 
experimental animals ,_.,as then lil)erRted in trough A, the 
trou~h covered by a sheet of glass ,,.,rapDed in black 
paper and the animals were left to distribute themselves 
in the apparatus. After an hour the animals had nor-
mally come to rest and rarely moved even when the lid 
was raised in weak diffuse 1 ight . The numbers of an-
imal s between each thermometer an:J. the next 1.vas recorded, 
the 1 id c1o sed and the experiment commenced . 
In order to investi~ate the upper critical temper-
a ture in to which the animals would venture, \o.rater was 
circulated through trough B in order to keep this end 
from attaining a lethal temperature level and thus pro-
viding a retreat . The o ther end of the brass bar was 
heated by means of the bunsen burner and a close watch 
1.vas kept on the temperatures along the lenv.th of the 
floor. At frequent interwilS the numbers of animals 
in the various temp era t ure ran~es v..rere observed in ~ 
weak diffuse 11~ht . In addition , a number of experi-
ments were carried out with but a sinal e animal in the 
apparatus in order to establish the nature of the 
response . These experiments were carried out under 
bri~ht li? ht and the animal was thus normally active . 
The determination of the preferred temperature in-
volved a modification in met hod, The temperature of 
the cold end bad to be reduced well below room temper-
ature and in order to facilita te this, the "Temperature 
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Organ" was equilibrated in a constant temperature room 
a t a temperature of 14°C. Since the experiment could 
not be carried out in the constant temperatur e room , 
owing to the absence of gas outlets for the operation 
of the bunsen burner , the apparatus had to be moved into 
a laboratory where the temperature was usually in the 
region of 20°. In order to minimise the increase in 
the temperature of the apparatus concomitant with this 
transfer, the animals were allowed only fifteen minutes 
in 1•.rhich to distribute themselves in the trough before 
the temperature ~radient was set up, this period having 
been found to be the minimum reouired for settling. 
After the positions of the experimental animals had been 
recorded trough B was filled with ice to cool the cold 
end of the gradient to as l ow a t emperature as possible , 
0 
this temperature varyinv, between 5 and S C, depending on 
the ambient temperature . Once this had b een achieved, 
heating of the hot end i.IJas commenced until a suitable 
gradient tad been established , after which heating: was 
carefully controlled in order to maintain this gradient 
for a period of one hour. The numbers of animals in 
each temperature range were nolv recorded, the area of 
greatest ag9:regation representing the preferendum. 
Results : 
Both M. delanyi and C. longicaudata showed a marked 
avoidance of hi~h temperatures. Figures 7. 02 and 7.03 
show the dis tribution in the apparatus at ten minute 
intervals for the two species respectively. These 
results sug~est that C. lon~icaudata avoids temperatures 
above 40°C. whereas the avoidance reaction of M. delanyi 
is evoked at a somewhat lower temperature . This \•ras 
borne out by the experiments carried out on individual 
animal s , 1J>rhere , Re nearly as could be established, the 
upp er critical temperatures appear ed to be b et wee n 40°C 
0 0 0 
a.nd 43 C for C. longicaudat a and hetween 3~ C and 36 C 
for M. del any i. 
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THERMOMETER NO. 
The distribution of M. delany! in a temperature 
gradi ent of increasing steepness, recorded at ten 
minute intervals . 
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Fig . ?.or The distribution of~ longicaudata in a temperature 
gradient of increasing steepness , recorded at ten 
minute intervals. 
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The nature of the response appeared to be a klino-
kinesis and this was subsequently sho~m to be so (see 
following section 7.1 (ii)). The animals turned sharp-
ly upon reaching the critical temperature and then re-
treated but owing to the narrowness of the chamber 
restricting the movements of the an imals to some extent, 
it was necessary to conduct separate experiments in a 
chamber ~rhich allowed greater freedom of movement . 
C. longicaudata showed a well-defined optimal tem-
o 0 
perature zone in the range 12 C to 25 C, the majority of 
the animals having ~:~.gg:regated here in the e:radient as 
shown in Fi ~ure 7. 04. M. delanyi, on the other hand, 
' 
aggregated in the cold end of the vradient vdt.l:10ut show-
in~ any cold avoidance as evident in C. longicaudata, as 
shown in Figure 7.05. It 1~ras therefore necessary to 
establish whether these animal s responded to the lowest 
temperature available, or 1.vhether the temperature pref-
erendum was lower than the minimum provided in the grad-
i ent. To this end a further experiment 1~a s conducted 
0 0 in a gradient Hith a maximum of 1~ C and a minimum of 5 
(the lowest obtainable in the apparatus). Fi~rure 7. 06 
reflect s the results of this experiment , indicatin~ an 
avoidance of extremely lo1~r temperatures. The solitary 
animal in the coldest zone was found to be in a state of 
chill coma. When allowed to recover and r e-introduced 
to its original position in the gradient , it moved out 
of the low temperature 'Z.One ; repeated re- introductions 
into the cold zone had the same result, thus the rmimal ' 
s presence originally in this portion of the gra~ient 
may be attributed to trapping. 
(ii) Nature of the temperature responses. 
Apparatus and method : 
The difficulties experienced in establishinn: the 
nature of the responses to tem~ erature using the 
"Temperature Organ 11 have alrea dy been A.lJ.uded to . A 
new apparatus allowing for :;reater freedom of movement 
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THERMOMETER NO. 
Fig. 7 . 04 Dis tribution of C. longicaudat a j ~ a temperature 
gradient showin~ the pre ferred t emperat ure range 
0 0 
to lie ~etween 12 C and 25 C. 
Fi g . 7 . 02_ 
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THERMOMETER NO. 
Distribution of ~delanyi in a temperature gradient 
showing aggr egat ion in tha l owest temperature zone . 
95. 
Distribution of M. del a nyi in a t emperature gradient 
showing some avoidance of extre!D3 cold . 
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had to be employed to confirm the observations made and 
a circular gradient , which had L·een used by other work-
ers for this type of investigation, seemed to meet the 
requirements here . The chamb er used was made of tin, 
and measured 23 em. in diameter with four concentric 
circl es inscribed in the floor, thus dividing it into 
five zones . The experimental animals were introduced 
into the chamber sinRl y and their movements recorded by 
tracking for fi ve minutes on a scaled-down plan of the 
chamber under a dim red liP'ht which had been shown to 
el l ei t no photoresponses . The animal was then removed 
and a temperatur e gradient was set up by heating the 
centre of the chamber from underneath by means of a 100 
watt electric lamp in a constant temperature room at 
0 0 
3 C. The ~radient thus set up ranged from 59 C in the 
0 
centre to 14 Cat the periphery, the temperatures having 
been measured using a thermometer insulated from the 
ambient temperature by means of a layer of cotton wool 
so that only the base of the bulb was in contact with 
the floor of the chamber. Using the 11 Temperature Organ" 
to test the efficacy of thi s method of measuring temper-
ature it was found that a thermometer thus p laced, al-
though slo~~rer to come into equilibrium, never read more 
0 
than 1 C lower than the thermometer wi th its bulb actu.-
ally in the floor. Over the range tested, the usual 
0 
difference was l ess than 0. 5 C. 
Once this gradient had been established the animal 
was re- introduced i nto the coldest zone of the c~amber 
and its movements tr~cked for a further five minutes as 
previously descri bed. If the animal remained station-
ary f or more than ten second.s , it 1.yas stimulated to 
resume activity by tapping the chamher underneath the 
spot where it had come to rest . Four specimens of 
C. longicaudata 1o1ere tested in this 1.vay. 
A more satisfactory method of observing the response 
to high temperature was evolved from the fore~oing quite 
by accident. It "~Aras found that 111rhen animals in 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the chamber were subjected to overhead lighting- f rom a 
100 watt elect~ic lamp situated 150 em above the chamber, 
they would confine thei r movements to the periphery of 
the chamber and remain active for long periods of time. 
By placing a temperature barrier in the path of the 
animal in the chamber, it was now possib l e to track it 
and observe its reactions to the barrier in normal lir:ht . 
In addition, this method ensured numerous encounters 
with the barrier. Both high and low temperature barriers 
were used in the apparatus . These were obtained by 
placing either a 100 watt electric lamp or a block of 
ice under the floor of the chamber at its periphery as 
reQuired. 
f-1 . delanyi showed the same response to the periphery 
of the chamber under conditions of overhead lifhting. 
Tracking of these animals was complicated by their 
ability to leap, particularly Nhen stimulated to move-
ment after havin~ come to rest for lon~er than ten 
seconds. 
Vvhil st the f o ree:o ing vrould demonstrate the react ions 
of the animals to encountered unfavourable temperature 
conditions 1 there is clearly also a need for a response 
to environmental temperatures chanf"in?-' to !i dangerous 
level. The animal would, in sue~ circumstances } find 
itself already within the zone of unfavourable stimulus 
and would, therefore , not be abl e to take avoiding 
action as such. 
In order to investigate this aspect of the temper-
ature responses, the animals were placed ein~ly . in glass-
topped metal containers 12 em in diameter , the floor of 
which had been inscribed with two concentric circles and 
divided into fo ur ouadrants in order to facilitate 
localisation of the animals on a pla n. The container 
1ATa8 allowed to come into eouilibrium at a. g-iven tem-per-
ature in a constant temperature room in the dark, and 
the position of e1.c::l .". r.i m~"~l recorded at half- hour ly 
intervals usin~ a dim red li~ht. This would reflect 
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whether the animal had moved during the preceding half 
hour or not and thus ~ive a measure of activity. This 
0 0 0 0 
experiment vms carried out at 10 C, 15 c, 21 C, "'30 C, 
35°C and 40°C for C. longicaudata 1J'lhilst for M. delanyi 
40°C was omitted. and 7°C included in the range i nstead. 
0 0 
Temperatures of 35 c and 40 C 1r,.rere attained by localised 
heating from a thermo statically controlled hotplate , the 
contai ners he in~ su spended approximatel y one em above 
the surface of the hotplate . Temperature was , in all 
instances , measured against the sides of the containers . 
Eight readings were taken for eac"l. of twelve animal s at 
each temperature . 
Results : 
The experiments carried out in the circular chamber 
served to confirm the observati ons made in the 11 Temper ature 
Organ 11 , the avoiding reaction to high temperatures be i n?.' 
indeed a klinokinesis in the sense defined by Fraenkel 
and Gunn ( 1940) . Figure 7. 07 shows the movements of 
C. longicaudata in the chamber before and after setting 
up of the gradient~ abrupt turninP." l.'hen an unfavourabl:; 
stimulus is encountered is clearly evident. The results 
from the other tt<ro animals tested in this way was essen-
tially the same. The klino~inesis was even more pro-
nounced in the results obtained by p lacing a temperature 
barrier in the path of the animals as shown Figures 7.0~ 
and 7. 09 for C. longicaudata and_ l'i. delanyi respectively . 
This a: oiding reaction w·as, ho~·.rever, only ap-oarent when 
a high temperature barrier v.ras encountered, low temper-
atures evoking no such reaction from either species . 
Both species showed increasec'l. activity under ad-
verse temperature conditionsj such an orthokinesis 
could serve to take the animals out o f unfavourable 
temperature conditions in which they may fi nd themselves . 
Fi gures 7. 1 0 and 7 . 11 reflect the numbers of animals 
active and inactive durin~ each of the half-hour int er-
vals bet11Jeen readings , for the var ious temperatures 
tested. Figure 7 . 12 summarises com:t)aratively, the 
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A. B. 
Path followed by ~_1ongicaudata in a circular metal 
chamber before (A) and after (B) the setting up of a 
t emperatur e r radient, showing a typical klinokines is 
in order to avoid unfavourable t empe rature st imulus. 
Fig. 7 . 08 
100. 
Reactions of C. lon:icaudata to a t emperature barrie r 
across its path showing the klinokinesis even more 
nnrkedly . 
101. 
Reactions of M. delanyi to a temperature barrier 
across its path . Dotted lines indicate magnitude 
and direction of l eaps . 
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Activity of C. longicaudata at different temperatures, 
based on half- hourly readings , suggestin~ an ortho-
kines is under conditions of unfavourable temperature 
stimulus . 
fig. 7.11 
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0 
10 c . 
Activity of H. delanvi at different t emperatures, 
based on half-hourly readings, also sug~esting an 
orthokinetic response to unfavourable temperature 
conditions. 
0 
104 . 
results obtained from these experiments and further 
serves to confirm the temperature preferenda of the two 
species a s established using the temperature organ, the 
animals becomin~ progressively more active as the tem-
perature deviates further from the eccritic. 
An activity orthokinesis is, therefore, manifest in 
both species, providing an escape mechanism which guards 
against their becoming trapped in reqions where adverse 
temperatures, both high and low, may be brought about 
by gradual changes and where no barriers eliciting an 
avoiding reaction will, therefore, be encountered. rhis, 
together with the avoiding reaction, ~t.rould serve to 
minimise the ri sk of the animals ever finding themselves 
in lethal temperatures. 
(iii) The site of the thermoreceptors . 
Apparatus and method: 
The only means whereby the thermoreceptors could be 
localised was to ablate various appenda~es or parts of 
appendages which could possibly carry these sense organs 
and then to not e the effect on the temperature respon-
ses of the animals. The appendages which were consider 
ed most likely to be concerned with temperature percep-
tion were the antennae, the maxillary palps and the tarsi 
of the legs . Thermoreceptors on the ahdominal styles, 
cerci or median caudal filamen t 1.·10uld be of little use 
since the animal would find itself s.lready well v.rithin 
the zone of unfavourabl e temperature before such re-
ceptors are stimulated. 
Experimental animals were tested for avoiding 
behaviour 'l/lrhen faced with a temperature barrier as 
described und er 7.1 ( ii ) in order to ensure that they 
were behaving normally . 2~ specimens of each species 
were then cooled in a refri~erator to induce a chill 
coma which allowed t he various operations to be carried 
out with little d iffi culty . These gro ups were then 
divided into f our batches of six animRlS each and 
Fig. 7.12 
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treated as follows: 
Batch l - flagellae of antennae removed as close to the 
pedicel as possible: Batch 2- maxillary palps removed: 
Batch 3 - antennal fla~ellae and maxillary palps removed 
and Batch 4 - controls, in order to ensure that chilling 
had in no way affected the normal temperature response s 
of the animals. All the animals 1.vere kept in a const-
o 
ant temperature room at 21 C u.ri th access to food and 
'IJ>rater for a period of 4g hours before commencement of 
the experiment~. in order to allow them to recover from 
any possible effects of the operations. 
After the recovery period, the animals 1 responses to 
a temperature barrier were again tested as previously 
described, their movements being recorded on a scaled 
down plan of the chamber. 
Results : 
These experiments showed the presence of at least 
t~ro thermoreceptors in both M. delanyi and C. longicau-
data with a strong possibility of a third being present 
in both. 
The path followed by three of the six specimens in 
each batch of M. delanyi are shorrm in Fi~ure 7.1 ), the 
remaining animals differing but little from these. It 
will be seen here that ablation of either antennae or 
maxillary palps by themselves had no apparent affect on 
the temperature responses of the animals since the 
klinokinesis 1r~as still apparent at the same temperatures 
at which the controls showed this response. Removal of 
bo th antennae and maxillary palps, however , resulted in 
the avoiding behaviour breaking down, the animals would 
now move into the zone of highest temperature. Once 
here they showed obvious signs of distress , leap in~ out 
of the unfavourable stimulus zone only to re-enter it 
a~ain on the next circuit of the chamber. 
C. longicauda ta as Figure 7.14 shoT.o~rs, behaved 
normally towards the temperature barrier only so long 
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as the antennae were intact , there bein~ no difference 
between animals without maxillary palps only and the 
controls. When the antennae were removed bu t the palps 
left intact the animals still showed an avoiding re-
action but instead of this bein~ at the normal temper-
a 
a tur e of 40- 43 C the r espon se was now evoked only a t 
0 
4~ - 50 c. It "lllras thought that the cU fference might be 
.due t o the long antennae stretching out in front of the 
0 
animal but the length of a 5 C difference in the temper-
ature gradient was found to be at least twice the an-
tennal 1 en~th. Furthermore, M. delanyi has relativel y 
longer antennae than C. longicaudata but showed no 
difference in the temperature which it would avo id with 
or without antennae, so it would appear that the two 
receptors of C. l ongicaudata have different thresholds . 
Ablation of both the antennae and the maxillary palps 
caused a complete breakdown of the avoidin~ r eaction in 
C. longicaudata, the ani mal s passing through the barrier 
,_,,i thout dev iation. Titere was, l:lowever, a marked in-
creas e in tl:te speed of lo comotion w·hen the animals 
passed through the high temperature zone, which may in-
dicate the presence of a t hi rd receptor . 
It seemed poss i ble that this third receptor, if 
p~esent , mi ght be l ocated on either the tarsi of legs 
or on the lcJ.bial -: pal ps . 1\rnputation of the tarsi or 
coveri nf them ,..rith 11 Samsoni te 11 so impaired locomotion as 
to render the animals useless for experimental purposes, 
whilst amputation of the labial palps had no apparent 
effect . In these instances the animals were confronted 
0 
with a barrier of as much as 70 C and althou~h this 
seemed to elicit leaping somewhat further from the centre 
of the barrier in the case of M. delanyi, C. longicaudata 
would still pass through i t without deviation , often 
succumbing to heat shock within the range of the adverse 
temperature . 
fig . 7.13 
108. 
Effects of Ablation of Antennae (B) , Haxillary Palps 
(C) and both antennae and maxillary palps (D) on the 
avoida nce reaction to hiF:h t e mperatures of H. de l a nyi. 
(A) shows re 3.ctions of controls. 
109. 
Effects of ablation of antennae (B) , maxillary palps 
(C) and both antennae e.nd maxillary pa.lps (D) on 
the avoidance reaction of C. longicaudata to high 
t emp3ratures . (A) shows reactions of controls . 
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7.2 Behavioural Responses to Light. 
The absorpt ion of solar heat will also r apidly raise t he 
temperature of many animals above the critical level; this is 
certainly true for !',1achiloides delan.ti: vThich will succumb to 
what can only be assumed to be hyperthermia after but 30 min-
utes exposure to the full summer sun. Cte nole pisma longicaudata 
will survive for somewhat longer, two to four hours havi ng been 
recorded although specimens of an hitherto unidentified l epi sma-
t id species from the semi- desert Karroo r egion near De Aar sur-
vived only 90 minutes exposure . The l atter were housed in a 
plastic dish after collection and inadvertantly left in the sun. 
Since the dish was made from a transparent plastic mate rial ~nd 
had i ts lid i n position, the temperature within must have been 
raised considerably in much the same way as in a greenhouse where 
there is no di ssipation of heat by convection and general cir cu-
lation of air. The instances recorded for M. delanyi and Q. 
longicaud~ta were of animals housed in open translucent plastic 
containers placed in a window-sill exposed to the full sun and 
therefore , not comparable with the case of the Karroo l epi smatids. 
In colder climates the ability to absorb radi ant heat from 
the sun is often capitalised by poikilothe rms inhabiting these 
regions , dark body pi gmentation enhancing the absorption of infra 
red r ays . One record of a thysanuran thus absorbing solar heat 
comes from the regi on immediately below the snowline in the Him-
alayan Mountains , whe re a machil id, Machilanus sp., as well as 
other arthropods , is dependent upon the sun to raise its body 
temperat ure to a l eve l where activity becomes possible under 
conditions where tho air temperature is but little above freezing 
point (Swan, 1961) . In warmer climates, however , the contin-
uous absorption of solar heat is , as we have seen, likely to 
result in death, particular ly in small animal s where the surface 
to volume ratio i s high and , unless a mechanism whereby such 
heat may be dissipated is present, the animals need a behaviour-
al re sponse to keep them from exposure to direct sunlight . 
The nocturnal habits of both ~delany~ and C. long!~udata 
have already been r eferr ed to, suggesting that both possess a 
lll. 
behavioural mechanism 'vJhich ori..mts them a\·.'a~r from li ht, thus 
avoidins the problem of having to lose excess teat t o their 
surr oundings . Such a photoresponse has , however, still to be 
demonstrated experimentally. 
l pparatus and mvthod : 
Both species were given a choice between l i ght and dark in a 
choice chamber me~suring 12 x 12 x 4 em. The chamber consisted 
of a plastic dish the w...:.lls :md floor of which were lined wi th 
black paper whilo one half was effectively darkened by means of a 
double masking layer of black p~per. Communication betwsen the 
two halves of t he chamber was confined to a gap, 0.5 em hi gh, 
between the floor and a black paper screen runninr. the full width 
of tbe chamber. ~ section throu~h the l ength of the apparatus is 
shown in Figure 7.15. 
Batches of from four to twelve dark-adapted anim~ls were 
placed in the "light " side of the chamber under a dir.n r ed light 
and confined to this side by a strip of celluloid pl...:.ced in f ront. 
of the intcrleading gap . The animals were allowed to come to 
rest in the chamber i n darkness over a period of one hour ~fter 
which the celluloid strip was removed, giving free access to the 
11 dark" side of the chamber and :1 60 watt electric lamp placed 60 
em. above the choice chamber w~s switched on . The numbers of 
animals in the l i ght side of the apparatus w~re determined at short 
interval~ ranging from one to four minutes . 82 speci mens of 
M. delanyi •nd 35 specimens of C. lon~icaudata were thus testad • 
.a control experi ment was done wi th 20 animals of each species .. 
These were treated exactly as described above viith the exception 
that no light stiw~lus was ~ivan until the animals had h~d full 
access to the whole of the choice chamber for a period of three 
hours. 
The exporiments were carried out in a constant temperature 
room at a temperature of 20°C . 
Results: 
Both N· delanyi and Q~2QEiCa~da~~ showed a strong negative 
photores ponse , r apidly l ·Awing tho light side of the choice 
Fig . 7,15 
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chamber. Fi,:;ure 7.16 shows the chanp:es with time of the react ion 
intensity tm.Jards the dark, tho reaction intensity being expressed 
as number of .:>.n imals in dark minus number of animals in lir-·ht over 
total number of animals. This method of expressing the r eaction 
intsnsity thus '""ives a ranp.c from 1 (all in dark) throueh 0 (com-
pletely random) to -1 (all in li,~\1-t). Figure 7 .17a ~J hoHS the 
results o:1t<1 ined in the control experiment. 
It aopears from the results that the nez,ative li.-:-ht response 
is much more r apidly evoked in 9...:__longi.<2.@:Ud~~§: than in !j~§:lanyi 
and this is further )orne out by observations on individua.l ani mals 
subjected to a light stimulus. 
iately ~ecome active upon stimulation whilst there is a short 
l a tent period in M. delanyi, This phenomenon was su''J jected to 
further investigation, the details of which appear in Part 7 .2 (ii) . 
Further evidence for a lesser sensitivity to lir.ht inN~ dolanyi 
can :..,e inferred from the readiness with which it '..Je comes li&·ht 
adapte d: spP.cimens of this spe cies >Jhich have 'Joen kept in culture 
dishes with no shelter for a few days show no response to such 
shelter vJhen provided, as lohg as the lie-:ht intensity is not too 
high 'but ~-_!on."':icaudata has never 'Jeen observed t o t.1ehave in such 
a manner . The -possi'bilit~r of a thigmotaxis be ing responsible for 
the condition in Q~.Qn::.icaudat§: cannot, however, 'Je excluded and 
t he whole question of light and dark adaptation in both speci es 
has not been critically investigated . 
(ii) Nature of th~~response. 
In determining the nature of the photoresponse the following 
questions need to be answered: 
l. Does lir,ht stimula t e tlle animals to activity eve n in tho 
absence of darkness affording a r e fuge, ~ s was the case in the 
light/dark choice cham~)er? 
2. Do the animals r each the dark side of the choice chamber by 
virtue of a negative response to light (negative phototaxis) 
or a positive r eaction to darkness (skoto~~xis) or pe rhaps 
both? 
5. Is t he directional res ponse a klino, tropo, or t e lotaxis? 
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r:. in thc:r,·,for .: nocussary to "'s t::.1• ·lish the animals r reactions to 
unj_J. or:':l li _·htJ dir,-:lctional li ~_ ht 'lnd to more th'l.n one sourc:) of 
stimulus. Unilat::- ::::'al ;l indinrr would also assist in determining 
t:: e m.turc of an· · directional respon3e. 
!~Dparatus and ~!c ~!··. od ~ 
'i'he eff\Jct of uniform li3i: t on thc animc.ls was observed 
usin:· "Z,h ~..- eire '.l-1~· me~·tl c:~arnher in Hl'dch tt ·; t~mperature responses 
v!.;1··...: inv _,s-t igutod. Th-e; floor of t !:e c!1ambe r \-Jas lined with vhi te 
p:lp..;r fo provide .l suita.)L footinr- e.nd the cham ·er was s ot ·,1p 
150 em. 1)::; low a 100 \att lamp . T!1o innel' walls of the chamber 
were r <J flective t hus li 1,t conditions 1:1itLin • . re r e uniform -:m d non-
'1'!-,e experimental u!':.imals were kept in the dark for 
"' period of 48 hours in order to ensure t!·a t they were dark adapted, 
.:tftor \vhich t hu;;; \..ro r..; pl --:.c·.:d in th ·: chanbur ~>Tithout exposing the m 
to li:·:·ht at c.ny stage . .;.nd left to distrL·i.lto Vto!.Js elve s in ·~he 
dark. OiJserv t:; ion usin ·: a faint :rod li--·ht ·-nsul·ed that vh8 
anir:r .ls H0r'3 all o.t r"st .J.fbr c. Deriod of on:; hour and 'i:.he lump 
overhead 1-1as now S\·-li t.chod on . The num~rs of animals actively 
movinc (P.ctive), movin · 1rit-hout chanr,ing position, e .g. wavin.c-
£\ntennae etc. (partially active) a nd completely inactive vTere 
periodicall - r e corded. 
l\0sponses to dirvc :;ional li3ht were observed in an arena 
:rt. c.sul'inc 50 x 22 em., c.~.nd const:.:·uctcd from black cartride;e pape r. 
The loucr p.uts of the •,,ralls of the arena were lined wit~ strips 
of' r::lass to prov .:; nt i:.ho animal:3 from elirri ing out. ftn ll em. 
gap vias cut out of the centre of one of the shorter walls into 
~>Jhieb was fitted a museum jar fille d with watt: r to act as a heat 
fil t o r to eliminate rad i ant :1eat fr om a 60 uatt electric lamp 
sitw:ted 10 CliJ , .:,ohind it. The effica cy of this filter 1-1as 
t..;3~:3d usin; <1 ;lack- --ul 'l t hurmome ter cont'3.ined in an evacuatod 
':.·lass tub J ·.nd plJ.ced E.d:. u c pot ..) em. from t he filt.Jr; this 
shmved a n incr e-:.se of only l. 7°C (5°F) over a pe1·iod of ten min·· 
utes . ;~inc0 :.:--.e animals were n;vc r in this position for more than 
a matter of sGeond, t/1e filtel' vras t,:,ou~ht t o e ad..:qua·~e . 
Dark ac1apt3d. ar. imal3 we re used as in t.he previous exoer iment. 
T£'1e J.nimls i·.'ere individually pla ced at a spot 5 em. from t he 
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centre of the heat filter and the light i~mediately switched on. 
The animals were tracked on a scaled-down plan of the arena, the 
experiment being re~arded as complete for any particular individ-
ual when it reached the wall oppos ite the li~ht source. 
It must 'Je stressed here that tho light -_.,earn used was not 
perfect in that although a large sheet of bl nck paper 1>1as placed 
ar,ainst the wall of the constant temperature room immediately 
behind the apparatus, the roof and walls further away were not 
blacked out, thus these would reflect a Cbrtain amount of lieht. 
Further, the strips of glass lining the walls to prevent escapes 
\>Jould also give rise to some reflection. 
In orde r to determine whether a skototaxis was at least part 
of the directinr: mec~·:anism the animals were g iven a choice between 
alternate patches of li ~·ht and dark under uniform li[ ht conditions. 
Here again the circular metal cham'Jer was used, but four pieces of 
black cartridg~ paper 9 em. square were placed around the periphery 
of the chamber at 90°intervals, thus effectively dividinr the 
circular wall into eieht equal alt9rnating areas of lifht and dark-
ness when lit from overhead . Thin lines drawn 1tJith a hard pencil 
were extended from the edges of each sheet of black paper to the 
centre of the chamber. A circle, two centimeters in diameter 
Has drawn on the floor in the centre of the chamber from which the 
animals \>Jere started in each instance . Individual dark-adapted 
animals were placed in the centre circle from a specimen tube 
enclosed in black paper and tracked on a scal ed-down plan of the 
apparatus, care having --een taken to change the direction of 
li'·,erat ion 1-:oy 4-5° for each successive animal tested. The experi-
ment was re ..,arded as having been concluded for any individual 
animal when it reached the peripheral wall of thG cham8er . The 
pencil lines on the floor enable a distinction to 'Je drawn be-
tween animals orientated directly towards a black screen and t hose 
orientated between screens on leaving the central circle. 
Further experiments of this nature t-rc re conducted in an arena 
similar to that descri0ed for the investigation of responses to 
directional lie·ht but with white walls and floor instead of l.')lack . 
Sheets of black paper were placed at various positions in the 
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arena, at rirht angles and parallel to the d ~.rection of the light 
r ays. The paths of the animals ~ere too were t raclt::ed on a sca led 
down plan of the apparatus. 
Unil teral blinding was ~.;ffected by the application of a 
quick- drying bl ack anaroel paint to one compound eye . It was 
n~cessary to bring the animals into a state of chill coma before 
the paint could oe applie d and this required a control experiment 
to ascertain whether chillinr· and paint application had any effect 
on the light resoonses. To this end seven an: mals of each speci es 
were chill ed to~·et.~er \-Ti th the experimental animals 'Jut instead 
of ~1lacking out the compound eye, paint was, in this case, applied 
to the prothorax. These animals were then tested in a light/dark 
choice chamber where their light responses were found to be normal. 
The reactions of the unilaterally blinded experimental animals 
we re th.::n observed under conditions of' uniform and direct i onal 
illumination. 
Owing to the lateral ocelli of M._de1anyi lyinr in very close 
proximity to the compound eyes , the application of paint to the 
latter invariably resulted in the ocelli ·Jeing partially covered 
as well . In order to ensur e uniformity, care ,.,as taken to cover 
t he ocellus on the blind&d side compl etely in every instance . 
How this affected the results of these experiments is not known. 
Results: 
":l oth E~ .... .9~la_p.~ri and C. longicaudata \-Jere almost immediately 
stimulated to activit.'~ by lirrht, there being a short latent period 
between the app~ication of the light stimulus and tirne \-Then the 
majority of the animals were active . Figures 7. 17 and 7 . 18 show 
the pe rcen'ts;ge of the total num~Jers of animals fully and partially 
active as a function of the time of stimulation. Both species 
s howed the same r e sponse to the peri phery of the cham·Jer already 
descrihed for the circular temperature gradient ':)'l;lt whether this 
was purely a photoresponse or a photoresponse toeether with a 
touch response is not known. 
Both species show a negat iv8 response to directional light, 
the ir paths in a light beam being rouehly the same as the direct-
ion of the light rays ::ts sho .. D in Figure ? .19 . This was further 
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borne out by observation of animals in transparent plastic 
humidity choice chambers, \.Jhere they would almost invariably move 
to the side away from the lipht, regardless of humidity. Both 
species . therefore show, in addition to an activity orthokinesis, 
a negative phototaxis, the exact nature of which -vms not determined. 
Fhen r.iven a choice between alternat:?J areas of lio·ht and dark-· 
ness the ani~ls showed a pos itive response to the dark patches 
in thJ ch~m~er, as shown in Figure 7. 20. The lines drawn on the 
floor of the chamber <..llowcd a dis tinct ion to be drawn ·Jet1-.1een 
animals ',!hich moved directly towards one of the black screenes, 
those which started off on a line "Jetween the black screens 'Jut 
which deviated to a '--lack screen during the period of locomotion 
to the periphery and those which started off on a line between 
the scr~ens and kept on this line of movement. For the eighteen 
animals tested thus, the results were as reflected in Table 7 .01. 
Table 7 . 01. Orientation of M. delanyi and C. longicaudata 
to scroens of black paper in uniform light . 
I Course : 
Directly to screen 
Start 0etween screens 
but deviate towards a 
screen. 
Start and finish 
betueen screens 
-··· ·-- 1 
C. longicaudata . 
----------1-----------1 
13 9 
4 5 
1 4 
--- -----·--·--~---- -------
In ~ach instance a si~·:nificantl,y hic:her proportion of the 
animals reached the ~lack screens, the probability of t his being 
due to chance ·)eing l ess than 0.001 (Chi-squared = 16. 0) in the 
case of M. delanyi and less than 0 . 01 (Chi-s quared = 6 . 8) in the 
case of C. longicaudata . Ho' ever, -v1hilst a significantly higher 
proportion of the specimens of M. dblanyi actually started direct-
ly towards one of tho black screens , (Chi-squared = 4 . 5, P = less 
than 0 . 05) , the initial orientation of C. longicaud~ was 
apparently completelv random. 
Since the animals would normall ... head for the periphery of 
;[ig. 7.20 
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the circular chamber, these experiments could not be regarded as 
absolutely critical and the r~:.mainine; results were o':-.tained in 
tho white-walled arena already described. lVhen the r ... nimals were 
placed in the arena with the wall opposite, the li-,.ht source com-
pletely ')lacked out by means of a black screen, the movement av!ay 
from the light was much more strikin~ as shown in Figure 7,21 
the neg.:;.tivc phototaxis here proba .:.. ly ')eing re-inforced l:Jy the 
skototaxis. l ·f~1en the s in;:le black sere en was replaced by two 
smaller s c:.."eens, each 7. 5 em. wide, \..ri th a spg.ce of 8 em. between 
them, most of the specimens of H. dels.nyi tested, moved to one 
or other of these but two of th'-' animals (num:),,rs 1 and 4 in 
Fieure 7.22) showed a r e sponse not hitherto obse rv0d in that they 
moved out of th0 beam .:1nd into an 3.rea of less intc:nse illumin-
ation immediatel·· adjacent to the heat filter . C •. lonr:;icaudata 
again s howed much the same 'cehaviour, 'mt here three of the nine 
an imals tested orientated ;etween the two screens, eventually 
coming to rest b<=;hind them. The paths followed by the animals 
in th·.)sv e xperiments is shown in Figure 7. 22 . 
The two screens ¥Jere placed so that one was parallel to the 
path of the light mys from the main lip;ht source 7.5 em. from 
the corner, whilst th•- other was placed at an equal distance from 
tho cornor at right angles to the path of the rays. All specimens 
of 1'1. dulan,yi tested with the exception of one moved directly to 
the screen at right angles to the li~ht rays, the remaining one 
ag.'l in finding its vray to thu rc2ion of lower illumination inten-
sity next to the hea ·t, filter. Of t en specime ns of h_l_Qngicau·-
da t a t wo move d t o tho screen paralle l to t he light rays , \vhils t 
the rema inde r, a lthough often startin~ off d i r ect ly t owar ds the 
scree n a t r ight angles to t he pat h of the main li·-:ht source r ays, 
be came directe d between t he t\.10 screens a s s hown i n Figure 'T . 25 . 
Whe n the se screens we r e r e placed with l a r p,er scre ens 15 em. i n 
width and S8 para t e d by gr eate r dis t a nces, the paralle l and trans-
ve r se screens now having t he ir edges pl a ced 13 em. and 3 em. from 
th~ corne r r e s pective ly, ~ del anyi s howed a far 7reate r r e sponse 
to the paralle l screen, s ix animals movinc: cl.i rectly t owar ds it, 
although thoir i nitial path was towa rds the transverse s creen. 
Fig. 7.21 
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t.IGHT $0UJIC E. LI C:t4T SOU A C (. 
Paths followed by dark adapted speciroons of 
M. de1any1 and C. longicaudata under the influence 
of directed light in a white-walled arena with a 
bl~ck screen placed at the end opposite the light 
source . 
Fig . 7. 22 
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LIGHT ~ACl I.IGKT SOUACt 
Ori entation of dark adapted s pecimens of 
M. delanyi and Q~ongicaud~ta when faced with two 
screens placed at right an:les to the r ays from the 
main light source in a white-walled arena. 
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0 
L IGHT 50U"C:l LIGHT SOURC£ 
Orientation of dark adapted specimens of 
M. delagyi and ~ lon~icaudata to two black 
screens in a white-walled arena; one screen is 
paralle l to the direct i on of the light rays from 
the main light source, the other is at right 
angl es to these . 
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The responses of C. longicaudata under these conditions were 
extremely erratic, aome movinc to one or the other of the screens, 
whilst others moved into the region of reduced illumination next 
to the filter. The paths followed by the experimental animals 
under the conditions of stimulus described are shown in Figure 
7.24. A glass-walled arena all owed these latter two experiments 
to be repeated i·rith considerably less contrast between the screens 
and the background. In this instance the parallel screen was 
placed on the opposite side of the arena, i.e . on tho right of 
any animal moving directly away from the light source, in order 
to ensure that the animals do not have an inherent tendency to 
turn towards the l uft under the conditions obtaining in the arena. 
The r-::sul ts of these experiments were essentially the same as 
those described above . 
The results obta.Lnad up to this sta::;e strongly suggest a 
skoto-telotaxis in the case of M. delanl! and a skoto-tropotaxis in 
in the case of C. longicauda~. Unilateral blinding did little 
to clarify the position any further since no clear-cut circus 
movements were discernible in either case. 
The unilaterally blinded animals were placed in the uniform 
lif,ht chamber where only one specimen of C. longicaud~ showed 
what may have been a single circus movement. Upon reaching the 
periphery four of the six animals of this species turned towards 
the blinded side the remainder towards the seeing side . 
M. delanyi showed no signs of circus movements or more frequent 
turning towards the blinded side . 
When placed in the white-walled arena, facing the light 
source, the animals would turn and move away from the light. 
Here , too, no recognisable pattern emerged in the case of 
M. delanyi but two specimens of C. lon~icaudat~ showed what may 
be inte rpreted as circus movements. There was a t Gndency here 
for the animals to orientate themselves with the blinded eye 
towards the main source of stimulus, which is interpreted by 
Fraenkel.and Gunn (1940) as being equivalent to a circus move ment, 
in which case these expe riments would lend some weight to the 
suggestion of a tropotactic component in the liaht responses of 
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Iig . 7.21 Orientation of dark adapt8d specimens of 
M. delanY1 and C. longicaudata to two black 
scr8ens placed as in Fig. 7 . 25 but placed 
further apart . 
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C. longicaudata. 
The interpretation of the light responses put forward he re 
may find some confirmation in the structur~ of the compound eyes 
of the two species under consideration. The large compound cyos 
of the Machiloidea are so conspicuous as to be regarded as a diag-
nos t i c character of the order as a 1-1hole. They are contiguous 
on the vertex and composed of a large num·)er of ommati dia pointing 
in different directions, the latter feature jeing a requirement 
for a telotuctic light response ; the compound eyes of the 
Lepi smatoidea are, on the other hand, reduced comprising only a 
f~w ommatidia and situated laterally on the head. The angle of 
vision in C. longicaudata was determined by making a camera lucida 
O,f lh~ 
drawingAhead of a freshly killed specimen. The drawing gave a 
lOOx enlarged representation of the head and particul ar attention 
was paid to the orientation of the ommatidia . This showed that 
an area falling within an angle of between 58° and 45° to e ither 
side of th0 long ~xis of the body, directly in front of the animal 
would be outside its fi,)ld of view . Nothing is known of the 
an~ular limits of the f ield of view for a sinele ommatidium in the 
case of C. longicaudata but assuming this to be of the same order 
of magnitude as t~at of t he locust (Burtt and Catton, 1954) the 
fiv1re may be reduced to between 28° and 35°, which would perforce 
necess itate orientation by comparison of the stimuli received by 
each of the compound eyes . 
Consider Figures 7.25 and 7.24 in the light of the above. 
In Figure 7 . 23 M. delanyi can be seen to respond t elotactically 
to the transver se screen since its full frontal vision places 
this source of stimulus within its field of view. The parallel 
screen only comes into the field of vision when the animal comes 
almost abreast with it, but the stimulus from this source is 
ignored, since the original ~' the transve rse screen, has now 
almost bee n reached . C. longicaudata on the other hand has 
neither screen in view at tha start of a similar experiment and 
probably starts movin~ towards the tr~nsvcrse screen by virtue of 
its ne~ative phototaxis . The transverse screen will come into 
the field of vision when the animal is at a distance of between 
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3.5 and 7.5 em. away from it, by which time the left compound eye 
has already received the full stimulus from the parallel screen, 
which will have deflected the line of movement towards the left 
but in doing so the transverse screen now comes into the field of 
the right eye and conse4uently the animal becomes orit:.mted between 
th0 screens. When the screens are larger and further apart, as 
in Figure 7.24, M. d0lanyi still starts off towards the transverse 
screen, but on encountering the nearer parallel screen, may 
deviate tmvards the latter, which behaviour is not inconsistent 
with a telotactic response. C. longicaudat~ again has neither 
screen in view on starting, its direction being determined by the 
negative phototaxis but whether it deviates towards the parallel 
screen on passing it depends on the intensity with which the 
phototaxis is still exerting its influence, since the animal is 
still close to the source of light stimulus. Thus some of the 
animals may continue directly towards the transverse screen. If 
the animal does respond to th 1 stimulus from the parallel screen, 
the source of stimulus is now sufficiently wide to allow for 
stimulation of both compound eyes and the animal will move direct-
ly towards it. If the skototaxi s manifests itself only at a 
stage whero the animal has almost passed the parall el screen, 
ori·-ntation between the screens, as in the case of animal number 
5 in Figure 7.24~ may occur. No explanation is offered for 
numbers 1, 7 and 10 in Figure 7.24 which may illustrate a slight 
t Llotactic response towards reeions of lower illumination i nten-
sity or a reaction towards the junction between wall and floor. 
Howeve r, one cannot expect animals to show the correct response 
at all times as one would a machine . 
In view of the evidence for a skoto-tropotaxis i n 
C. longicaudata one would expect marked circus movements from 
unilaterally blinded animals of this speci es . The absence of 
these moveoonts may be due to a very rapid adaptation, no other 
explanation boinf readily anparent . 
Clearly, the experiments done here are insufficie nt to be 
regarded as anything ~ore than preliminary, ,giving an indication 
of the possible mechanisms involved. More detailed studies, 
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using larger numbers of animals and taking into account variations 
of reaction intonsities with variations in stimulus intensities 
are required to explain the conditions in the two animals fully. 
However, both groups have been shown to shun light and the 
mechanism by me~ns of which this is achieved seems undoubtedly to 
bv the combined Jffect of a neeative phototaxis and a skototaxis 
in both cases, which will enable the animals to shelter from 
exposure to the sun. 
7. 3 §eh§:_vi~l Res:p_Qn~..:: s_~Q....~tm.Q-2J29eriQ_ggmidi~. 
Of primary imoortance in the maintenance of an adequate 
intern~l water balance is the ability to take up water in order 
to replenish water lost ~Y evaporation. The frequency with 
which such replenishment must take place is largely dependent upon 
the permeability of the cuticle , by far the most important factor 
in water conservation; once a completely impermJable cuticle has 
been evolved the only essential behavioural response to humidity 
which tho an imal requires is a water drive, i.e. a response which 
will lead it to a source of wate r when the internal water content 
falls to a l eve l where replenishment becomes necessary. Hhere 
an effective waterproofing mech~nism has not been evolved, however, 
tho animal must, in addition to a water drive, possess the necessary 
innate behaviour which will cause it to avoid regions of low 
hur.1idity, thus reducing \-Jater loss to a minimum. 
It has been established in Part 5 that, whilst C. longicau-
data is able to withstand considerable desiccation at the expense 
of a relatively small water loss, ~ · debanvi has achieved only 
moderate protection af.a inst the evaporation of its ~ody water. 
Humidity would therefore be expected to play an important part 
in the choice of niche of tho latter. Furthermore , the internal 
water balance of either species at any given time would to a 
large extent govern the humidity response, initiating a search 
fo r a source of replenishment '"hen necessary or inhibiting such 
a hygroresponse when replete. 
The humidity responses of both M· delanvi and C. longicaudata 
were investigated under conditions of normal and low wate r 
content. 
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(i) Respons~~_!£_~~-and_9£z_at~9sphef~· 
Apparatus and method: 
Experioants were conducted which gave the animals a choice 
between conditions of saturatt:d vapour pressure 3.nd complete 
desiccation. The apparatus used was a simple choice chamber 
comprising a plastic dish measuring 12 x 12 x 4· em., on the floor 
of which two plastic tr3.ys each measuring 11.5 x 6 x 1.5 em. were 
placed, each tray thus occupying half the chamber floor. One of 
these trays contained distilled water, the other anhydrous calcium 
chloride, which would su'Jtend relative humidities of 100% and o% 
respectively. However, when the reagents are in juxtaposition, 
as was the case in the choice chamber, there is a diffusion of 
water vapour from the wet to the dry side resulting in values of 
between 92 and 96% r elative humidity in the wet side and between 
20fo and 50% in the dry. Th(:)se humidities were determined using 
cobalt thiocyanate papers prepared as descri~Jed by Solomon (1957), 
the standards being prepared by suspending papers over saturated 
solutions of salts known to subtend a given relative humidity. 
A fu.ls J floor of per fora ted zinc was laid over the trays and this 
was covered by a sheet of 11Paper Nylon 11 , a fine-mesh paper-like 
fabric which is non-hygroscopic. This served both to prevent 
smaller animals from climbing through the perforations in the 
zinc floor 8nd to provide 9. suitable surface for the animals to 
walk on. The whole of the false floor was kept in place by means 
of a length of plastic covered expanding curtain rod, fashioned 
into a circular collar of circumference equal to the internal 
circumference of the choice chamber . The lid of the chamber had 
a hole 2.5 em. i n diame t~r drilled t hrough its centre in order to 
permit introduction of the expe rimental animals l-lithout the 
ne ces s ity for raising tbe lid. This hole l-las closed by means 
of a tight fitting rubber bung. A transverse section through 
the apparatus is shown in Figure 7.25. 
Before the a nimals we re introduced into the choice chamber 
the atmosphere within h~d to be allowed to come into equilibrium 
with the subtonding distilled water and calcium chloride. The 
timo taken for this to como about was de t ermined by placing a 
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Fig. 7. 25 Section through the 1rJet/Dry choice chamber used. 
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strip of filter paper, impregnated with cobalt chloride as 
described by Solomon (1955), on the floor of the choice chamber 
positioned so that it would come under the influence of both the 
reagents. 
vaseline. 
The lid was then closed and the edges were sealed with 
The time taken for the cobalt paper to assume a bright 
pink col our in the wet side of the choice chamber and a bright 
blue colour in the dry side, was regarded as the minimal time 
required for the chamber to come into equilibrium. For all 
experiments using the choice chamber described above, twice the 
time taken for the control chmaber to come into equilibrium was 
~llowed to elapse between the setting up of the chamb~r and the 
commencement of the experiment. Twenty minutes was the usual 
time taken for the colour change to come about and thus forty 
minutes equilibrating time was allowed. The cobalt paper strip 
also served to show how effective such a chamber was , since there 
was a very sharp line of demarcation between the pink and the 
blue with no gradual merging from one colour into the other. 
This ensur~d that the choice offered the animals was between tbe 
extremes only with no intermediate gradient. 
The choice chamber was set up ~nd allowed to come into 
equilibrium in a constant tomperature room at 20°C . The experi-
mental animals which had had access to food and water overnight 
l-Jere then introduced in batches of eight or fewer animals per 
chamber and the constant t emperature room was darkened. Previous 
experiments using at l east three species of Machiloides and 
C. longicaudata had shown that the animals took from 15 to 20 
minutes to come to rest after having been disturbed and in these 
expe riments one hour was allowed to elapse from the time of 
introduction of the animals until a count of t~e numbers in each 
half of the choice chamber \vas made . The counts were made under 
under faint red lir ht to which the animals were known not :bo 
respond. After each counting -:.he animals were stimulated to 
activity in th~ ch~ber by tapping the sides and lid with a 
pencil. This resulted in r~ndom movements within the chamber 
and a further count was ~ak8n one hour later when the animals 
had once moro come to rest . In this way seven countings l-Jere 
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recorded for each batch of animals and the mean of these countings 
\-Tore rel"'arded as the actual distribution of a particular batch 
of animals i n the chamber. 
As a control experiment each batch of animals was again 
given access to food and water over night and then introduced into 
J. choice chamber similar to t hat described above but v.rith clean, 
dry, empty trays under the false floor , thus having a uniform 
relative humidity approximating to that in the constant temper-
aturc room throughout. Seven hourly readings were taken as in 
the wet/dry choice chamber. 
Results: 
The results of the foregoing experiments are summarised in 
Tables 7.02 and 7.03 . 
Di stribution of C. longicaudata in a Wet/Dry choice 
chambe r. P = probalJility of distribution varying 
from random due to chance. 
,---- ----- -------·-· ·---.. ---. --- ------
Choice Control 
---- - ---- ----··-· . 
. .. _ .. __ . ____ 
.... _____ ,.,_ -~---
Experiment Number of Animals. Number of Animals 
No. 
------
Het Dry Left Right 
---- ------- ---
1. 11 9 10 10 
2 . 8 10 11 7 
3 . 5 6 7 4 
4. 5 6 5 4 
--·-
Total: 27 51 53 25 
.~..-____ p ___ j __ Gre~ter ==-~~-- _:reater ~han 0. 5 
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Table 7 .05. 
Distribution of M. delanyi in a tvet/Dry choice 
chamber. P = probability of distribution varying 
from random due to chance. 
~=--l=-----~-~-o_:_:e_-_____ ·_-_·_·_·1-_·-·_·· __ - . --Con_t_r_o_l ----
I 
Experiment 
No. 
l. 
2. 
'l: 
'. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
Number of Animals. 
\vet Dry 
------- ------
1 5 
2 6 
1 15 
7 11 
5 16 
5 14 
Number of Animals. 
----- ·t----
Left Right 
----
5 1 
3 5 
9 5 
8 10 
9 12 
10 7 
[-----
Total 19 65 42 40 
---------..... __ -···-·------~----···-·---·-
p Much less than 0.001 0.95 
The results clearly show that Q. longic~~da~~ is normally 
indifferent to atmospheric humidity, which is what its ability to 
absorb water vapour might lead one to expect. M:_.Qelanyi, on 
the other hand showed a definite preference for the dry side of 
the chamber, which is not compatible with either its relative 
inability to withstand desiccation or with the conditions pre-
vailing in its ecological niche . This finding was foreshadm.Jed 
bv earlier wor'k already referred to, where the same result was 
obtained using mixed ''atches of 2 or 3 species of Machiloides, 
including M. delanY!. It seemed therefore that the eccritio 
humidity must lie somewhere below saturation. 
(ii) Effects of desiccationn on the re~EQg~~to satu~~ted~£ 
dry atmosBheres . 
Apparatus and method: 
The choice chamber and method used were the same as that 
described in the foregoing section out the animals used were 
subjected to desiccation over calcium chloride for 48 hours in 
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The latter desiccation time would subject C. longicaudata 
to approximately the same percentage water loss as M. delanyi 
during 48 hours desiccation. 
Only three readings were taken for each batch of C. longi-
~data; having th0 a~ ility to absorb moisture from an atmos-
phere near satur ation it could restore its normal water balance 
if the experiments were prolonged and thus affect the result. 
M. delanyi was left in the choice chamber for the full seven 
hours . 
Results: 
9oth species showed a distinct preference for the near 
saturated atmosphere of the wet side of the chamber. This is 
reflected in Tables 7.04 and 7.05 , The response was far more 
t.mrked in Q.:. longicauda~ than in M. delan.TI: probably due to the 
extreme variability in the rate of water loss shown by the 
latter (P~rt 5). 
Table 7 .04. 
Distribution of ~_lQQgica~data in a Wet/Dry choice 
chamber after 120 hours desiccation over Calcium Chloride. 
- ·· --·--·-·-----··--- -- ---------
Experiment No . Number of Animals . 
-- ·-----:----------t 
\~et Dry 
----·-- -·.;. 
1. 8 0 
2. 10 2 
'Z 11 .. 0 
Ll • H 1 
----····------1 
Total: 43 5 
·-------'-----------·------·------.....!.-
--
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Table 7.05. 
Distribution of N. delanyi in a Wet/Dry choice 
chamber after ~9 hours des i ccation over Calcium Chloride . 
P = probability of distribution varying f r om random due 
to chance. 
------------------------------
Expe riment No. Number of Animals. 
- ·---------·---+-------·-------
We t Dry 
---1-------------·--t------------
l. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
8 
12 
15 
14 
ll 
------ ·-1---------·--·----
Total: 60 
4 
4 
5 
7 
7 
27 
- ----·--·----------------'------------
p Less than 0.001 
This response in both animals would ensure that they go in 
search of water in order to replenish a depleted internal water 
content once a critical l evel is reached. That this condition 
does arise even in an animal able t o absorb water vapour from an 
undersaturated atmosphere is borne out by some results obtained 
during the preli minary investigation, which were thought puzzling 
at the time and for a whil e could not ~e repeated. The animals 
in question, ten specimens of C. longicaudat~~ had been freshly 
cau~ht from a map store . They were immediately placed in a wet/ 
dry choice chamber, without any pre-treatment and gave the results 
shown in Table ? , 06 for the first three two-hourly readings . 
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Table 7 .06 . 
Distribution of Ten Specimens of C. longicaudata in a 
\tlet/Dry choice chamber immediately after capture. 
Count No. Number of Animals 
---··-· ·---· ---------- ----· ----
Wet Dry 
------·---· ... ----·-- ---·-----·----
l. 8 2 
2 . 6 4 
B* 4 5 
* One animal managed to f ind its way below the false 
floor and was not counted here. 
The above result was not statistically significant, largely 
due to the small number of animals. For the first count Chi-
squared was equal to 1 .272 and a probability of 0.1 that the dis-
tribution differed from random due to chance . These results can 
now be explained. The animals had probably been subjected to 
considerable water loss in the dry map store, accounting for the 
initial reaction towards the wet. The fall in reaction inten-
sity towards the wet would then follow as the animals restored 
their interna.l water balance to normal. 
(iii) Distrib~t ion during a prolonged _stay in a wet/drv ch~ 
chamber. 
The effects of desiccation on the behaviour of the t wo 
species under consideration could further serve to confirm the 
ability of C. longicaudata to absorb water vapour and the in-
ability of M. delanyi to do so, by the be haviour of both des-
iccated and normal animals during a prolonged stay in a wet/dry 
choice chamber. This would also serve to confirm the r eversible 
hygroresponse of M. delanyi . 
Apparatus and method: 
Expe rimental animals of both species were divided into t wo 
groups each, one of which was subjected to desiccation over 
calcium chloride for 176 hours in the case of C. longicaudata a nd 
~8 hours in the case of ~del~ny~1 the remaining group be ing 
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normall y watered but not fed. Each group was then subdivided 
into batches of t en or fewer and each batch placed in a wet/dry 
choice chamber as be fore . Counts we re made at varying times 
over a peri od of 100 hours. Th·J group of M. delanyi which had 
been subjected to desiccation was ~ivcn water in the form of a 
piece of moistened filte r p:~.per placed in the viet side of the 
choice cha mber after t8 hours as it wa s feare d that the animals 
would die a s a result of prol onged wate r deficiency. 
Results : 
Figures 7.26 and 7. 27 show the reaction intens i ty to the dry 
side of t he choice chamber as it varied with time spent in the 
choice chamber. The r eaction intens ity was, as in the case of 
the light responses, calculated as be ine the number of animals in 
dry less t he num'Je r i n wet divided by the total numbe r of animals 
used. 
These results bear out findings already described, namely 
(i) that M. del~nyi normally avoids conditions of saturated 
vapour pressure and that this response is reve rsed upon des i ccat-
ion but re-established vJhen the water bal ance i s restored t o 
normal; (ii) that JI.L delan.Y..Lis unable to absorb water vapour 
from the atmosphere; and (iii) that C. lon~icaudata is normally 
indifferent to atmospheric humidity but reacts positively to 
conditions of high relative humidity when its inte rnal wate r 
content falls be low a critical l evel, restoring this to normal 
by absorbing water vapour from the a tmosphere. 
(iv) 1:h~~Q£!itic_hum:!gity_.Qf M. delanyi . 
It was obvious from a l l the foregoing results that the 
re sponse to the dry shown by M. delanyi in the wet/dry choice 
chamber could not ;Je the only humidity response manifest in this 
species . Clearly, there had to be a preferendum below satur-
ation, which the following experiments wer e designed to dete rmine . 
Apparatus and method: 
A choi ce chamber similar in construction to the wet/dry 
choice chamber previously described was used , but solutions known 
to subtend specific relative humidities were contained in the 
trays below the false floor instead of distilled water and 
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DRY PREFERENCE 
70 10 t o 100 110 
TIME : HOURS. 
e NO RMA L · 
6 41 HOUAI DlS ICCAT ION , 
Reaction intensity of normal and des i ccate d 
M. delanli to the dry side as it varied with time 
during a prolonged stay in the wet/dry choice 
chamber . 
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Fig . 7 . 27 : Reaction intensity of normal -9.nd des iccate d 
C. longicauda~ to the dry side as it varied with 
time during a prolonged stay in the vJet/dry choice 
chamber . 
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anhydrous calcium chloride. In the initial experiments various 
concentrations of potassium hydroxide were used and the results 
thus obtained were confirmed in the critical range using sat-
urated solutions of various salts. 
The potassium hydroxide solutions were made up to the con-
centrations determined by Solomon (1951) in two ways, Initially 
the required amount of potassium hydroxide required per 100 g. of 
solution was weighed out as accurately as possible and distilled 
water was added to make up the 100 g . of solution. This was 
found to be somewhat inconsistent in that the densities of two 
solutions made up independently to the same concentration were 
usually significantly different, not only from one another but 
also from ths density required. More accurate results were 
obtained using tho gravimetric method described by Solomon. Here 
approximately 100 g . of KOH pellets were dissolved in 100 ml. of 
distilled water, The density of this solution was now determined 
by accurately pipetting. three volumes of 10 ml. each of this sol-
ution, cooled to 15°C, into clean, dry, specific gravity flasks 
which had been previously weighed and then weighing again. The 
sum of the weights of these three volumes divided by thirty was 
t aken to be the density of the solution. A graph showing the 
relationship between weight fa KOH and density of KOH solutions 
Has prepared from the data given by Solomon and from this the 
weight fa of each batch of s olution prepared could be determined. 
This stock solution could now be diluted to the requir6d concen-
tration by addine distilled water, the weight of which was 
determined using the formula: 
s 
w = - 1 
A 
whe re W = weight of distilled water to be added to 1 g. of stock 
solution; S = weight % KOH in stock solution and A = we ight KOH 
fa in required solution. The required volume of water '\olas added 
from a burette, takine 1 ml . of distilled water to we i gh 1 g. 
Three criticisms may be l evelled against the above technique: 
1) The gravimetric method of density determination is not 
abs olutely accurate . 
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2) No account is taken of the pr!;::sence of potassium carbonate 
in the solutions. 
5) The solutions are not very sta ·lle, the more concentrated 
solution becoming progressively more diluted by the absorption 
of water from the solution of lower concentration in a choice 
chamber. 
The chief source of error in the determination of density 
by gravimetric and volumetric methods is the accurate measurement 
of the volume of solution pipetted into the specific gravity 
flasks. A strong alkali such as potassium hydroxide precludes 
the use of a burette and a graduated 10 ml. pipette had to be 
used. More accurate control over the pipette was obtained by 
connecting a short length of rub or t ubing over the mouthpiece of 
the pipette, wiring it on as tightly as possible to make the 
joint airtight. This rubber tubing was then occluded by means 
of a strong spring clip, the manipulation of which allowed 
accurate control over the outflow of liquid from the pipette 
which was held in a burette stand. A double check was thus 
possible , using both the calibrations of the pipette and the 
calibrat ion mark on the specific gravity flask. In order to 
check the accuracy of this method it was used to determine the 
density of laboratory distilled water, which was found to be 
1.0022. Checking the densities of some of the finally prepared 
solutions against the densities given by Solomon showed a greater 
discrepancy the differences ranr,inr. from +0.007 to -0.004. 
The amount of potassium carbonate present in the solutions 
was not known and no attempt was made to ascertain this. It 
could have been dete rmined by titration against a standardised 
concentration of hydrochloric acid , using both phenolphthalene 
and methyl orange as indicators but i t was felt that the general 
·inaccuracy of the method as practised did not justify this. 
Deterioration of the solutions was mihimised by using each 
batch only once, even if the same concentration was r equired in 
the choice chamber immediately afte r one experiment was completed. 
The choice offer ed the animals never involved a difference 
of less than 10% relative humidity and where measured using an 
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Edney Paper Hygrometer calibrated e ither over saturated salt 
solutions or against wet and dry bulb thermometers , depending on 
the range requircd,the error involved in the preparation of the 
.;, 
solutions was never more than 2% relative humidity. It seemed, 
therefore, that for a preliminary determination of the eccritic 
humidity these solutions would suffice . 
The animals were tested for humidity preference in the 
choice chamber as previously described, seven readings be ing 
taken for each batch . Using an alternate choice chamber rather 
than a humidity gradient had the advantage of obviating the nee-
essity for measuring the relative humidity along the gradient, 
which would require hygrometers actually in the apparatus at all 
times . 
Once the region of the eccritic humidity had been established 
using potassium hydroxide sol utions , confirmatory experiments 
were done using the following saturated solutions: 
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate RH 96.5~ 
Potassium chloride RH as .o% 
Ammonium sulphate RH 80.5% 
Sodium chloride RH 76 . 0% 
Glucose RH ss .o% 
0 
all at 20 C. Tbese soluti.ons were made up as described by 
0 1Brien (19~3) and by Winston and Bates (1960). 
No measurements of the actual humidit ies in each side of the 
choice chambers were made in the case of preliminary determin-
ations using KOH solutions for humidity control. In the case of 
the confirmatory experiments using saturated soluti ons , however, 
control chambers were set up with two cobalt thiocyanate papers 
kept from contact with the false floor by plastic gauze placed 
in each side of the chamber . One of these papers was removed 
after one hour , the other after seven hours (the normal duration 
of ~n experiment) and mounted under liquid paraffin . These 
papers were compared with papers from the same striE which had 
bee n kept in a uniform humidity chamber over the controlling 
solutions used . No observable difference in colour between the 
papers from the choice chambers and the uniform humidity chambers 
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was apparent where the difference in relative humidity between 
the two sides of the choice chamber was 16.0% or loss. tvhere 
this difference exceeded l6.0fo the papers from the side of the 
chamber havin: t ho highe r relative humidity appeared to be a 
slightly darker pink colour than the controls suggesting ~ small 
loss of water vapour to the drier side. The papers from the 
drier sides of these choice chambers, however, showed no compar-
able difference. It would seem, therefore, that the relative 
humidity difference in these chambers was slightly less than that 
indicated in the results . 
All the expe riments in this investigation were carried out 
i n a constant t emperature room at 20°C, which was, unfortunately, 
somewhat higher than t he t emperature optimum as the investigation 
on the temperature relations of the animals was actually carried 
out after these experiments had been largely completed. 
Results: 
The results of these experiments are summarised in Tables 
7.07 and 7.os, showing the humidity preferendum to be a fairly 
wide range 1)etween 85;(, RH and 70% RH. 
Reaction of N• delanri to differ ent relative humidities, 
using potassium hydroxide solution for humidity control. 
11P11 = probability of distribution di ffering from random 
due to chance . 
------------- ------ ---- -··---------1-----
No. of Anirr.als . Reaction Chi- rtprt 
__ ..., ____ 
---·-···--
inte nsity 
Wet _ .J2!y_ _ _!.Q_dry __ 
-----
100 - 90 2 22 0. 85 16.7 ( 0. 001 
90 - 75 8 34 0. 62 16 . 1 <.0.001 
90 - 80 5 19 o .5a 4.0 .(0,05 
85 - 75 22 16 - 0 .16 0, 94 <o . 5 
80 - 70 18 16 -0. 06 0.12 (0.9 
80 - 60 25 7 - 0.56 10.0 {0.01 
75 - 60 25 5 -0.67 16 .7 (0.001 
60 - 50 24 9 -0.59 6. 8 <o .o1 
50 - 25 26 29 0.05 0.16 <o .5 
25 - 15 27 22 -0.10 0.51 <o.5 
15 0 21 3 -0 . 75 15.5 (0 , 001 
\ 
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Table 7.08. 
Reaction of N· delanyi to different relative humidities, 
us i ng saturated solutions for humidi ty control . 
'----~----------·-·---!--------------------
Humidity No . of Animals . Reaction Chi- upn 
choice. intensity squared 
1Jet r--Dry_ __ ~Q dry. 
·---·-----
96.5 - 80 2 18 0 . 80 12 . 8 <0.001 
96 .5 - .5 3 15 0 . 67 8.0 <o .ol 
85 - 75 14 17 -0.13 0.3 <o.s 
80 - 75 16 15 0.10 0 .32 <o.s 
80 - 55 16 2 - 0. 78 11.6 <.0.001 
75 - 55 19 3 -0.73 9.8 <O.Ol 
The lower relative humidities were not retested using sat-
urated solutions ins tead of potassium hydroxide as there seemed 
to be little of consequence to the investigation to be gained 
from this . The inability of the animals to distinguish between 
two humidities well outside their normal range is not peculiar to 
H. delanvi but has al so been shown for the crab ,!;.Qtamon depressu~ 
by Dandy (1955) . 
The eccriti c humidity thus determined corresponds very well 
with the relative humi dities measured in the actual hiche \-Thich 
H. delann inhabits and it seemed unnecessary, therefore, to 
a ttempt to narrow t he range down any further . 
(v) The Site of the Humidity Receptors. 
As in the case of the t hermoreceptors , it was thought that 
the most probable sit e of the hygroreceptors would be the antennae . 
Amputation experiments were carried out on both ~· delanyi and 
C. longicaudat a in order to either confirm or disprove this. 
Apparatus and method: 
The antennae of a number of experimental animals vTere 
removed in the manner previously described and a twenty four hour 
period was allowed for them to recover from the effects before 
commencement of the experiment. During this period the animals 
were given free access to food and water. 
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After the r ecovery period the humidity responses of the 
animals were tested in the wet/dry choice chamber in the manner 
previously descrfJed. The animals were then desiccated over 
calcium chloride for periods of ~8 hours and 176 hours in the 
cases of M. delany! and C. longicaudata respectively after which 
their responses to humidity were retested. 
A control experiment was conducted in each case, in which 
the animls were subjected to chilling but the antennae Here not 
amputated. Subsequent treatment of these animals was as 
described above. 
Results: 
The results of these experiments are shown in Tables 7.09 
and 7.10 . In neither case is there any indication of a hygro-
response , whether positive or negative, thus indicating that the 
hygroreceptors are situated on the antennae. 
Tabl e 7. 09 . 
Distribution of M. delanyi in a wet/dry choice chamber 
before and after ~8 hours desiccation. 
~------------------~---------------------·~-----
Condition 
Norml 
Antennae re-
moved . 
Table 7 .10. 
Before Desiccation. After Desiccation. 
-----·--------
~~Y----r-~W~e~t---t--=D~ry __ _ 
5 17 16 6 
15 15 15 17 
Distribution of C. longicaudata in a wet/dry choice 
cha mber before and after 176 hours desiccation, 
-------- -
------ ---
Before Des iccation . Afte r Desiccation . 
Condition 
·-
'vlet __ Dry Wet Dry 
·- ~· ------·-·-------
Normal 10 7 15 2 
Antennae re- 14 9 10 15 
moved. 
. 
- . 
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Examination of t he antennae has failed to reveal any recog-
nisable sensillae which may serve as hygroreceptors . There are 
certainly no structures resembling the tuft organs of 
E£diculu~_h~~is (Wigglesworth 1941) or the pit-peg organs of 
Tenebrio molitor (Pielou 1940) recognisable on the entire antenna, 
where only trichoid sensillae of two different sizes could be 
seen . No serial sections of the antennae have -::,een cut, and 
this may well reveal the presence of sensillae other than these. 
The trichoid sensillae cannot, of course, be excluded as possible 
hygroreceptors, but this would be difficult to prove by means of 
behaviour experiments, since they cover the antennae from the 
tip of the pedicel. 
(vi) ~ature of the gygroreceptors of ~ delanyi. 
THo ty-pes of hygroreceptor :1re known to occur in arthropods, 
namely "H~rgrometers 11 which respond to relative humidity, being 
dependent upon the upta~: .J of moisture from t he surrounding a tmos-
phere and 11Evaporimet ers 11 which depend on the rate of water loss 
from the animal and thus respond to the saturation deficit of the 
atmosphere. Whilst the former type would be effective in keeping 
the animal out of both too high and too lm·T an humidity, it 
would appear from t he nature of the latter that i t would serve 
only to keep the animal out of conditions where i t encounters 
too high a rate of wate r loss. 
An attempt was made to ascertain whether M. delanyi was in 
fact responding to relative humidity or t o saturation deficit; 
c. longicaudat a was excluded f rom this investigat ion s ince it is 
normally indiffere nt to humidity. 
Appar atus and method: 
It is possible to change t he saturation deficit within an 
enclosed chambe r quite cons ide rably by mer e l y altering the tem-
perature. The rolat ive humidities over the solut ions used in 
this investigation vary but little with the temperature, whilst 
the saturation vapour pressure and therefore the saturation 
deficit aro very much affected . The temperatur e/relative 
humidity/saturat ion deficit r elationships of t he solutions used 
i n this investigation are shown in Table 7 .11. 
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Table 7 .11. 
Temperature/relative humidity/saturation deficit 
rel ationships over saturated solutions used (from 
Winston and Bates, 1960). 
-~mpera!:_ur~ _]p 0 Q _______ 20°C 25°C 
-----------
Saturated R.H. S.D. S. D. Rio H. S.D. 
solution _L_ mm.H_g_ mm.!ig_ 
KN0 7 96 0.57 95.5 1.14 92 .5 1.78 
NaCl 76.5 2.16 76 4.21 75.5 5.8 
Glucose 56 4.05 55 7.81 55 10.7 
----------------, 
The choice chamber used was similar in construction to that 
previously descri bed 11rith the except ion that a hole was bored 
through the rubber bung allowing a thermometer to be inserted into 
the chamber and the temperature within to be measured. Initially, 
the chamber was set up with saturated solutions of KN05 and NaCl 
as alternatives and allowed to come i nto equilibrium overnight in 
a constant temperature room at l0°C. Experimental animals which 
had been pretreated in the usual manner were then introduced into 
the · chamber and their distribution recorded over seven hourly 
intervals after which they were returned to their culture dishes 
and given food and 1,1ater. The choice chamber was now allowed to 
come into equilibrium at 20°C overnight and the experimental 
animals were re-introduced for a further seven readings. The 
experiment was repeated on the followin~ day at 25°C. 
After a resting period of three days the experiment was re-
peated using the same animals but in this instance, the choice 
provided in the alternative chamber was between NaCl and glucose . 
Owing to what proved to be abnormal behaviour in one particular 
batch i t was necessary to use a larger number of animals in this 
latter experiment . 
Results: 
These experiments showed the hygroresponses of M. delany,i; 
to be reactions to relative humidity rather than to saturation 
deficit . Since the animals are euryhygrous , the eccritic 
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humidity being a range between 70 and 85% relative humidity at 
20°C, they should, if the receptors involved are evaporimeters, 
have a preferred range of saturation deficits falling within the 
limits determined by the relative humidity preferendum. Such a 
saturation deficit preferendum would therefore be the range be-
tween 2.65 and 5. 25 mm. Hg and one would expect avoidance of 
satt,.ration deficits below and above this rn.nge. Table 7.12 
shows the results obtained, which are not in keeping with a 
r esponse to saturation deficit. 
'l'able 7 .l_g . 
The effects of increasing saturation deficits on the 
humidity response to H. delanyi at constant relative 
humidity. 
Tern ra tur_e _ 
--
Relative 
Humidity% 
Saturation 
Deficit (mrn Hg 
No. of Animals 
) 
-
Relative 
Humidity 1o 
Saturation 
Deficit (rom Hg 
No . of Anims.ls 
) 
--· _10oQ_ ____ 
96 76.5 
0.:37 2 .16 
r--·---
4 16 
---··--· 
76.5 56 
2. 16 4.05 
46 26 
-
20°C 25°C 
-· : 
95 . 5 76 92,5 75 
1.14 4 . 21 l. 78 5.82 
--
-·-7 --~3 ~ 
:3 17 
76 55 75 I 55 
4.21 7.81 5.82 10.7 
I s4 18 50 121 
'--·-------
There is a consistent response to 75% relative humidity 
throughout, even where its associated saturation deficit does 
not fall within the preferred range. More critical analysis is 
possible in the case of the 76.5 - 56~ relative humidity choice 
at l0°C , where the associated saturation deficits fall below and 
within the preferendum respectively. The expected distributions 
from possible combinations of evaporimeter and hygrometer type 
hygroreceptors would, in this instance , be as follows: 
l. Wet and dry mediators are evaporimeters: Reaction to dry, 
since 2.16 mm. He is below preferendum. 
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2. Dry mediator an evaporimeter, wet mediator an hygrometer : 
Reaction to dry since 2.16 mm. Hg below preferendum and dry 
response is always dominant. 
'2' 
~ . Dry mediator an hygrometer, wet mediator an evaporimeter: 
Random distribution since each would be within its respec-
tive pr eferendum. 
4. Both wet and dry mediators are hygrometers: A wet response. 
The evidence therefor e strongly favours both hygroreceptors being 
of the hygrometer type. The reaction intensity towards the 
76.5% relative humidity in the 76.5 - 56% relative humidity 
choice at 10oc is somewhat lower than that at 20°C but statisti-
cal analysis has shown this difference to be not significant, the 
probability of it being due to chance being between 0.1 and 0.5 
(Chi-squared= 2.1). 
(vii) Nature of the Humidity Responses. 
In the case of M. delanyi we are faced with the elucidation 
of an avoidance of both high and low l:'.u . .J:~idities in normal ani!n9.ls 
and a water drive to the highest humidity available in desiccated 
specimens, whilst in ~-longi~data only the latter response is 
evident. Five possible means of investigation suggest themselves 
in order to determine the nature of each hygroresponse : 
1 . Observation of normal and desiccated ani~~ls in an alter-
native wet/dry choice chamber, providing a choice between 
the extremes . 
2. Observations of normal animals in an alternative choice 
chamber providing a choice between the eccritic humdity and 
calcium chloride (M. delanyi only) . 
3, Observations on normal and desiccated animals in uniform 
humidity cha mbers at different relative humidities. 
4. Observations on desiccated animals in an humidity er~dient to 
detect any directive response which may be present . 
5. The e ffects of unilateral removal of the hygroreceptors on 
the behaviour of desiccated animals in an humidity gradient 
and in a uniform humidity chamber. 
Preliminary experiments of this nature were carried out for 
both species under consideration. 
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Apparatus and method: 
Th~ alternative choice chamber used was the same as that 
previously described. Initially, specimens of M. delanyi which 
had had free access to food and wator were introduced, one at a 
time, into the choice chamber which contained distilled water and 
anhydrous calcium chloride as alternatives. Each individual 
'"as t:-:-acked on a plan of the chamber for a period of ten minutes 
and a record was kept of the number and duration of all periods 
during which each animal was stationary. The experiment was 
then r epeated, using specimens of M. delanyi which had been 
desiccated over anhydrous calcium chloride for a period of 48 
hours and of C. longicauda t~ \.Jhich had been subjected to 178 
hours desiccation. 
Normal specimens of M. delanyi were also tracked for 
periods of ten minutes in a choice chamber in which the two 
halves contained a saturated oolution of sodium chloride and 
anhydrous calcium chloride respectively, thus providing a humid-
ity choice between appr~ximately 751a and a very lo~ r elative 
humidity. 
The uniform humidity ch~mbers used were merely alternative 
choice chambers in which both sides contained the same reagent, 
thus providing a uniform humidity throughout. The paper nylon 
on the false floor of these chambers was divided into sixteen 
squares of equal area by means of faint pencil lines to which 
the animals were known not to react. Chambers of this type 
were set up using anhydrous calcium chloride, saturated solutions 
of glucose , sodium chloride ~nd potassium nitrate, and distilled 
water, providing relative humidities of ofo, ss;fo, 7S1a, 85;fo and 
100% respectively. Six animals were placed in a chamber at ~ny 
one time ~nd these were allowed to distribute themselves in the 
dark for a period of 30 minutes, after which the position of 
each animal in the chamber was noted under a diffuse red light 
and plotted. Position plotting was done on a scaled down plan 
of the chamber, the squares on the false floor facilitating 
accurate location . The positions of the animals were now 
re corded at fifteen-minute intervals over ~ period of ot hours, 
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enabling an estimate of the degree of activity to be made. 
Twelve animals were used at each relative humidity, thus Giving 
2 total of 168 readings and, in addition, desiccated specimens of 
both species were tested at o% relative humidity. 
A humidity gradient was obtained in ~n alternative choice 
chamber by placing distilled water and calcium chloride in com-
partments in the trays under the false floor so as to be located 
at diagonally opposite corners of the choice chamber respec-
tively. The area thus falling under the direct influence of 
each reagent was in this way limited to four square centimeters 
with a lone gradient between the two extremes . Desiccated 
anim~ls of both species were introduced into the middle of this 
gradient and tracked on a plan of the chamber for a period of 
ten minutes. 
Amputation of a single antenna was effected in the usual 
manner, by cooling animals into a state of chill coma a nd then 
removing the flagellum of one antenna under a binocular micro-· 
scope, using sciss·or forceps for the operation. These animls 
were, after a recovery period of 48 hours, subjected to deeic-
cation for periods appropriate to each species after which their 
behaviour in unir orm humidity chambers at o% and 100% relative 
humidity and in a humidity gradient were observed. 
Results: 
Normal specimens of M. delanx! showed no avoidance of the 
wet s ide of the wet/dry alternative choice chamber, wandering 
freely into and out of the region of near saturation~ There 
was, however, a tendency to come to rest for lonq.er periods in 
the dry side of the chamber,as reflected in Table 7.15. 
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Table 7.15 . 
Numbers and durations of stops by six specimens of 
M. delany1 in a we t/dry alternative choice chamber 
during a period of t en minutes . 
1--- -----------------------
Animal No . vJet. Dry __ 
No. of Total No . of l-- Total 
2.:top~. duration s!ops_ _ duratiQ!f .. -
1 5 1.25 min 7 6 . 5 min 
2 4 2.00 4 7. 0 
5 5 0.75 4 6 . 2 
4 5 5.60 5 6.0 
5 2 4 . 25 5 5.9 
6 4 0 . 40 5 6.2 
·------· --·---- ---------
23 12.25 26 55.8 
Mean per 
individual 4 2. 04 4 . 5 6 . 0 
The difference between the total times spent at reat in the wet 
and dry sides of the chamber is statistically highly significant, 
the probability of the difference being due to chance being less 
than 0. 001 (chi-squared= 12 . 7; F1; 10 = 25.1) . 
These figures strongly suggest an activity orthokinesis, 
instrumental in keeping the animals out of conditions of too 
high a humidity. Confirmation of this was obtained from the 
experiments carried out in uniform humidity chambers, where the 
animals showed a far greater activity in a saturated atmosphere 
than at lower r elative humidities, as shown i n Table 7.14. 
The activity orthokinesis seems to funct ion only at humidities 
above the preferendum, there bein~ no significant difference 
between the numbers active at the lower r elative humidities . 
There is, however, a significant difference between the numbers 
active at 851o relative humidity and t.he three lower humidities, 
suggesting that the former value is very close to the upper 
limit of the preferendum. Table 7 .15 shows the probabilities 
of the differences between all values reflected in Table 7.14 
being due to chance. 
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Table 7.1!. Numbers of changes in position recorded for twelve 
specimens of M. delanyi at each of five different 
relative humidities . 
~elativ~ No. of aniiDS.ls 
humidity. moved (possible 168) 
--~ ------·-----
o"'· ;c 27 
s51o 23 
75% 31 
85% 45 
100~ 81 
Percentage 
activity. 
16 .lfo 
13. 61o 
18.41o 
26.7% 
48.2% 
Table 7.15 . Results of a statistical analysis of the data 
reflected in Table 7.14 (P = probability of 
difference being due to chance) • 
- -----
55~o r si_ 85;{__ oofo 
p 
·-
Chi2 r--L ~ 1----·--- hi2 _P_ Chi:_ p Chi2 
oia 0.9 0.37 0.9 o. 37 0.05 5.7 0.001 39 . 7 
ss% - - 0.5 1 . 4 0.10 8.9 0.001 46.8 
75% - - - - 0.10 3.3 0.001 33 . 4 
8Sfc - - - - 0.001 16.4 
-----------· ------·-~· . - ----:. -
A measure of the extent to which the activity orthokinesis 
accounts for the whole dry response may be reflected in a 
comparison between the percentage activity at two different 
humidities as per Table 7.14 and the distribution in a choice 
chamber offering these same humidities as alternatives . 
Table 7.16 shows the results of such an analysis. 
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Table 7.16. Comparison between expected and observed reaction 
intensities of the dry response of M. delanxi· 
Humidity 
&.nge 
---
100 - 90/85/~ 
.100- 75io 
100 - 55/5o% 
100 - CaCl2 
85 
- 75% 
-!-------- ----------------·--""' 
Reaction Intensity to Extent to which 
__ drY.!______ orthokines is 
Expected (vide Observed accounts for 
Table 7.15) reaction. 
0 , 28 0.85 :34% 
0 .45 0.46 97i~ 
0. 55 0.68 c(! 81;-. 
0.50 0.54 95% 
0 .18 I -0.037 lOOfo + 
--- --!--- -------
It appears that the activity orthokinesis could account for the 
whole of the dry response where the alternatives are saturated 
air and humidities below the eccritic range. There may, however, 
be another response involved at high humidities, since the ob-
served reaction intensity in the 100 - 90% choice is very much 
higher than the expected. \.Jhilst it is felt that the possibil-
ity of such a response cannot be rejected, the res.ults can not 
bQ regarded as proof of its exi stence. The activity at 100% 
relative humidity may well be considerably higher than indicated, 
particularly when considered in the l i ght of the results shown 
in Table 7,13. All that the results of the experiment now under 
consideration indicate is whether an animal has moved during the 
15 minutes immediately preceding a particular reading and not 
the actual number of moves which the animal has made during this 
period. Furthermore, the intensity of the orthokinesis was 
found to fall off with time, which would also affect the results, 
since these represent the total of 14 readings. 
The mechanism keeping M. delanyi out of too low a humidity 
was found to be less clearly defined. The animals showed very 
little movement in the choice chamber, most often going directly 
to the half of t he chamber in which the relative humidity was 
75%. Prolon~d observation showed that the animals would 
usually stop upon reaching the humidity barrier, often remaining 
stationary at this point for as long as ten minutes, after which 
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they 1.;ould turn back into more favourable humidity conditions. 
In a few instances the animals moved sufficiently often for 
tracking experiments, the results of which are shown in Figure 
7.28. These tracks do show a tendency for the animals, once 
in the dry side of the chamber, to move back to more equible 
conditions but no clear directive response was evident. 
Desiccated individuals of both species showed a pos i tive 
r3sponse to the wet side of the wet/dry alternative chamber and 
a clear avoidance of the dry. Both species would come to rest 
in the wet side of the chamber but whilst M. delanyi would still 
frequently change their pos ition wi thin the wet side of the 
chamber, ~longic~udata would settle down very quickly, after 
which movement was rare . Figure 7.29 shows the results of 
tracking experiments carried out on both species . 
It was found that some desiccated specimens showed very 
little tendency to move at all, regardless of whether they were 
in the wet or dry side of the chamber . These were found to 
have suffered too great a water loss during desiccation which 
had inactivated them. A numner of these animals actually died 
during the course of the experi~rent. 
Experiments carried out in a humidity gradient indicated the 
possible presence of a directing mechanism which would lead the 
animals to a rQeion of high humidity when suffering extreme 
water loss in desiccated specimens of both species. The animals 
move more or less directly towards the region of higher humidity 
as shown in Fieure 7.50, M. debanyi a r.ain showing some activity 
even after the r egion of higher humidity had been reached, 
whilst C. longicaudata would settle quite rapidly and not necess-
arily in the region of higher humidity but in fairly close prox-
imity to it. It waa hoped that amputation of the hygroreceptors 
on one side would eive some indicat ion of the nature of this 
response but this had no effect . Desiccated animals with only 
one antenna could still locate the region of high humidity in a 
gradient and s howed no circus movements in conditions of uniform 
high humidity . This is hardly surprising, since the mobility 
and thus the scanning ability of the antenna would make a tropo-
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Path followed by M. delanvi in an alternative 
choice chamber showinp. avoidance of humi dities 
below the preferendum. 
161. 
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C. LONGICAUOATA A. c . 
M. D£LANVI .... a. c . 
Fig. 7.29 Paths followed by desiccated specimens of 
M. delanyi and C. longicaudata in an alternative 
choice chamber showin~ marked klinokinesis away 
from the dry. 
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Paths followed by desiccated specimens of 
~delagyi and C. longicaudata in a humidity 
gradient . 
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taxis unlikely. A klinokinesis avoiding dry condi t ions could 
easily account for the animal s being directed towards the wet 
since it will ah1ays tend to prevent them from entering conditions 
which are drier than the ir prosent surroundings . Thu me chanis m 
would thus probably ')e a kl inotaxis but since the antennae are 
normally moving when the animal is ~ctive, this i s not eas ily 
conf irmed. 
D3siccation hJ.d some effect on the activity of both species 
under uniform dry conditions when compared vlith normal animals 
but this effect was not as marked as one would expect, perhaps 
due to adaptat i on of or damage to the sensory apparatus . Table 
7.17 shows a comparative analysis of t he degree of activity 
between normal and desiccated animals in a uniform humidity 
chamber at ofa r elative humidity. 
1able 7.17. A comparison between the activity of normal a nd 
Experiment 
desiccated specimens of M. delaDZi and ~ longi-
caudata in a uniform humidity chamber at ofa 
relative humidity. 
- -
M. delanv_i..:..__ 
- - · 
c. longicaudata. 
Normal Desiccat e d Normal Desiccated 
No. 
t------· ------- 1----·--
---- ---·· ··--
1 17 18 7 16 
2 10 25 10 13 
..... 
·-
Total 27 ___ __iQ_ 17 29 
-·-t-· 
Chi- squared: 4 . 6 3. 62 
Probability 0 . 05 
--~----
___l .os 
The negative ~eotaxis shown by both Machiloide~delanyi a nd 
Ctenolepisma longicuudata has already been alluded to. Because 
of the observat i ons made in some of the experiments previously 
described, a close watch was kept on the positions in which the 
animals were normally found , both in the culture dishes and in 
the field . M. delanYi was most often found hanging, ventral 
surface uppermost , from the lower surface of stones or pieces 
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of bark, both in cultures and in the natural habitat, whilst 
Q_._12ngic~gat~ was found normally to take up a similar position 
on the filter paper in the culture dishes. These observations 
had to be confirmed by means of experiments, where the animals 
were not influenced by stimuli other than gravity. 
App:natus and method: 
A simple apparatus was employed to confirm the negative 
response to gravity showh by both species. Three strips of box-
wood i·Jere placed in a deep plastic dish, each with one end rest-
ing on the floor of the dish and the other resting against one 
of the walls. Ten or fe1.-1er animals, which had been fed and 
watered before commencement of the experiment, were placed on 
the floor of the dish which was then left in a darkened constant 
temperature room at 20°C overnight, after which period the 
positions of the anim2ls in the apparatus were recorded. 
The dishes were covered by means of perforated lids to ad-
mit free access of air and each chamber was tested for uniformity 
of the humidity within ~y means of two cobalt thiocyanate papers, 
one of which was suspended from the lid, the other placed on the 
floor under a screen of plastic gauze . When these were com-
pared, no difference in colour could be detected, therefor e the 
humidity was assumed to be nearly uniform throughout the 
apparatus. In order to ensure that the animals were not attract-
ed to some substance present at one or other site on the poxwood 
strips, the positions of these were changed so that the lower 
end, restine on the floor of the dish, in one experiment, 
became the upper end, restinb against t he wall, in the next. 
Results: 
The results were expressed simply as the numbe rs of animals 
found at rest on the floor of the dish and on the upper, lower 
and lateral surfaces of the strips respectively as refl ected in 
Table 7 .18 and serve to confirm the earlier observations . 
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Sites of settling of M. delanyi and C. long!-
~data in the apparatus described in text, show-
ing a negative response to gravity. 
~~of Ani1119.ls 
• __11_. del~[l..Yi C. longicaud~ta _ 
Floor of apparatus 
Upper surface of strip 
Lower surface of strip 
Lateral surface of strip 
1-
4 7 
1 
17 14 
4 0 
Both species show a negative geotaxis and poss ibly a dorsal 
gravity response. No attempt has been made to locate the sense 
organs mediating the gravity responses of the animals or to 
dete rmine the exact nature of the response. 
Humidit,y. 
Animals are never subjected to only one category of stimulus, 
to the exclusion of all others, at any given time, thus whilst 
one physical factor in a particular part of the environment may 
be within the preferred range , another may be unfavourable. 
Clearly, there must be some interaction between the responses to 
all the stimuli impinging on the sense organs, vlhich will decide 
whether the animal will avoid a particular niche or occupy it . 
Whilst it would be impossible to investigat e combinations of all 
the possible factors which may be encountered, the more import-
ant of these, temperature, light and humidity were considered 
for both Machiloides delanyi and Ctenolepis~ longicaudata. 
For obvious technical reasons only two factors were considered 
at any one time. 
Apparatus and method: 
The interaction between temperature and light were investi-
gated using the "Temperature Organ11 already described . A mask 
of black cartridge paper was constructed which could be used to 
darken 10 em. of the length of the trough holding the experiment-
al animals 1 l ea.'ting on;Ly a space of 0,5 em, between the floor of 
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the trough and the mask to allow the animals free entry to and 
exit from the darkened area. The mask was placed so as to darken 
en the region between thermometers 5 and 7 and two 60 watt 
el ectric l amps wore placed approximately 55 em. above the 
apparatus, adjusted to light the interior of the trough as 
evely as possible . 
The experimental animal s were placed in the apparatus and 
~llowed to distribute the mselves in the da rk over a period of 
one hour and the ir positions were recorded. The t r ough was now 
lit for a period of 50 minutes by means of the overhead lamps, 
after which a further r ecord of the di stribution was made. Heat 
applied to the apparatus with the overhead lights remaining on, 
set up a t emperature gradient in the apparatus and the distri-
JUtion of t he animals was noted as the gradient steepened. 
A similar experiment was done using a directive light beam, 
achieved by fixing a mirror at the cold end of the apparatus and 
a black paper mask, similar in construction to the one descri bed 
for the previous experiment, but allowing entry and exit only 
from the s ide facing the mirror, was positioned so as to darken 
the area between thermometers 5 and 5. The lir,ht ~earn from a 
microscope lamp 1-1as directed onto the mirror to give a beam of 
directive light along the length of the trough. Dark adapted 
animals were placed in th~ light beam to ensure normal responses 
to direct ivv light and once the animals haa made tneir way into 
the dark a temperature gradient was set up. The r eactions of 
the animals to the conflicting stimuli was noted as the 
gradi ent steepened . I t was found necessary to fix a strip of 
glass to the far vJa l l of t he mask in order to prevent the ::mi ms.l 
from clim ·ing up t he paper and thus out of the r egi on of t he 
temperature stimulus . 
The interaction between light and humidity was investigated 
in an alternat ive wet/dry choice chamber, half of which could 
be d:trkened by mean.s of a bla~k paper mask . The experimental 
animals, which had been dark adapted and had had free access to food 
food and 1-1ater before the experiment, vJere given a choice be-
hJeen near -sat urated, dark conditions and dry, lieht condit ions, 
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\·Ihich would evoke conflicting r.Jsponses , in one experiment and 
between near-saturated lieht and dry dark conditions in a con-
trol experiment. These experiments were repeated using animals 
which had been desiccated for t8 and 176 hours in the cases of 
M. dela£l1 ~nd ~· longicaudata respectively. In the latter case, 
ho,.Tever, a further control experiment was necessary in order to 
determine whether desiccation had any effect on the normal light 
responses of the animals . Here d·3siccated animals were placed 
in a light/dark choice chamber with a uniform humidity through-
out and their light responses were noted. 
Temperature-humidity interaction was investigated only in-
so far as it affected the activity orthokinesis of M. delanY! at 
the eccritic humidity. The animals were placed in a uniform 
humidity chamber over a saturated solution of sodium chloride; 
the relative humidity within the chamber was approximately 76fo 
The chamber was placed in a darkened constant tern-
perature room at 15°C and the animals introduced. The positions 
of the animals were plotted at 30 minute intervals over a period 
of four hours, after which the temperature of the constant tem-
perature room was increased to 50°C and a further ten half-
hourly plots were made . The effects of temperature on the 
actual choice of the animals in an alternative chamber was not 
determined since it was found impossible to set up suitable 
temperature alternatives in such a chamber. 
Results: 
Temperatures a~ove 30°C would cause ~· delanvi to l eave the 
shelter of the black paper mask in the temperature organ, whilst 
C. longicaudata would remcin in the dark until a temperature of 
about 35°C was reached . These temperatures are somewhat lower 
than the temperatures normally avoided by the animals, but 
approximately correspond to the temperatures at which the tern-
perature activity orthokinesis elicits a high level of activity 
in each case. The results are shown in Fi~res 7 .31 and 7. 52 . 
Where the light beam was used, the temperatures at which the 
animals emerged from the shelter of the mask were somewhat 
0 0 higher , namely 35 C and 57 C for M. delanyi and ~ longic~udata 
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Fi g. 7. 51 Distribution of M. delanyi in a temperature organ 
provided, with shelter from light, before and after 
the establishment of a t emperature gradient . 
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res:p3 ctively. This latter result is probably due to the inten~ 
sity of the light stimulus being considerably higher in the case 
of the directive light beam. 
In normal animals the light response takes precedence over 
the humidit:\r responses as determined in previous experiments, 
the animals showing a 100% reaction to the dark regardless of 
the associated relative humidity. However, desiccation of the 
animals r everses the order of precedence of these two responses 
and the animals will congregate in the region of highest humid-
ity irrespective of whether this region is dark or not. These 
r esults are summarised in Table 7.19. 
Table 7.19 . Distribution of M. delanyi and C. longicaudata in 
an alternative humidity choice chamber with one half 
darkened so as to provide confli cting and r e inforc-
ing light stimuli to t he humidity responses. 
No . of Animals: 
Species and Condi tion Wet Dry Wet Dry 
Dark Light Light Dark 
N· delanyi 
I 
Normal 16 0 0 16 
Desiccated 18 0 15 3 
c. longicauda ta I 1 
Normal 15 0 0 15 
Desiccated 18 0 17 1 
1--· 
-
Desiccation was found to have no effect on the normal light 
responses of the animals . 
In the case of M. delanyi the temperature activity ortho-
kines i s was found to come into effect even when conditions of 
relative humidity were in the preferred range . The percentage 
activity increased from 7% at 15°C to 90% at 30°C, based on t he 
results obtained f rom twelve a nimals. 
Temperature the refore appears to have an overriding influ-
ence over the humidity and l i ght responses , whilst the light 
responses will suppress humidity r esponses in normal animals 
but not in desiccated animals , where the water drive is dominant. 
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The adaptive nature of the behavioural responses considered 
in this investigation is self evident. The temperature respon-
ses ensure that the animals are kept out of conditions likely to 
be lethal, while the light re~onses ensure that they are not 
exposed to the full rigours of the environment. The humidity 
reactions of M. delanyi confine it to its typical niche where it 
enjoys some measure of freedom from predators, parasites and 
disease whilst suffering minimal water loss. Escape from com-
petition, ~redators and parasites probably also accounts for the 
negative geotaxis shovm by M. delanyi. This response would 
further assist in l eaC:ing the animals to a position 111here the 
humidity is usually within the preferred range. In the habitat 
whore the bulk of the material used in this investigation was 
collected, and where the study of physical conditions in the 
environment was made , the niche on the lower surface of the stones 
on the talus slope was shared only by a relatively small number 
of spiders and ploearid bugs and occasionally a few other hexa-
pods such as Psocoptera, whilst the litte r, humus layers and the 
bases and undersides of stones lying in the humus supported a 
considerable fauna. The significance of the negative response 
to gravity in the case of C. longicaudata is not at all clear, 
since other Lepismatoideu encountered in the field do not 
apparently respond to gravitJr in their settlipg behaviour, 
always being encountered on the ground under the stones for ming 
the habitat. Thigmotaxis suggests itself as being important 
here , a nd possibly also in the case of C. longicaudat~, but this 
aspect has not been investigated. 
Experiments have shown that the avoidance of high temperatUF 
es takes precedence over all other behavioural responses investi-
gated, s ince it constitutes the factor most likely to be lethal. 
The r eaction to darkness normally dominates the humidity respon-
ses since leaving shelter not only exposes the animals to the 
risk of hyperthermia due to solar heat , 0ut al so to attack by 
diurnal predators. The dominance of the water drive over the 
positive response to darkness is perhaps explicable in terms of 
the lethality of excessive \>Jater loss but it is doubtful whether 
the need for replenishment is ever so urgent under anything like 
normal conditions as to necessitate a search for water by day, 
since the rate of water loss from both M. delanyi and C. longi-
caudata is sufficiently low to allow for a water seardh to be 
deferred until after nightfall. This increase in impermeabil-
ity probably accounts for the fact that the desiccation has no 
effect on the light responses of the Thysanura, as is the case 
in Porce1lio soaber (Latrielle) where exposure to dry air re-
verses the normal ne gat ive light response, causing the animals 
to leave a dry s helter in search of moisture (Abbott, 1918, 
quoted i n Edney, 1954). A similar reversal of the li~ht 
response has been shown for Tenebrio molitor, an animal extremely 
resistant to desiccation (Perttunen and Lahermaa, 1958) but here 
the response may well be necessary since the animal both inhab-
its a very dry environment, where free water is not always 
readily available and has not been shown to have the ability to 
absorb water from the atmosphere. 
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8. DISCUSSION 
It is now necessary to view, as a whol~, the results ob-
tained from this investigation. These oormit us to put forward 
a tentative explanation for the distribution of the two orders 
comprising the Thysanura and also to draw at least some conclus-
ions pertaining to escape from the shelter of the forest floor, 
a step which must have been of the utmost importance in the 
evolution of the Pterygota. Associated with changes in habitat 
are changes in orientation behaviour, ensuring that this meets 
the requirements of the new environment; physiological adap-
tation must co hand in hand with behavioural adaptation to ensure 
the snocess of a species in the invasion of a new habitat . Such 
changes in ehaviour, in turn, may involve changes in the sensory 
apparatus of the animals concerned and since this aspect, to-
gether with the evolution of some behavioural responses, would at 
times involve a digression from the main theme outlined above, 
these will be dealt with separately . 
8.1 Factors __ Affect_i!_!g_:t,he Dist.ribuiion of_ the Thysanura . 
From studies on the habitats of the two species under con-
s ideration, it i s apparent that the only factor common to both is 
darkness . M. delanyi typically inhabits a niche characterised 
by a stable microclimate; the humidity i n this habitat seldom, 
if eve r, reaches saturation, nor does it fall to a l evel where 
evaporation would ~e excessive. The animals have developed a 
moderate resistance to water loss but the degree of r esistance is 
very variable , being dependent on the stage within an instar and 
probably on a number of other hitherto underdetermined factors. 
By limiting itself to the protection of its typical habitat 
H. delany_i is, therefore , subject to the minimal risk of 
suffering excessive water loss . Temperature extremes also never 
occur in the typical habitat, although specimens have been en-
countered where the temperature is hi~her than the determined 
preferendum. The animal's orientation behaviour is such as to 
ensure that it attains the conditions which prevail in its typic-
al habitat. 
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1he typical habitat of C. longicaudata ahows considerable 
fluctuations in its climatic conditions. The cover of the 
stones provides shelter from temperature extremes, but the 
humi dity is very varial)le. Greater resistance to water loss 
probably accounts for the humidity indifference of this species 
and, while temperature will limit its choice of niche, it attains 
the shelter of its typi cal habitat largely by means of its i ight 
r es ponses. 
Three factors must be considered as of some importance in 
governing distribution . These are the availability of food, 
the possible restrictions imposed by temperature and finally 
humidity. Food can be dismissed as a factor limiting the dis-
tribution of the Machiloidea since they are known to feed on the 
leaves of many plants in t he absence of their usual food plants 
(Kuhnelt, 1961) and there seems to be no reason why they should 
not adapt wholly to this diet . Temperature as a limi ting factor , 
however, requires a more thorough consideration. 
c. lgngicaudata has a hi gher temperature range than M. delanyi, 
both in its ~referendum and i ts upper critical temperature, but 
it seems hardly likely that a lower temperature ran~ has been 
the limiting factor in restricting the distribution of the ~~ch-
iloidea. Delany · (195.1) reports a higher temperature tole rance 
than that shown by M. delan~i in the shore living machilid 
Petrobius marititimus (Leach) on Lundy. Field measurements of 
the temperatures under stones inhabited by this species showed it 
0 
to occupy niches where the temperature was as high as 28 . 6 C, 
although the relative numbers of animals found at this extreme 
and at lower temperatures are not given . If indeed the animals 
do consistently occupy niches where these high temperatures ob-
tain, this can be acen as an example of a machilid speci es which, 
like the Lepismatoidea, has abandoned the more sheltered, environ-
ment common to most Machiloidea , for the harsher conditions of 
the unprotected sea shore and which has had to adapt both its 
temperature tolerance and temperature r e sponses to suit the 
new environment. 
This is not, however, to minimise the importance of 
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ac~~ing hieher temperatures on leaving the shelter of the 
forest . If other factors permit the invasion of harsher con-
ditions and the anima.l is unable to adapt to the temperature con-
ditions obtaining in the new surroundings, the invasion of the 
new environment is doomed to failure. However, the experiments 
carried out in the present investigation have shown that, while 
temperatures above the eccritic do result in avoiding or escape 
behaviour, these conditions are not necessarily lethal. ri· 
d l . . l d t t t of ~o0c d ~D~ SUTVlVCS pro once exposure 0 a empera ure u an 
clearly if the population pressure were sufficiently strong to 
force the inv~sion of ~n area where temperatures of this order 
prevailed in the typical niche, the animals should, like 
Petro£i~ritimus , be able to adapt to the new temperature 
conditions. 
The higher temperature tolerance of C. longicaudata is a 
necessary adaptation to the environment in which it lives but 
cannot be regarded as the factor which has allowed it to invade 
these conditions. Such tolerance must have evolved under the 
new conditions. 
Thus i t would appear that humidity i s the factor most likely 
to be limiting the distribution of the Machiloidea. It seems 
that the greater water loss suffered by H. delanyi limits it to 
regions where this would not be excessive. Both li. delanyi and 
C. longic~data, however, lose water faster than do the p>teryg~:rtB: 
and other arthropods ~>Jhich have invaded the more arid regions. 
1~e have, therefore, to elucidate not only why, despite this 
physiolo~ical shortcoming, the Lepismatoidea a re so widely spread 
but also why the Machiloidea occur in areas which mi~ht be re-
garded as physiolozically unsuited to them. 
Now if an a nimal is to invade a dry 'l rea, the risk of a 
high rate of water loss be ing fata l is not great if the loss can 
be made good before thd internal water store has been depleted 
to a degr ee wher e cellular function i s impaired. But the 
invasion of a dry region usually requires the org::mism to have an 
eccritic humidity that is ~>elow saturation. Consequently, when 
its water content falls , a water drive must ')e displayed, i.e. 
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the bumidit" response must reverse . 
Such a reversal of a dr~.r response after desiccation h:1s been 
shown, among other examples, for Blatt~~ntali~ (Gunn and 
Cosw.1y, 1958); Ptinus tectu~ (_·entley, 1944), Triboliu.fg 
castaneum (1.-iillis and Roth, 1950), Tenebrio molitor (Dodds and 
Ewer, 1952), the tick J!ode£_ricinus (Lees, 1948) and for the 
diplopods SchiZQEhv1lum_Q~bulosum and Jul~_terrestris (Perttunen, 
1955) . Indeed it seems certain that such a reversal must occur 
in any species whose eccritic humidity is below saturation and it 
certainly does in both species of Thysanura under investigation. 
By virtue of its moderate impermeability and its water drive 
M. delanv~ should be abla to survive outside the shelter of the 
forest canopy and to invade the habitat of the Lepismatoidea . 
This indeed it does, but only in certain localities within its 
eeographical range. Such an invasion would require ' only two 
things; that the ~nimal accepts a somewhat higher temperature 
range and that it can replenish its internal w~ter store more 
frequently than a typical lepismid . In fact M. delanyi and at 
l uast on~ other undescribed species of Hachiloides have pene-
trated the arid r8gion known as the False Karroo to the north-
west of Gr2ha mstown . In this area the animals are found next to 
streams a nd stock watar dams . T,Tygodzinsky (1955) reports· that 
species of !~chilinus ar e found in comparabl e niches in extremely 
a rid regions in ~rgentina . These a nimals thus seem to be abl e 
to invade these mora arid ar~~s, provided a supply of water is 
continually ava ilable . ~i1inus may in all probability have 
invaded these arid regions by following the courses of rivers 
down from th~ more equible conditions of t he l ndes . M. del anyi 
may have invade d the more arid regions of t he· False Karroo in the 
same manner, since the watershed of the streams flowing through 
this r egion lies in a mist belt "lnd supports o~an.v remnants of 
indigenous f orest. 
Thus the ir g"aneral inability to curb wat er los s v10uld seem 
to limit the distribut i on of the l~chiloidea only insofar as it 
ne cessitates frequ8nt re plenishment of the inte rnal water store 
a nd t hat th~ chi ef fact or l imiting the ir dist ribution is the 
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availaoility of water . Wygodzinsky (1955) points out that the 
South African ~chiloidea , of which Machiloide~ is the dominant 
genus, are confined to regions wher e the assured rainfall is 
between 20 and 30 inches . One can t~ke this~ step further and 
say that they are confined to a r vgion where, on the ~verage for 
the thirty year period 1921 to 1950, seldom a month passes with-
out a rainfall of at least 10 mm. (Heathe r Bureau, 1957). This 
recion corresponds to the discont inuous forest belt which lies 
bel ow the Great Escarpmclnt , as shown in Figur e 2 . 01 . During the 
summer months a low pressure r egion pdrsists over the i nland 
plateau of the subcontinent, i.e . over the region above the 
escar pment . This low pr essure ~e~ion allows an influx of moist 
air from the coast into the interior and results in summer r ains, 
not onl~r in the interior but also in the region below the escarp-
ment . T!·1e western t ip of the forest belt receives much l ess 
rain during these summer months but is never subject to long 
periods without any form of precipitation. During the winter 
months , however , the low pressure system over the intdrior is 
very weak, if it exists at all , and the weather of the subconti-
nent is greatly influenced by deep cyclonic depressions moving 
from west to east past the southe rn tip of Africa. These give 
rise to winter rains along the 111estern and southern coastal 
r egions, but no rain falls over the interior during thi s time of 
the year . Tho eastern aspects of the forest belt will r e ceive 
l uss r ain in vlinte r than the southern ~nd western parts, but thoy 
are subject to periodic influxes of moist air from the coastal 
regions, resulting in mist and li~ht rain . This moist air does 
not penetrate the interior, be in~· stopved by the escarpment . 
Thus 111hile the discontinuous forest ·-,elt receives a measure of 
precipitation t~rou~·hout the .':rear , the inland plat eau may h:.ve 
no rainfall at all during the period from Hay to September. Now 
even at moderate saturation deficits , ~~elanY! will lose water 
at a rate vlhich will necessitate regular uptake of water . This 
requirement cannot be satisfied on the inland plateau dur i ng its 
prolonged drr period. 
C. longicaudata shows an advance over M. delanyi in at l eas'!; 
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two aspects of its wata r ~conomy. It has acqui~d both a higher 
resistance to water loss dnd the ability to absorb water fr om a 
subsaturated atmosphere. The former r educes the need for fre -
quent replenishment of the water store , while the latter enabl es 
the animals to effect such r eplenishment under conditions in 
which M._Qelanvi_loses water. Further, there is the possibility 
that C. longicaudata can retain meta .. ·olic water, which may help 
i t t ide over periods of drouf;ht; cert .. linly the large fat stores 
make this a l ikelihood. 
Even in the most arid regions, humidities from which the 
l epismids can abs orb water va pour must occur far more frequently 
than actual precipitation and the widespr ead distribut ion of the 
Lepismatoidea can therefore Qe attributed to t he water ~aining 
mechanisms t-Thich has made them independent of the presenc .: of 
liquid water. 
In summary then, the MachiloideJ. ar.: restricted in the ir 
distribution by the inadequacy of the ir water r et2ining a nd water 
uptake mechanisms . These limit them to r e:sions 1o1here ivater in 
liquid form i s always readily avai laole; an increase in the 
efficiencv of e i ther or both of these would permit them t o extend 
the ir range considerablv. Of these two, .he wa t er uptake mech-
anism seems to · ·e t he more limiting, the ves icles of the Machil-
oidea not only .Je ing r estricted in the ir use to the uptake of 
liquid water but <.1lso r ender ed unusable by excessive water loss. 
It is now possible to consider, in the li~ht of these d~ta, 
the evolut ion of the two Thysanuran orders a nd of the Pt e r ygota. 
The ancestr a l habitat of the terrestrial :i.rthropoda was almost 
cer tainly the moister l i tter la~~rs of the for est floor, for here 
the ill-adapted animals would have found sufficient moisture a nd 
shelte r . To maintain themselves in such a habitat one would 
expect the eccritic humidi ty of the early t~rrestrial art hropods 
to have been a t or near saturation .. However, this habitat must 
have housed not only a considerable population of ~nimals in 
competition for food and space but conditions would hava been 
such as to favour t he sor ead of various diseases . 
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One may thus visualise that any animal '1-Thich could survive in 
slightly less humid conditions would oe at an advantage; that 
there would be , in other words, s3lection for an eccritic humid-
ity sliP'htly l:lelow saturation. This indeed seems to be the case 
in Peri~topsi£_~~lev1 ~nd - ursell and Ew~r (1950) in discussig 
tha dry response of this animal sug"est that fun:gal disea:ses may 
provide an important selection pressure for a reaction away from 
saturation conditions . Such considarations could well apply to 
the early Thysanum for, in h boratory cultur es, H. delanvi has 
been found to ba prone to attack by fungi under conditions of 
high humidity. \-lygodz insk.Y (l9t1l) similarly reports mortality 
in his cultures due to the fun~~s Verticillium terrastr~ or a 
closely related species. He also records infestation both by 
gregarine protozoa, the infective sporozoites of which are prob-
ably more readily in~sted where high humidity favours their 
survival, and by the nymphs of trombidiform mites , also usually 
asGociated with the moister humus layer. Thus it seems hiehly 
probable that the danger of such parasites , together with pre-
dator s such as Onychophora and Chilopoda, and ~lso competition 
with ~ ID'Tia~ of other org~nisms inh~biting the moister layers, 
would all confer considerable selective advantage on a dry 
response. 
i1. delanv1 does not constitute the only case where the 
eccritic humidity does not correspond '1-Tith the optimum for sur-
viv~l in terms of physiological limi tations. The case of 
Peripatopsis.....!!!Q~leyi has already 1-,ee n mentioned. Similarly 
Ptin~~gs Boie has been shown by Ee ntley (l9t14) to have a 
distinct preference for dry a ir, althou~·h Ewer and Ewer (1942) 
found an optimal humidity of a:;out '70't relative humidity for all 
stages in its ( evelopment. In this case , the selective advantage 
of the dry reaction i s obscure. 
Thus it appears that the constant pressure for abandoning 
the moister humus layers resulted in the acquisition of a dry 
r esponse which was followed hy the evolution of better wate r 
retention as discussed in Part 6. 5. This would result in the 
physiological condition and humidit ~r responses encountered in 
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M. delanz! . In these terms the M~chiloidea can be re~arded as 
a relict of the early Thysanura which '1ecame established in the 
drier parts of the forests, where they enjoyed some freedom 
from competition, predators ~nd disease. 
Other niches were,however, open which would, in all probab-
ility, have been free from competition at the time when the 
terrestrial cryptof~una was evolving. These included both the 
forest canopy and also the more open country, where stones and 
smaller plants would provide shelter to a nocturnal animal, thus 
ensuring that the full rigours of the environment were cushioned 
by a more equibl~ microclimate. 3oth these niches could be 
invaded by animals which had attained a reasonably efficient 
water retainin~ mechanism and the ancestral Lepismatoidea prob-
ably first oioneered t !!e more open country. Initially these 
animals would have been dependent upon eversible vesicles for 
water uptake; the presence of these organs in the Nicoletidae 
suggests that they were also present in the ancestral forms. 
This would have limited them in much the same way as it limits 
the distribut ion of the Nachiloidea today, ~ut an elal:Joration of 
the ir water ret~ininv mechanism into one of water upt~ke made 
the animals independent of the presence of liquid water. Such a 
step, together with constant selection pressures both for 
improvement of cuticul~r impermeaoility, ~nd for the choice of 
a protected niche , nm.,: onabled the animals to survive under any 
conditions where the relative humidity periodically exceeded the 
lower limit of their water uptake ability and where sufficient 
food material was availahl e . 
The pterygota probably evolved from an arboreal l ine. 
Flight could not have evolved in any other than a climbing form. 
Here too, i n all pro:Ja .·ility, t he a'nility to a'osorb water from a 
subsaturated atmosphere would have Jeen of importance and due to 
transpiration by the plants conditions among the foliage would 
provide the high humidity to make the uptake of water vapour 
possible . The a'b ility to ai)sorb water vapour shown by a number 
of extant insects m y well r epresent the retention of this 
ancestral char~cter. 1 rith the adve nt of flieht came the nee d 
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for a strengthening of the cuticle and, since the animals now 
ranged further, the development in the cuticle of physical 
barr iers to water loss, both of these tendencies would culminate 
in the evolution of t he tough impermeable cuticle common to most 
Pter ygota . 
Finally, reverting to the distribution of the ihchiloi dea 
in Southern Afr i ca, mention must be made of l1achiloides solitar -
1!!2. Silvestri. The presence of this species at Okahandja i n 
South \-Jest Africa upsets the view expounded here . Hhile there 
can be no doubt about tho correct identificati on of this species 
as a I'1a.chilid, it must ··.e stressed t hat to date only the type 
specimen, a solitary female, has 'l:een collected. This casts 
so!D3 doubt on vrhether the species was in fact collected at 
Okahandja and it is possible that an error in labelling of speci-
mens may have occurred . If further specimens confirm its dis-
tribution, not only will it prove to be an animal of the greatest 
physiological interest, but the present hypothesis may require 
significant modification. To develop a more complex picture of 
Thysanuran evolution upon a unique specimen is not now, however, 
justified. 
Having considered the behavioural and physiological chanees 
which hove been instrumental in the emancipation of the Arthro-
poda from the sheltered environment of the forest floor, there 
remains for discussion the possible effects of these changes of 
habitat on the sense organs and the mechanisms of the behavioural 
responses of the animals . For this it is necessary to include 
results obtained with other arthropods . While much work has 
been done on humidity re sponses of various arthropods, there are 
nevertheless considerable gaps in our present knowledge of this 
aspect alone, and the evidence on which the discussion of the 
temperature and li~ht responses is based is, to say the l east, 
scanty. An attempt at synthesis must, therefore , by virtue of 
the incompleteness of our present knowled.~ , be speculative, but 
as such, it may serve to draw attention to the need for and 
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direction of further investigations. 
( i) Tem,E£!:_ature_r£,£~tors !illg_respo!!~S! , 
Before embarking on a discussion of tha evolution of thermo-
receptors and temperature responses, it is necessary to review 
our present knowled,~e of these orga.ns in the antennulate arthro-
pods. The localisation of the main tamperature receptors on tl:B 
antennae, particularly where these are relatively long as in 
most primitive hexapod groups, allows for due warning of adverse 
temperature conditions. These appendages are usually stretched 
out ahead of the animal, and their mobility permits efficient 
scanning and exploration of the surroundings. ' Jherever the 
temperature senses of antennulate arthropods have been investi-
gated these have ~een found to be centred, at least in part, on 
the antennae . 
Herter (quoted in Higgleswort h, l95 o:c: ) has shown t hat removal 
of the t erminal segment of the antennae of Pvrrhocoris ~ and of 
bzgaeus §..£ (Hemiptera, Hetoroptera) causes a considerabl e upset 
in the animals' ability to avoid hif h t emperatures; these obser-
vations have been subsequently confirmed and ext ended by Geb-
hardt (1951, 1953). fyr!:ho£2ris __ apt~gs L., for example, shows 
an increas e in its temperatur e avoidance threshold of from 
45.22 ± O.l5°C in the intact animal to between 50 a nd 53°C when 
the antennae are removed; a s i milar increase upon antennectomy 
is shown by ~~us eguestris L. In neither case was an alter -
native concentration of thermoreceptors,responsible for the 
avoiding reaction at t he new thresholds, 11pparent. This had led 
to the SUfS ,..es tion that t hese are s cat t ered over t he whol e body 
surface . 
Antennal thermore ceptors have ·~een s ho1tm to occur i n ot her 
arthropods, and, i n s ome of t hese cases, t he pr esence of addit -
ional t hermoreceptors can be i nferred but they have not been 
localised; these include s ome Phasmida (Cappe de Ba illon, 1932, 
quoted in Buddenbrock, 1952, Gryl lus bimacul at us L. (Amouri q, 
1955), and Lithobi us f orf,i;catus L. ("1auer, 1955). In the cases 
list ed be low, hovJever, alternat ive r eceptor s have been localised 
Collembola 
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Antennae and and of abdomen (quoted in Buddenbrock, 
1952 - no authority given) 
Achet~ an0 Liogryllus (Orthoptera - Grylloidea) - Antennae, 
maxillar3r palps, tarsi and cerci (Herter, 1924 
quoted in Buddenbrock, 1952) 
otiorhynchus l~stici L. (Coleoptera - Curculionidae) 
Antennae and tarsi (Gebhardt, 1953) 
Dorcus~rallelepipedus L. (Coleoptera - Lucanidaa) -
Antennae and maxillar~r palps. (Gebhardt, 1953) 
The problem now poses itself as t o why an insect should be 
equipped with more than one concentration of thermoreceptors and 
why these should have different avoidance thresholds, the anten-
nal threshold commonly oe ing the lower. It is t empting to inter-
pret this as meaning that the antennal receptors are sensing a ir 
temperature while the other receptor groups are concerned with 
substrate temperature. 
Exposed environments, where the substratum is subjected to 
the full effect of the sun, may attain surface temperatures of 
as much as 7 0°C (Alexander and Ewer, 1958) Hhereas the associated 
air temperature would seldom exceed a little over half this 
figure. By virtue of the small area of contact, limited to the 
tarsi of the legs and, in the case of the Thysanura, the abdom-
inal st7les, arthropods ffiQy well be able to tolerate higher sur-
face temperatures than air temperatures, provided that there is 
some air movement llet~oreen the animal and the surface of the sub-
stratum. The work of Alexander and Ewer (1958) on the scorpion 
OpisthoEhthalmus lati~£ suggests this as a strong possibility 
which would ~ccount for a higher threshold in contact receptors 
than in air temperature receptors. However, the experime nts 
carried out in this a nd numerous other investigations on t e mper-
ature responses of arthropods, are of a nature which precludes 
any distinction being drm.rn '-etHeen responses to air and surface 
temperatures . Although direct evidence is lacking, it is thus 
possible that the antennal and palpal thermoreceptors of the 
Thysanura are concerned with the estimation of air and surface 
t emperatures r espectively. 
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The mxillary palps of the Thysanura are extremely well 
developed relative to those in the Ptery~ota, a trend which is 
evident even in the earliest fossil forms as exemplified by 
Dasyleptu~brgngniarti Sharov from Pe r mian deposits in Russia 
(illustrated in Tiegs and Hanton, 1958). In this animal tho 
palps appear to bu lonser th~n the antennae . This condition 
would se8m to i ndicate that the mxillary palps are i mportant 
carriers of sense organs and since they are always in contact 
with the substratum and situated anteriorly they represent the 
most likely site for contact thermoreccptors. 
The condition where both receptors have approximately the 
same avoidance threshold, as in the case of M· delgnyi, may well 
be primitive and found in animals which have to shun the full 
rigours of the terrestrial environment. Their noed is for be-
haviour which will serve to confine them to a comparatively 
she ltered habitat; one where, owing to the infrequency of ex-
posure to the full sun, the substratum is seldom, if ever, likely 
to attain a tem)J8rature as high as that of the surrounding air. 
High temperatures of both air and su1:;strate must repel and this 
will be achieved if the avoidance threshold is the same for both 
sets of org·J.ns. This is the condition in H. delanyi and also 
seems to obta in in th3 case of the diplopods Parade~mus~~cili~ 
and Blani1!,1Us...E"l!ttulatu~, "~<There the c:.ntennae have been shown to 
be sensitive to t emperature but antennectomy ha.s no effect on 
the temperature avoidance reaction (Cloudsley-Thompson, 1951). 
These ani mals too inha'...1it sheltered habitats where the substratum 
is cover ed by a layer of humus and where the air/surface temper-
ature relat ionship would be the same as that described for 
M· delanv1. The nocturnal habit of the Lepismatoidea need not 
inva lidate this argument, s ince high surface t emperatures may be 
maintained until well after sunset and further the animals may be 
forced to leave shelter hy day for other reasons such as escape 
from predators. 
I f indeed the palpi were the primitive contact thermorecep-
tor, this condition did not persist, for a ll other hexapods inves-
tigated have roa.xillary pc2lps not normally in contact >vith the 
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substratum (Lio~lu~ and Dorcus parallel~iped~~) or have 
highly modified mouthpg.rts, where maxillary palps, if present, are 
vostigi~l (Collembolll, Curculionidae, Hemiptera). It is possible 
that with the increase in lee length, in response to locomotory 
requirements , the palpal receptors, throueh no loneer oeing in 
contact with the substratum, may come to respond to air temper-
ature. This certainly seems to be the case in LiQgrx1lus, 
\·Jhere Herter has demonstrated a lower thr eshold to a ir t emper-
ature for the r eceptors locJ.ted on the maxillary palps than the 
antennae . It is significant that this animal has further 
temperature receptors on the tarsi and the cerci, of which the 
former at least must be contact receptors . Both these latter 
sense oreans have a hi~her threshold than those on the ant0nnae 
and on the palps. Tarsal contact receptors may well ':;e common 
among the hi::her insect; the v have ''ee n shown to occur in the 
cockroach (Kerkut a nd Ta,.rlor, 1957). Do!.£}!~r-~g~f1~dus 
also has temperature receptors on the maxillary palps which have 
a lower threshold than those on t he antennae . Examination of 
the maxillary palps of a nwn1er of :'l'8nera of the family 
Lucanidae has shown that in every instance these are inserted in 
such a manner that contact with the su~')stratum is unlikely and 
in some cases, impossible, o\orin~ to the size of the mandibles. 
The palpal r0ceptors in Dor~ must, therefore~of necessity, be 
responsible for the determination of a ir temperature and perhaps 
ar e used when the flabellate ante nnae ar e withdrawn. 
In all t he examples investigated, with the exception of the 
Thysanura, removal of the identifiable thermoreceptors does not 
abolish the avoidinR r eaction but merely raises the threshold at 
which the res;Jonse i s evoked . This su:::gests the presence of 
further temperature receptors. Such indeed must nlso exist in 
the Thysanura, for neither the speed orthokinesis of C. longi-
caudata nor the leaping response of M. delan~i depend upon 
antennal or ~J.lpal receptors . The possibility must be remembered 
that thermal receptors influencin~ general, as opposed to specific 
avoiding, 'x :haviour may not bo neripheral. Thus Alexander and 
Ewer (1958) have shown that it is likel.'.T that the stilting 
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response of Opisthophthalmus latimanus depends upon central re-
ceptors reacting, not to environmental but to body temperature , 
while Kerkut ~nd Taylor (1958) hav0 r8corded a general increase 
in spontaneous activity from isolated n~rve ganglia of the cock-
roach and other invertebrates whGn subjected to both hi gh and 
low temperatures. 
(ii) ~hotoreceptors and Light responses. 
The light responses of the two species of Thysanura under 
consideration are difficult to relate to their r espective modes 
of life . Light, when equated with solar radiation and thus heat 
absor ption, must play a far more i mportant role in the l i fe of an 
aniw..al vJhich inhabits an exposed environment than one living in 
the comparative shelter of a forest, ~nd we do indeed find that 
the activity orthokinesis in r esponse to light is more rapidly 
developed in C. long~~data than in 11._3elanyi. In contrast, 
however, the photosensor y organs of r-1. delanyi are much better 
developed than those of C. longicaudata, the for mer possessing 
both conspicuous lateral ocelli, relatively much l arger than thare 
those of most Fterygota , and well developed compound eyes, whilst 
in the latter the compound eyes are reduced to aggregations of 
a··,out 12 ommatidia each and ocelli are entirely lacking. The 
anomal)r where0y t he more highly evolved photosensory mechanism 
occurs in the animal which apparently least needs it may be 
explained when it is remembered that the more complex compound 
eyes of the H2chiloidea make pass i ble a t elotactic response and 
this is a more effective mechanism for attaining a sheltered 
posit ion . 
The well developed compound eyes of the Machiloidea may also 
be instrumental in the detection of the approach of a predator . 
The nocturnal habits of these animals are , however, against this . 
?fuch hin~as on the illumination threshold for discrimination by 
the eye and also on vThether the a.nill1:l.ls are fully nocturnal or 
merely crepuscular. Hygodzinsky (1941) stresses that, though 
various machilid species in Switzerland are most usually active 
at ni~ht, they cannot ~Je regarded as being wholly nocturnal. 
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He bases this on observations mde of the animals by day during 
spring or autumn. Diurnal feeding was observed on days when 
the sky was overcast. He further adds that so long as the beam 
was not directed onto them the behaviour of the animls could 
be observed at night by the marginal light of an electric torch. 
It is possible, therefore, that the animals normally leave 
shelter before nightfall, as soon as the illumination intensity 
full below a given level. The readiness with which M. delanyi 
becomes adapted to moderate li~ht intensities may land some 
support to this suggestion. Extensive field ohservations alone 
will provide the answer . My ovm ara as yet too scanty to off.ar 
decisive evidence . Finally the ocelli of the l~chiloidea may 
also be associat3d with a partly diurnal or crapuscular habit. 
In at least onu species, ~hchilis albio£al1at£ Stach, these 
organs show ~ migration of pigm0nt, dependent upon light con-
ditions. The pif-lllL.nt is retractod by nir;ht or in the dark and 
is dispersed !Jy day or j_n the light (wygodzinsky 19111) • However, 
until the function of thesd structures has been determined it 
will not be pass ible to consid0r why they have been davaloped 
or r etained in the Mnchiloidea and not in the Lepisrnatoidea. 
(iii) !!.Y.K~.Q.!:~£~.1?~ . .9..!:~_§:):1~-h~!!J._j.ditv ~SP_9.!}.~~§.. 
Before embarkinr, on a discussion of the actual mechanisms 
involved in the humidity ~Jehaviour of the Thysanura, a brief 
consideration of hygroreceptors is desirable. As previously 
mentioned, t\.JO types of hygroreceptors have been identified in 
the Arthropoda, namely 11Evaporimeters 11 and "Hygrometers n. 
Evaporimeter type hygroreceptors are invariably associated with 
a wet response, be ing dependent upon the rate of evaporation 
from an animal and therefore most probably situ~ted at a site 
of maximal water loss. Lees (19113) has suggested that the 
evapor imeters occurring in the larvae of ~~iot~§. may be located 
in the thin intersegmental membranes of the head appenda Ges and 
Bursell and EvJer (1950) have found the wet r esponse of 
Beri~opsis m9sclel! to be mediated by non-antennal r eceptors 
app~rently scattered over the general body surface , Evidence 
for the r eceptors in the l atter case be in~ evnporimeters is put 
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forward by the authors and has been confirmed by Dodds (1952) 
who has also found evidence for non-antennal ev~porimeters which 
mediate in part the wet r esponse of desiccated Tenebrio molitor. 
A similar condition has ~eon described for Schi~hvllum 
~£bU}.Qe.um (Perttunen, 1955) and for Drosophi~a .. ~1anqgQster 
(Perttun~n nnd Syrjamaki, 1958) but in these latter cases it 
has not been determined whether the non-antennal wet receptors 
n.r.:; hygrometers or ev,J.por imeters. In contr.::J.st to th0 foregoing 
dry responses are mediated only by hyerorneters, evaporimeters 
being by the ir mode of operati on unsuited to such a function. 
Dry responses are, as a rule, mediated by receptors located on 
the :mtennae; this has been shown to be true for Blatta 
orientalis (Gunn ~nd Coswny, 1938), E~giculus humanus corporis 
(Wigglesworth, 1941), Ptinus tactus (Bentl ey, 1944) 
Tribolium ca.sta neum (Willis and Roth, 1950) and Blatella 
germnnica (Roth and Willis, 1952) among the Hexapoda and for the 
diplopod Schizophyllum sabulosum (Ferttunen, 1955). Only in the 
case of Tenebrio molitor have the sense org2ns involved been 
definitely identified as hygrom~ters but it seems likely that 
the other ex~mples quoted ~lso oper~tc on this principle . 
It is, however, not necessary to suppose that all wet 
responses r equire an evaporimeter type receptor f or there is no1 
reQson why an hygrometer should not mediate a wet reaction; its 
principle of operc.tion is fully comp.'ltible with the requirements 
for m.::diating a rcspc:>nse in either direction, depending on the 
mechanics of the sensillum. Culex fatigans has been shown to 
avoid low humidities (Thomson, 1938); the sensory r e ceptors 
concerned are claimed to be antenn::J.l hygrometers by Necheles 
(quoted in Thomson, 1958) :J.nd the pr8S0nce of antenml viet 
mediators, which probably also operQtc on the hygrometer prin-
ciple, has been showh in Drosophila n~la.noga.ster (Begg and 
Hogben, 1946, Perttunen and Syrjamnki, l958) . as well as in 
Aedes n~:r:pti (Roth and Hillis, 1952). M~elan:t:l: and in all 
probability C. longicaudnta .<:~.s W3ll, v7ould fall into this l atter 
categor~r, havinr; antennal hyr.;rometers mediatin57 the wet response. 
The question arises why the tv10 types of humidity receptors 
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have evolved . Hy['rometers, since they depend for their action 
on the distortion of hy~roscopic parts of the cuticle, could 
meet the requirements of :·)Qth a wet and a dry response, the 
direction ~Je inc dependent upon the structure of the sensillum. 
Since they are not confined to a reeion of maximal water loss, 
they can be located on the antennae, where, by virtue of the 
scanning ability of these appendages, they \JOUld be much more 
effective in mediating directed hygroresponses , The functional 
superioritv of hygrometers leads us to the conclusion that 
evaporimeters are probably the primitive type; it may be that 
the hygrometer type of receptor could only be evolved once the 
terrestrial arthropods had elaborated a hardened exoskeleton. 
In both cases '\-There evaporimeter type hygroreceptors have 
been identified as the main mediators of the wet response, the 
eccritic humidity of the animal concerned has been near satur-
ation, viz. lOOfc relative humidity in the case of Agriotes 
larvae and 98% in the cose of Peripatopsis ~Q~eleyi. On the 
evaporimeter principle, if we take an activity ortho~inesis 
leading to agcregation in the wet as an example, the sensory 
impulses from the hygroreceptor will continue to be transmitted 
to the 11locomotory centre" as long as water is heing lost, the 
l evel of excitation, i.e. the frequency of the sensory impulses 
impinging of the locomotory centre, being proportional to the 
intensity of stimul ation, in this case the rat8 of evaporation. 
It can therefoN be expected that the intensity of the reaction 
will be proportional to the saturation deficit up to its 
maximal int.:ms ity, wheN it would l evel off. 
Now tho early land arthropods would have incurred their 
maximal water loss through the cuticle and the ir eccritic humid-
ity would have been at saturation, where evaporation would be 
minimal. In order to attain the eccritic humidity condi tions 
a scattering of evaporimeters over the body surface would be 
extremely effective . The expected relationship betwee n activ-
ity and humidity f or such an animal would be as shown in Figure 
8 . 01 A. No example of an animal which h.J.s thi s type of 
humidity response alone has been discovered. The closest 
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parallel is to be found in the shore-living amphipods Talitrus 
saltator and Orc~1~Q:~relln (vJilliamson, 1951) o.nd the 
diplopod OrthomorEh~ gracilis, an inhabitant of moist hu~1s 
(Perttunen, 1953). All three have an eccritic humidity of 100% 
relative humidity. The nature of the hygroreceptors of the 
amphipods is inferred as oe ing an evaporimeter, ~ut the point is 
not proven; those of Orthomo~ra have not heen studied. In all 
three examples there is an activity orthokin~sis. of the type 
postulated as well as a speed orthokinesis acting to reinforce 
it. But there is in addition an avoiding reaction to lov! 
humidities, whose sensory basis is unknown. 
Lowering the eccritic humidity may confer considerable 
advantage on an animal as previously discussed. To effect t his 
in a stenohy3rous animal, there must be involved a second hygro~ 
receptor, on::: which will increase activity above the nevi prefer-
enduro. Such a receptor can best be an hygrometer operating over 
a very short range. An hygrometer need, of course, not be con-
fined to a region of maximal wate r loss and may be located on 
the antennae. The activity/humidit~ relationship under these 
conditions would be as shown in Fieure 8.01 3 and r efle cts the 
condition is Peri~~is moseleyi (Bursell and Ewer, 1950), an 
animal which i s stenohygrous and ill adapted to terrestrial life, 
its rate of water loss being about tvJice that of e.n earthworm 
{M:mton and R::tmsay, 19:37). Hare, as in the previous example, 
the activity orthokinesis is reinforced by a spe~d orthokinesis 
and an avoiding action of a specialised nature has been shown. 
With anim~ls whose eccritic humidity lies below saturation 
a ne\.T problem arises. Once the animal is desiccated it must be 
able to make good its water loss by drinking. This involves 
two factors, the suppression of t he reaction leading to avoid-
ance of saturation and some type of enteror eceptor to r eeister 
the state of depleted water l oad. It is r easonable to assume 
that the stimulation of the enteroreceptor is itself a source of 
impulses which inhibi t the central responses from the cxtero-
receptors which normally lead the animal away from conditions 
of total saturation. 
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Even a niche below saturation is subject to population pressure, 
and animals -vrill tend to spread as fa.r as their physiological 
adaptations will allow. If such physiolorical mechanisms, be 
they water conservation or water uptake, allow ~n a.nim~l to 
become eury-hygrous, even in a limited sense, the eccritic 
humidity range will become ·Hider. It now becomes necessary to 
inhibit the effector centre, in this case the locomotory centre, 
over the preferred runge, in order to counter the stimul us of 
the ev~porimeter mediating the wet reaction. Since the in-
hibition is to be maintained over a. humidity range, an evapor-
imoter v1ould be unsuited to this purpose, but an hygrometer of 
appropriate mechanical structure would fulfil the requirements . 
This condition is represented in Figure 8.01 c. The wide 
eccritic range is ensured by the inhibition of the excitation 
fromL' the evaporimeter by the newly acquired hygrometer, while 
the drier conditions are avoided by the high level of activity 
which follows stimulation of the evaporimeter in these conditions . 
Possibly this may reflect the condition in the isopod forcellio 
scab-er (Gunn, 193'1), although the conditions governi ng the dry 
response in this animal are not clear . Waloff (1941) has 
suggested that the sense organs responsible for the wet response 
shown by Porcellio below its eccritic range, are situated over 
the general body surface and these are probably evaporimeters . 
A widening of the humidity range will be followed by a 
decrease in cuticle permeability and this will restrict the 
location of the evaporimeters. Since the region of maximal 
water loss would now be the respiratory surfaces, the evapor-
imet ers would become confined to the tracheal system. He have 
seen that, even in forms where there is a very high eccritic 
humidity, an avoiding action t o dry conditions may occur. This 
may well depend upon generally distributed evaporimeter-type 
receptors, as appears to be the case i n Peripatopsis moseleli. 
With the increasingly sheltered localisation of the evaporimoters , 
they become unsuitable for this task and we may postulate that 
the second hy~rometer, as -vrell as inhibiting the action of the 
evaporimeters, now acquires the necessary central connections to 
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mediate an avoiding reaction. In this way it can become the 
dominant controller of the wet react ion . 
Further elaboration of the water conserving and/ or \-later 
uptake mechanisms could give rise to the condition where the wet 
response is completely suppressed when the animals are in a state 
of normal w~ter balance. This is the condition in Ptin~ 
tectus (Bentley, 1944), Te_!:!eb!.i...Q....E1_2lit o! (Gunn and Pi elou, 1940 
b) and §.s,hi:?.OP,~Y.P'*m _sabulosum. It may e.lso give rise to com-
plete indifference to humidity as in the case of Iulus terres-
tris (Perttunen, 195~) and C. longicaudata. With the increas-
ing perfection of physioloeical adaptat ions to dry condtions, 
the pr eferred range cradually extended until it incorporated all 
humidities belm·l the upper limit . This is not hard to conceive, 
particularly vThere there is a re:don of humidity indifference 
well below the lower limit of the eccritic range as in 
M. delanyJ: .:1nd in Potamon depres~~ (Dandy, 1955). The effective 
range of the \-Jet response thus became increasingly constricted 
until the response was finally suppressed. 
However, the need for a change in behaviour ~pon desiccation 
remained. It has already been suggested that in forms with an 
eccritic humidity just below saturation this is achi1:1ved by the 
action of ~nteroreceptors inhibiting the dry response at high 
humidities. 
sufficient. 
This mechanisms must be retained but will not be 
In forms such as Taneprio; wher e the evaporimeters 
~rsist, the ir inhibition nny 1J e raised and this will l ead the 
n.nimal to water. \-Jhere the ava.porimeters have been lost, it 
would appear that th~S responses to impulses from the hygrometers 
affecting a wet r esponse ar e modified so as to change the thresh-
old of the avoidine r8action to a far higher humidity. This, 
coupled with the inhibition of the first hygrometer, will 
ensure that the anitn.3.l \-Jill now ~ )e r estricted to an area of high 
humidity, ,,!her e its activity will be low • . Such \>TOuld appear to 
be tho condition uncountered in M. delanyi following desiccation. 
This speculative history of the evolution of humidity 
r eactions is based upon a. vlide t axonomic assortment of animals 
and it seems likely that in any particular o;e nus specialisn.tions 
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correlated both with form a.nd habitat have arisen. This is most 
clearly seen in the burr01-1ing forms like Peripatopsi~ and 
~griot~~ l ~rvae t-Jhich have evolved .'1 recoil type of shock re-
a.ction yet it seems reasom.ole to suppose that tha conditions in 
Agriotes larvae ar& secondary. The history does, however, serve 
to underline the insufficiencies of our knovJledge of the humidity 
responses within any on0 group of :uthropods if our outlook to-
wards these responses is to be oore than t o show that habitat and 
beha.viour ~re correlated. There is cle~rly need for cl oser 
study of some ~roup, such as the Isopoda, in \.Jhich terr.Jstrial 
ndaptation is yet inc om "~lete or limited, if we are to comprehend 
the physiological history of this aspect of terrestri~l emergence 
in arthropods. 
195. 
(1) Ecological, physiological and behavioural studies have been 
carried out on Nachiloides delanyi (Hachiloidea) and 
CtenoleEisma longicaudata (Lepismatoidea) in an attempt to 
eY.plain the restricted distribution of the former. 
(2) ~n investigation of the physical conditions in the niche 
occupied by !1.:-..S!elanyi s_hows it to have a stable micro-
climate where temperature and humidity fluctuations are 
small. The humidity never reaches saturation nor has it 
ever been found to fall below 70% relative humidity. 
(3) The habitat of ~-longicaudata, although sheltered from 
temperature extremes, shows appreciable fluctuations in 
humidit:r. 
(t) M. de1anyi_loses water at a slower rate than species of the 
typical forc~t cryptofauna. Its rate of water loss is, 
however, very variable and is hiche r than that of 
C. logg_~~udat~. 
(5) The r ate of water loss from both species increases markedly 
on death, suggesting an active >-Jater retaining mechani sm. 
(6) The stage within an instar affects the rate of water loss 
from !J.:. delany_!..z. the ani!DD.ls losing ;,m.ter more rapidly 
shortly after moulting. 
( '7) Size has no demonstrable eff~...ct on the rate of water loss 
from 8ither species . 
(8) Remova.l of body scales .::md abrasion with aluminium dust or 
fine sandpaper has no effect on the rate of water loss from 
livinR spec imens of both species. 
(9) Wax solvents increase the rate of water l oss from de:td 
specimens of M. de lanyi~ They have no ~pparent effect on 
C. longicaudata. 
(10) Carbon dioxide, in concentrations of up to 10%, has no 
effect on the rate of \va.ter loss from either species) 
suggesting the absence of :t spiracular control mechani sm. 
Carbon monoxide poisoning does, however, upset the water 
retaininr ab ili t y of both species. 
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(ll) There are some indications that the major site of water 
loss is the general body surface. 
(12) Both species are able to drink ·Hater ¥Then presented in 
suitable form. 
(15) N. delD:!!l.Luses the eversible vesicles located on the 
ventral surface of its abdomen to extract capillary vm.ter 
from the soil o.nd to a~sorb water from o. thin film of 
moisture covering stones. Excessive vrater loss upsets 
this ability by rendering the vesicles inextrusivle . 
(14) C. longi~udat£ is able to absorb water VQpour from a sub-
saturated Qtmosphere down to ~ relative humidity of 60~. 
This ability is limited by s.:tturo.tion deficit and possibly 
also by relative humidity. 
(15) Retention of metabolic water by C. longicQudata is 
suggested. 
(16) A possible mechanism for the absorption of water vapour 
from a subsaturated atmosphere, and its r elationship to 
active water retention is discussed . 
(17) Both species are eurythermous, the temperature preferend~ 
b.:: ine; between 10° o.nd 20°C for 1:1. delo.nyi and bet•reen 12 ° 
Their upper critical 
0 0 0 
temperatures are 57 C and between 40 and 43 C respectively. 
(18) Aggregation by both species in their respective preferendn 
is effected by an activity ortholdnesis, while o. klino-
kinesis i s instrumentD.l in o.voiding lethal temperatures . 
A speed orV"~o1:ines is is aryparent in C. longicauda.ta at 
very high temper:1tures, under 'Which conditions H. delan;ti; 
repeatedly leaps. 
(19) Temperature receptors have been localised on the antennae 
and maxillary palps of both species. The thresholds of 
these are the same in ~delany! but in C. lonaicaudata 
the antennal receptors have a lower threshold than the 
palpal. 
(20) Both species shmv a pre ference for darkness. H. delanvi _..;.. ___ ....._ 
is directed to a dark niche by a skoto- telo-taxis while 
C. longicaudata r elies on a skoto-tropo-taxis . In 
197. 
addition, both species exhibit a negative phototaxis. 
(21) While ~longicaudat~ is indifferent to humidity, 
!:h__,9~lany;h has a n eccritic range between 70 and 85~ 
relative humidity. It ~lways avoids humidities above the 
upper limit of its preferendum re gardless of the alter-
native humidity offered . 
( 22) On desiccation, both species react positively to high 
humidities . 
(25) The humidity receptors are located on th~ antennae and are 
of the hygrometer type in M. delanyi. 
(24) A marked activity orthokinesis directs N. delany,;h away 
from humidity conditions above its preferendum while a 
kli nokinesis causes it to avoid low humidities. 
(25) Upon desiccation, the klinokinesis avoiding l ow humidities 
becomes intensified i n M. delan~ and a similar response 
is unmasked in C. longicaudata. 
(26) Both species show a negative geotaxis and a possible 
dorsal gravity response. 
(27) Temperature avoidance overrides all other responses in 
both species. The li~ht response is normally dominant 
over hooidity r eactions in M. ge l;any! but on des iccat ion 
the positive r eaction to high humidity takes precedence 
over the positive r esponse to darkness. A similar con-
dition obtains in desiccated C._1ongicaudata. 
(28) Thu distribution of Iv! . delnnyi appears to ')e restricted 
only by the availability of vlater and it is suggested that 
thi s factor influences the distribution of the Machiloidea 
as a whole. The ability to absorb "~Jater vapour from a 
subsaturated atmosphere appears to be responsible for the 
success of the Lepi smatoidea. 
(29) The implications of these results in relation to the 
evolution of both the Thysanura and the Pterygota are 
discussed . 
(50) The possible evolution of behavioural responses to temper-
ature, light and humidity, and their r espective sensor y 
mediators , are considered . 
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